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D ign f urban open pa e n 
1~Rt\R'! 

e'rt ers. Public op n pa e 10 

th city of Kisumu are not well documented for ing wboe er i earcbing for infonnation on 

the e pace to rely on re ource per on and informants at variou city managem nt 

departments. Interventions on public space in a case like this one: where information i 

lacking i then depends literature from elsewhere. With this in mind, the tudy was 

undertaken with the aim of inve tigating the tate of public open pace in the city of K.i umu 

with Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground as the case study. The aim was to gain in igbt into need 

of public open space user in Kisumu city. The finding of the study were then u ed to 

propo e a model for urban open pace design for the Kisumu. 

The study applied case study method. Information was obtained using field ob ervation and a 

ocial survey that entailed interviewing u ers of thi park on bow they used the pace and 

their perception of various elements found in the park. The finding of the study revealed that 

the climate provision of various phy ical facilities such as vegetation, sports facilities and 

furniture influence if and bow people u e the park. Based on this findings recommendation 

were made to adopt climatically uited trategie in designing and planning urban open in 

Ki umu city while addre ing the pecific local populace's open pace needs. 
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1 ntroduction 

1.1 Background of the Problem 

Taking into con ideration their function as "the lung of urban areas and the role they play 

in the phy i al and psychological well being of urban inhabitant , there i consen u among 

the practitioners in the built environment that urban open paces are of critical importance for 

proper functioning of any gi en city. Thee space manifest themselve in many form 

namely: parks quar plazas playgrounds streets pede trian mall , tran it mall and bu 

top in some ca e they are left over space or under developed lots within the city. In these 

paces urban dwellers get opportunity for recreation, outdoor socialization contact with 

nature and repo e from the hustle of the ofthe city life. 

Provi ion and management of urban open space has preoccupied the city planning and 

management autboritie ince time immemorial with looking for a recipe of a proper ratio of 

open pace and built up area: one that could yield sufficient and appropriate urban open 

pace for their citie . In addition to pro is ion of pace control of urban space i an endeavor 

of such authorities. A number of legi lations policies and guidelines have been drafted aimed 

at generating and controlling u e of urban open space . For example, ln New York City 

incentive bonuses are given to builders who provide plaza pace within the city· thi bas 

given ri e to the phenomena of privately owned public space. Though this strategy has helped 

the city to generate urban open space in some case the spaces were found to be of 

monumental value: beautiful in design but devoid of users (Whyte , n.d). El ewhere in 

Europe endeavors to promote the urban life by attracting people into the city ha e been 

accompli bed by pedestrianizing treets and discouraging auto-centric urban planning, tbi 

strategy bas been widely applied in the city of Copen Hagen. 
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Though provi ion f urban space for u e by the public i the primary objective in creating 

urban open pace, the authoritie al o endeavor to control use of the e spaces with the aim of 

promoting ecurity for the u er . E er increa ing control of the public urban realm is a direct 

outcome effort employed by authoritie and private entitie too toward thi end i.e. ecurity. 

The control mea ure employed range fr m mea ure uch as regulations forbidding some 

acti itie in public pace pby ical barriers ecurity per onnel guarding acces into and use of 

public pace police patrols to u e of technology ucb as CCTV cameras. Ne ertbele s 

control of urban public space has faced a lot of critici m. Whyte (19 7) argues that keeping 

out the undesirables ' through severe control of u e of public space keep out the desired 

population too this entiments are also echoed by Shaftoe (2008). 

The microclimate of a pace ha a direct link to human comfort in the pace hence directly 

affect if and how people will u e a pace (Nikolopoulou et al. 200 I). Climate and 

weather can be either an attraction or an obstacle in use of outdoor spaces. The city of 

Ki umu experience tropical hot climate that i mainly modified mainly by Lake Victoria. 

The average weather conditions experienced in the region are bot and humid throughout the 

year. Open pace play a major role in ameliorating microclimate in the city of Ki umu at 

the arne time climatic factors influence how people u e tbe e space . 

haftoe 2008) posits that little re earch ba been undertaken into what ordinary citizen want 

from their public space and what they perceive as good paces. Tbi entiment i 

collaborated by Anyumba (1995) who states that most research on the built environment ba 

focused on what the de ired tate of the e paces ought to be not enough re earch has been 

done to document the exi ting state of urban open paces. To come up with the best-suited 

olution to the problem experienced in the contemporary local urban context a grounded 

approach hould be applied. A lot of effort should be directed into ob erving tudying and 
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documenting the exi ting problem in th e urban area before attempts at olutions are 

made. 

Urban pace can be vibrant with many people in them what Shafto 200 ) con iders the 

' litolU te t' of con iviality while some are inhabitable hence de erted at almo t all time . 

Bad urban pac can be as a result of poor design intervention and in orne ca e 

circumstance uch as urban decljne or decay. Poor paces are hunned and avoided by 

people more often the e space are deserted with little or no human habitation. De ign of 

public pace is about people Whyte (1980) if thi i not kept in focu the re ult i 

impres ive monumental paces that are mostly empty or underused because they do not meet 

the u er needs. 

1.2 Problem statement 

Issues related to urban open paces experienced in most African cities, especially in Kenya 

could be attributed to a number of factors especially insufficient research and documentation 

of information on de ign of urban open spaces in Kenya. Planning and design of space in 

urban areas bould take a grounded approach where the existing situation and need for open 

pace of urban inhabitants are thoroughly tudied and understood before any attempts at 

olutions are made. Such an approach to design of urban space in Kenya has been slow in 

de eloping. Underlying concepts, principles and guidelines in the local context are not >.: ell 

pelt out making it bard for individuals invol ed in urban design and related activities to link 

the exi ting de igns with new de ign concepts. 

The number of people visiting or using an urban open space can be u ed as a measure of 

whether a pace is ucce sful or not Many a times urban design has yielded impressive 

space , which are shunned by people because they do not meet the users needs. In orne 

case it circumstances such as urban decline decay or disaster or calamity that create poor 
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Chapter 5: Summary of Finding, Conclusion and recommendations 

Tbi chapter give a summary of findings derived from the empirical tudy. It interpre and 

explains the finding with regard to tbe study objective and literature re iew. Draw 

concJu ions and recommendations based on the findings. 
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b pter 5: ummary of inding onclu ions and recommendation 

Thi chapter give a ummary of finding deri ed from the empirical tudy. It interpre and 

explain the fmding with regard to the tudy obj cti e and Literature re iew. Draw 

conclusion and recommendations ba ed on the finding . 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

ln thi chapter, literature by variou authors on habitation public open paces i reviewed 

with empha i on attribute that relate to how people use and perceive urban open pace . A 

re iew of a theoretical framework follows the discus ion of variou aspects of urban open 

pace habitation the theory of po t colonial city is discussed for it relates to the historical 

planning and de ign of Kisumu city s open spaces. 

Urban open paces are classified using a number of criteria uch as size, how people use 

them. their intended purpose and location to name ju t but a few. Byrne and Sipe 2010 

propo e size, naturalness and activity types as the qualitie that yield most distinctive types 

of urban spaces. Using the fore mentioned criteria, the maio types urban open spaces are then 

identified as treets, plazas and parks (ibid . In the contemporary world, there exist numerou 

type of urban open spaces sometime the difference from one type to the other being a 

minor detail, they include: plazas, quares plazas cemeteries, rail-way reserves green roofs 

green ways, riparian reserve among many more others. 

The three main types of public open spaces namely streets, plazas and urban parks can be 

further divided into ub-typologies along finer, thinner line such a the specific type of 

recreation that takes place in the pace; this makes the difference between a dog park and 

skating park on the other hand the catchment area determines whether a park is a national 

park, regional park or neighbourhood park (Harnik 201 0). Compared to parks plazas are 

typicaUy paved spaces in between or completely surrounded by buildings they also come in a 

variety of form and izes they vary vastly from those which are completely hard cape to 

those -.yhicb are immensely planted from miniscule ones to those of immense dimensions. 

Streets are al o a major type of urban open pace typology whose recreational value is 
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increasingly being recognized. A good example is troget, a 3.2 km long pedestrian street in 

op nhagen that was clo ed to vehicular traffic in 1962 (Byrne et a/, 201 0). This treet ha 

become a world renowned civic pace. 

2.2 History of urban open spaces 

Citie have been exten ively tudied and documented, both a a general phenomena and a 

pecific cases for long time however, not much insight into historical development urban 

open pac ha been gained from the e studie (Wilkinson 1998 . According to the author 

most of the writing on urban open space planning provides Little comprehension of the field s 

hi torical roots. He asserts that at best, the planning literature, particularly the North 

American literature - seems to assume that the history of urban open pace planning began 

with Fredrick Law Olm ted, Senior and New York s Central Park in the 1850 s. Thi 

howe er is not an accurate account of history of urban open spaces as studies of even the 

earlie t civilizations have indicated exi tence civic spaces in towns and urban areas of the 

time. The acropolis and the agora of ancient Greece were equivalents of the modern day 

public open space (ibid) albeit the evoJution ofthe character and quality with time one cant 

help but notice the parallels. 

Open spaces in most town and cities of the world are as old as cities themselves, they have 

ranged from the hanging Gardens of Babylon to ancient London s marshes to the La ish 

formal gardens of Paris and Vienna (anony). In the Victorian era, city parks were provided in 

the over crowded cities as a way of improving health parks were al o used for reducing 

di content e: pecially among the poor by the new municipalities and rich philanthropists in 

this era. 

The earlie t public space known is the Greek agora. According to Madaoipour 2003, the 

Greek agora was principaiJy a central market and also a place of assembly for the town' 
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people and a etting in which ceremonie and pectacle were perfonned. In the beginning 

the agora was urrounded re ideotial bou e but later, the character of the buildings around it 

e olved, temple and sanctuarie were added, as well as stoa, and porticos (Holscher 2007 . 

Consequently the character and use of the agora evol ed as the buildings bordering it 

changed. It i impossible to characterize the agora as either a religious civic, or political 

space as it brought together all tho e activities (Madanipour 2003). While this was a place 

where spectacles were viewed and rituals carried out, the agora was equally a place wbere 

powers were challenged and the ettiog for commonplace daily activitie (Holscher, 2007). 

In the early times, space in cities and towns were purely functional; this was before the era 

of industrial revolution. Most of the spaces were market places, which doubled for other 

activitie since market day were et for once or twice a week only tbis freed the space to be 

used for religious activities, ci ic parades and meetings for the re t of the week. According to 

Carmona et al 2008 the oldest public space in most rustoric EngHsh towns of today are 

marketplace many market place have been held in the same place for eight hundred years 

and a few for over a thousand years. Market places throughout the early times and middle 

ages were cruciaJ parts of the live of urban dwellers it offered them a chance for 

ocialization through pubHc acti ities, reHgious and political meeting . 

Urban Parks are a relatively recent entrant into the arena of urban open spaces; they are a 

pecialized typo that evolved out of the early-unspecialized multi-purpose civic pace . 

rban parks emerged in response to the challenges begot of massive expansion and rapid 

growth of cities during the industdal revolution. According to Brill (1989): Warner (1993) 

cited in Low Taplin & Scheid, (2005) Urban parks as public open space have multiplied 

since parks first made an appearance in the early 19th century in North America. Early urban 

park in the United States of America were unimproved commons ' that bad originally been 
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et aside for ivil acti iti uch as grazing cattle and militia training, which pecialized into 

either into urban land ape parks, recreational parks or hi torical parks Low et at 2005 . 

The pioneer urban landscape parks in North America ucb as entral Park and Pro pect Park 

were born of a park movement that swept through North America beginning tbe 1840s. 

lasting about 50 years. According to Low et al (2005) the movement had a philo ophical 

basi in romanticism· an ideology that ro e in reaction to the industrial capitalism of 1840s 

and 50 that manife ted in the built environment infonn of rapidly growing cities over 

crowded tenement housing and rampant epidemic disease and pollution. Romanticism 

fo tered belief that nature and natural cenery had the power to uplift and restore human spirit 

ibid). However the urban landscape parks of North America were not total new inventions 

their precedents did exist smaller cates, these were the emerging public parks in England, 

older royal parks in European cities that bad been opened to public use and rural cemeteries 

like mount Auburn in Cambridge. The concept of urban landscape parks was not born in the 

era of romanticism and park mo ement, but they played the role of universalization and 

popularization of a remotely exi ting concept. 

It took almo t 50 years to get over Olmstead s model of green lung" that had it's 

underpinning in the concept of pre erving nature in the city while redres ing societal ills 

(Harnik 2000). The author po its that the 'smart park followed the land cape park. The 

mart park differs from the land cape park in that it is more intensive io use, les pastoral in 

character an entertainment enue and Centre of activitie . This model of park emerged in 

re ponse to urban residents' need for their parks to be more than domesticated woodland and 

meadows (ibid . The author argue that need for more active parks could be attributed to the 

fact people get enough i olation at their computers aiJ day at work and in their gated 

communities where they reside after work urban dwellers oow want parks that are animated 

with a lot of timulation and activity for change and diversion from their everyday mundane 
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ex.i en e. 

Te hnol gy is playing a revolutionizing part in thee olution of the concept of open space a 

we kno it, indoor open paces' are an emerging phenomena who e realization has been 

made po ible by advance of technology. An indoor pop-up park exists in New York City 

olita neighborhood called ~Park Here . The park which i run by Open House Gallery 

dcfic the conventional due to the fact that it is located in an enclo ed indoor pace however 

this doe not diminish it much for it s a complete park with gra s and tree with lUJturiant 

foliage. U e of fiber gla technology on the interior enclosing walls of the park simulate 

rustic landscape cene that blend seamle ly with actual pace to mimic continuou 

land cape iews perfectly one cannot tell where the actual space end and the virtual begin . 

Figure 2.1 and 2.2 are photo bowing the eamle integration of the real and virtual space 

in Park Here. The conditions can be adjusted to simulate any season , de pite the actual 

weather conditions; this i the selling point of the park. They promise and offer New Yorker 

refuge from vagaries of weather, especially during the extreme seasons of winter and 

summer. 

www.panoramio.com www.panoramio.com 
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2.3 Benefit of urban open spaces 

Public pa e play important role in the health and wellbeing of urban dwellers· they also 

offer opp rtunitie for general learning conflict re olution and tolerance. 

2.3.1 Health and weUbeing 

In towns and citie of tbe world the lifestyles of most inhabitants are sedentary. The mean 

of production rarely require high level of mobility and neither is the activitie undertaken 

energy inten ive. In addition high dependency on the motor vehicle for mobility for long and 

hort walk able di tances limit opportunity for exercise through walking. 

Limited open pace in urban areas po e a challenge to health and well being of the urbanites. 

In low income areas where population is high open pace are limited and economic statu 

poor need to provide for de ignated recreational pace is criticaL Re idents of such 

neighborhood neither have backyards they can utilize for recreation, nor do they have at 

their di po al the means and finances to travel to far off destinations to recreate and get away 

from the conge ted, polluted Living conditions. Designated open spaces where such a 

population can get opportunities for recreation and contact with nature are critical for their 

physical and psychological well being. 

According to haftoe (2008) for their psychological well being, people need acce s to green 

spaces and ocial contact with other human being . ln the present day urban set urban 

scenarios, privatization of the urban realm is in vogue. In the built areas, seclusion is 

increasingly the desired and inclu ion unde ired. This manifests in the form of malls that 

have sentry at e ery turn of the comer gated communitie where only resident with proper 

identification can be let through, re idential blocks which are surrounded by perimeter wall 

topped with electric or razor wires even work place where offices are divided into individual 

"private cubicles for each employee. From privatized work places to privatized areas of 
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residence it · with deliberate efforts on the part of urban re idents that they can get an 

opportunity for human conta t and ocialization. or mo t this will happen in the public 

open pac of the city. baftoe 200 al o posit that re earch has hown a link between a 

en e of weiJ b ing to environmental and urban condition , weiJ-desigoed and well-managed 

public pace contribute to satisfaction and happiness in people who reside near or u e them. 

2.3.2 Learning conflict resolution tolerance 

Urban open pace are arena's on which arious aspects of the lives of the particular city s 

resident are played out and in the process observed. Universal accessibility means each and 

every member of the community bas equal opportunity to get into and use public space if 

and when this happens a diver e mix of people gather in public open spaces, hence people 

encounter tbo e of different social class age economic and education background 

intellectual standing or culture in public open spaces. Here, individuals are likely to meet 

Jearn from characters they would otherwise not in their work place, that is likely made up of a 

particular intellectual group or at their places of residence where the crowd is likely to be of 

a particular social and economic class. ln public space , people get the opportunity to 

encounter and interact with difference· such close encounters with different people are not 

always devoid of conflicts. Thorough the proces individuals can learn conflict re olution 

and how to tolerate others despite difference of opinion or ideologies. 

2.3.3 Economic benefits 

Economic benefi of urban open paces can be accrued in a number of ways, at local city 

wide or regional scales. Either directly through entry fee and commercial activities such as 

vendors hops in the park, parking fees or hosting events. Indirect benefit can be accrued 

from increa ed property value around open spaces optionally popular open spaces can 

attract tourists acationers or investors into an urban area, in the process boosting the city s 

economy. 
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In almo t all parts of the world, parks are being u d as engin for rede elopment· thi i 

remarkably e id nt in major citie of the world like Bo ton, eattle an Franci co Chicago 

Houston Pari Barcelona, Manch ter and idney. Harkin 2000 cite Centennial Olympic 

Park in Atlanta as a good example of urban open pace acting as driver of redevelopment. 

The park was concei ed in 1996 for the ummer Olympic . Property value wa $2 per quare 

foot in the immediate park neighborhood in 19 0 by the beginning of the millennium the 

alue bad e caJated to $150 per square foot, an increase that i attributed to the 

commis ioning of the park in the area. Such kinds of cenarios earn cities a lot of revenue 

through property taxe . 

2.3.4 Environmental benefits 

Boluband et a/. J999,states that parks and other green paces in urban areas have a ho t of 

environmental benefits the e are: regulating ambient temperatures; reducing noise; filtering 

air carbon inking and reducing torm-water run off. Public open space e pecially green 

one can also protect habitats and preserve biodi ersity, creating opportunity and settings for 

urban wildlife to flourish. The importance of urban open pace in reducing the urban heat 

i lands and pollution cannot be overstated. Due vegetation' thermal conduction qualities, it's 

contribution to accwnulation of urban heat island is negligible compared to typical urban 

etting materials such as concrete teel and gla . The e place are al o nodes/points of 

breaks of urban pollution carbon emission per unit space is lower in open pace compared to 

a built up area (Byrne et al, 201 0). 

2.4 Factors influencing use of urban open spaces 

Shaftoe 2008 declares that the degree of use space of public open space is a measure of bow 

ucce sful the pace . Using this criteria, intensely used public space can be termed 

ucces ful and vice versa A number of factor influence if or not people will use public open 
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paces, the factors di cus ed in tbi ection are safety culture aesthetic time a ailability of 

transportation and the attitude of the users. 

2.4.1 afety 

Real and perceived safety are prerequi ite for use of public open pace by people (Ghel 

2010: baftoe 2008: Jacob J 961 ). The authors a ert that ha ing more people pending more 

time in public spaces increase potential u ers real and perceived safety consequently 

improving it u e, the reverse i al o true cau ing paces that are mo tly deserted to be 

avoided by potential users for fear of insecurity. Shaftoe 2008, al o broache the subject of 

real and perceived afety, he asserts that at times people can keep out of public spaces 

because of perceived danger when they are actually in no real danger. Jacobs 1961 

di cu ion on importance of security in the city space illustrates how critical it is to have 

people in, and watching the streets as a measure of boosting security in the public realm. 

Jacobs' di cussion culminates in proposition of "street watchers and eye on the street" as 

mean of employing civilian centered approach to enhancing security in public spaces. Tbi 

is a critical concept in improving security in public areas for it i not alway fea ible or 

desirable to employ use of control and patrol to keep public paces afe. 

2.4.2 Cultural differences 

Culture influences people's perception of pace (Payne et al, 2002) perception of place i 

shaped by both individual differences and cultural value ; people from di erse socio-cultural 

and ocio-demographic backgrounds will likely perceive and use the arne park space very 

differently. tudies of parks in Australian cities which, are known to ho t a lot of socio

cultural diversity have found that people from different cultural backgrounds use parks in 

way that may be different to tho e of Anglo-Celtic Au traliaos (ibid). According to the e 

tudies orne Muslim people for instance may u e parks for religious festivities· some 

Vietname e and Arabic Australian are known to ocialize in park spaces in the evening 
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om u tralian fr m ian backgrounds practice ub i tence fishing in parks and orne 

acedonian-Au tralians are known to enjoy singing drinking and dancing in park . 

Immigrants bring with them a range of new demands upon open/green pace . In park in 

American citie too immigrants Latino have been ob erved to u e park for family picnic 

mor than any other re ident group (Harnik, 201 0). 

2.4.3 esthetics 

Aesthetic i a subjective matter and its perception varies greatly amongst user of public 

pace . According to Burgess 1998 research into green pace aesthetics has shown that users 

express dHfering preference for aried features from changing terrain topography, water, 

eli erse egetation and public art. Howe er some studie have found that many public space 

users place a high value on natural land capes and etting and recreational opportunities in 

urban space (ibid . Preference of even the form of interaction with these space varied greatly 

among u ers while some bowed preference for physical presence in a space others by just 

looking out onto green pace they could accrue a lot of benefits, especially p ychological. 

2.4.4 Time, transport, attitude and ability of users 

A number of other factors which potentially influence bow and why people will use parks 

and other forms of public open pace are: where potential u er live in relation to the 

location of the park whether they have access to pubJjc transportation; the amount of time 

people ha e for recreation· their attitudes towards nature· and their lei ure preferences (Syme 

et a/, 200 1). Other researchers ba e shown that there are some constraints that consistently 

limit u e of parks, the e are: limited time· family re ponsibilities; fear of crime· poor 

information about available park space ; illness hence inability to travel far· distance to 

parks; o er crowding; high co t of either transportation to or entrance into parks and poor 

acces to public transportation (Lindsay et al 2001). Assessment of the needs of a particular 

community need and acces to urban open spaces should therefore factor in as many oftbe 
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fore mentioned factors as they po ibly can. 

2.5 D ign of urban open spaces 

Design as a proce take i into consideration a number of i sue these i sue are: the needs 

and convenience ofu ers. comfortofthe users and the overall image of the pace . 

2.5.1 Factors to consider in design of urban open space 

U ers are the con umers of the end product whic~ public open pace i · hence any design 

should focus on user if it is to be a uccessful. The basic consideration to make when 

designing public spaces here after discussed are: user needs, the climate of a locality and the 

socio-economic parameters of the user population. 

2.5.1.1 User needs 

Many critiques of the conventional urban design and planning notably: Jacobs (1961): 

Sbaftoe (2008): Harnik (2010 have advocated for an urban open space de ign approach that 

is based on an in depth under tanding of user need rather than that ba ed on planning 

standard approach. The latter i based on a fixed notion of how and how urban open space 

ought to be designed to be proper. The concept of u er needs assessment can be applied at 

both the broader level of planning and at the micro concept and design levels. At planning 

level, user needs will create a way towards cr,eating pace out of an understanding of the 

specific needs potentials and challenge in a specific locality as opposed to generating public 

space out planning manuals. At a local scale the elements provided for and the concept 

governing design of the space will be based of the needs of the particular group as oppo ed 

to reproducing the physical structures associated with successful paces (Stiles 2009), or 

what is in vogue. 

Francis 2003 in his book Urban open space: designing for u er needs highlights five cro s

cutting major categories of user needs that hould be considered in the design and 
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management of public pace, these are comfort relaxation pa ive engagement acti e 

engagement, di co ery and fun. 

om [I rt i the mo t b i n ed in pace for u er . Making pace comfortable for users range 

from pro i ion of facilitie and amenities that make it easy and convenient to u e a space like 

ea belter from sun or wind or rain washroom snack hops. Another a pect of comfort 

clo ely relates with management of the space the degree to which people feel free to u e the 

pace without too much control from management and hara sment from other park u er 

play a role in making them feel comfortable. 

People often seek space to get away way from the stress of a restricting environment 

pecially that of indoors the contrast found in the openne , greenery and restorative 

qualities of water moving or in stagnant ponds play a major role in impro ing the 

psychological and physiological well being of individuals by helping them to relax (Whyte, 

2003). Passive engagement i a notion closely related to relaxation but differs in that in 

pas i e engagement the user encounters a setting/ cene without becoming actively involved 

in acti ities engagement. Examples of passive active that can be carried out in public spaces 

are: watching sport I game sitting, reading, watching people pa s by or taking a nap. Unlike 

pas i e engagement, active engagement entail becoming vigorously involved in the way one 

use space. Game and ports cycling and jogging trails kating and wimming are a few of 

acti e activities that u ers eek out in public space . 

Di covery in a public pace can be conveyed inform of public art and sculpture or 

opportunities for learning both through observing nature or through me sage embodied in 

the design and planning of tbe paces tbemsel e . Fun encompasses within it possibilities of 

mystery adventure and challenge in use of the space. Though this i not often given primary 

attention in the design of most urban spaces, it is a popular trend, reflected in the burgeoning 
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of theme parks and ad enture playground all over the world (Whyte, 2003). The danger of 

not meeting u er needs in d ign of urban pace i that there ulting pace couJd be avoided 

or under u ed, hence ineffe tively utilized. 

2.5.1.2 Climate 

Becker (2012) avers that the geometry of the urban grid affects the wind conditions and the 

shading zone created in building and open paces con equeotly determining whether 

places are thennally plea ant or uncomfortable during different times of the day and ea on 

of the year. What this implies is that urban planning and de ign ultimately affect the 

microclimate and consequently user comfort in spaces. Spaces that are exposed to the un 

during the cold sea ons and shaded from during the hot easons will offer conducive 

environment for thriving of urban ocial life. Control of shading and exposure is achieved by 

use of buildings configuration, vegetation and structures specifically designed for the 

purpo e. 

Permanent shading or permanent exposure is not desirable in pace , especially those that 

experience the extreme easons (bot and cold seasons . According to Becker (2012) a 

dynamic olution to thi predicament i planting deciduou trees in open spaces and 

sidewalks to shade the space during the hot ea on and let in olation through into the pace 

during the cold ea on. Optionally one pedestrian walk or part of public pace can be 

sheltered from the un while the other is left without shelter, each aimed at providing optimal 

comfort during different time of the year. 

2.5.2 Elements of urban open spaces 

The elements of choice their material and details should be of complementary value in 

enhancing the overall design concept of the project. 
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2.5.2.1 Furniture 

Providing furnitur in pac enhances their habitation hence their effectivene (Yucel 

2013). The ignifican e of furniture in pace includes: creating re ting places and a setting for 

ocial encounters. Furniture has symbolic meaning in space too the designs and material can 

be applied to give meaning to pace. Furniture can al o be used to set standard and 

expectation of quality of development. The basic criteria for electing and placing furniture 

in pace according to iicel, 20 13) is· iting and layout i.e. deciding where each item hould 

be place , form and appearance i.e. making ure there a continuity or at least a linkage 

b tween the de ign of different item durability, and co t of the items of furniture. 

Placement and location of furniture in public space hould be well thought out it hould 

consider social and interacti e pattern of u er and group together furniture that ha related 

functions (City of Ballarat, Street and park furniture guideline 2013). If too much furniture is 

located in the one area then it become cluttered and the furniture will be under-utilised 

relative to its cost conversely if in ufficient nwnbers are provided, or they are provided in 

the wrong areas then the furniture will fail to provide the level of provision and ervice 

expected by the users. The careful placement and rationalization of street and park furniture 

elements will help to create greater unity and less clutter in the public realm. Consistent use 

and repetition of color, materials and de igo of furniture elements within a treet or park 

helps unify that pace and define and support the character of a pace. 

a) Seating 

From his re earch on what make urban pace succes ful, William Whyte (198 ) arrived at a 

conclusion that seating is the bigge t factor drawing people into a place. Seating encompas e 

two major component , the space itself and provision of the apparatus to be used for sitting. 

The space a pect of seating is affected by orientation with regards to views acce and 
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activity· the e are the consideration that people make when chao ing to it or not to it in a 

pace. While imp rtant con id ration of tb ea themsel e encompass the material u ed, 

de ign ize mobility, type to name just but a few. All the e facto are crucial in pro iding 

eating in public pace for they determine bow well the end product erve the u er if the 

u er will like them enough to frequent them or di Like and shun them. 

haftoe (2008) posits that generally people sitting down like to be observe rather than be 

ob erved, (particularly from behind)" hence eats with a wall or ome kind of barrier behind 

them tend to be more appealing to users. eating areas with view of an activity even one a 

regular as pedestrian activity attract u ers. Since the number of people who visit a public 

space is ast and o are their needs and preferences in pace and eats variety hould be 

provided in terms of sitting location, from more public emi private to more private options 

itting arrangements from single small group to clu tered sitting and in term of type thi 

could range from eat walls Long benches individual seats to creating lawns and ground 

urface that invite eating on. Surfaces that are not primarily eats can be utilized for itting 

uch include ledges and low walls planters and outdoor tep . If thought out well ·from the 

on et, such alternative surfaces make robust sitting paces. 

Whyte 1988) refer to mobility of sitting as an exciting po ibility in sitting pace. The down 

side of providing fixed seating only in a space is that they may be too far removed from 

where the majority of user population wants to sit, or their arrangement might not suit the 

desired pu.rpo e and cannot accommodate need to change the po ition and arrangement a 

occasioned by weather event or circum tance . Increasingly provi ion of mobile eats is 

being advocated for and has been seen in a number of public paces around the world in 

orne uccess of pubic spaces once not very popular has been attributed to provision of 

mobile eating Give example ). The flip side of mobile seating is the fear that they are highly 
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u ceptible to vandali m and thefi. A alid a this entiment might be it hould not olely 

deter u e mobile eats in public pace way to circumvent the e problem can be ought 

eith r through management or de ign of the seats tbemselve . Shaftoe 200 propo e 

weighing down the eats uch that that though they may be dragged around in rearrangement· 

it mak it hard to carry them off. Beefing up security will keep off vandals and thieves too 

a a management mea ure. 

In addition to erving the function of sitting benches and park eats play the role of artifacts 

in pace they punctuate architectural photographs (Shaftoe 2008). Benches and other form 

of sitting can be u ed to incorporate art into public spaces. Arti tic impression and sitting 

comfort could be two competing but conflicting concerns. Choice of material form. size and 

detai I of de ign all influence comfort as well the vi ual impact of the end product that i the 

bench what might make a bigger vi ual impression might make the object less comfortable 

to use a a seat. Thi could be resolved in having clearly et out objectives in the design of 

the eats if the primary objective of providing sitting for park user , then vi ual impact 

becomes secondary, the primary objective is met first even if it means a little compromise to 

the econdary one of artifact, and vice versa. 

b) Waste receptacles 

People often make the mistake of placing them where there i empty pace instead of where 

people will use them. Yilcel (2013) po its that if waste bins are not placed appropriately they 

will remain empty while the surrounding pace becomes dirtied: people will not change their 

habitual walking path to find a tra h can so the proper placement of these items of furniture 

i crucial. They should be placed in placed in place where they are highly vi ible, close to 

busy intersections and walkway , beside hops and food vendors. They should also be placed 

clo e to benche eats, betters, wall fence and telephone . However when placed clo e to 
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bench . the de ign hould take into a count the fa t that ometime w te recepta le give 

od r fr m r tting w te. 

c) Lighting 

The functions of lighting space are to promote way finding creating ocial spaces giving 

pace character and meeting ecurity requirements (Ramsey et a~ 2011 . ecurity concern 

often cause people to o er light pace but just like under lighting over lighting can re ult in 

light pollution and too much glare that can equally undermine security in a space. A good 

lighting de ign i one that relate the lighting to the function at band. While Lighting space for 

aesthetic i equally important the primary objectives of Lighting i to provide security and 

afety after dark. Yucel (2013) a serts that though lighting plays a role in increa ing people s 

feeling of afety it can not ingle handedly eradicate crime from public open space it 

should be coupled with other mea ures. 

2.5.2.2 Hard landscaping 

The floor cape of any open pace is made of two categories of material soft and hard 

surface fini he . The soft material is majorly egetative and organic materials while the hard 

options are compo ed of paving and other more durable artificial urface :finishe . The 

choice of the right balance of the ground surface fini he ba a significance impact on the 

succe of the pace both functionally and ae thetically. Though hard urfaces such as paving 

and tarmac are more durable than vegetation too much use will create terile paces with no 

much delight no matter how efficiently the space might erve the intended function. On the 

other hand vegetative fini bes may enliven spaces creating delightful environments but they 

cannot stand the wear of frequent use hence may not be appropriate in a place with high 

traffic however delightful they make a space look. Choice of material often boils down to the 

space typology which is eminently linked with level type and frequency of use of space i.e. 
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a plazas are predominantly hard cape while a park i predominantly soft cape. 

Booth 19 7 gi e the functions of hard urface area in an outdoor pace a accommodating 

ioteo e use providing direction uggesting rate and rhythm of movement, creating repo e, 

indicating use on the ground plane influencing cale, providing unity, erve a a etting 

gi ing a pace patial character and providing visual interest. 

The key feature of bard urface finishes/ pavements that occasion its u e in tead of soft fini h 

in almo t aU in taoce is the ability to stand con tant intense use without immediate 

degradation. Pavements can al o accommodate wheeled traffic and machinery, at the same 

time they perform, all weather conditions, during wet weather, lawns become a muddy and 

messy if they are put under constant u e by pede trians. 

Hardscape and pavements can be u ed in directing and controlling movement. Tbi is 

applicable when a pavement is set on a background of lawn signaling on user to keep on the 

pavement or in other instance when the set on a background of hard surface, a single 

material can still be used to mark the channel of movement Change of this material could 

ignal a change in direction of movement. Liner layouts of pavements are indication of 

formality wbiJe meandering layouts would indicate an informal relation, in tum this could be 

mean implied faster movement on straight direct channels while wider meandering ones 

could signal more relaxed casual walking. Where the pavement broaden out into node 

could igoal points ofbreak along the channels ofmo emen points for repose. 

Identity of a pace is connected with surface fini h material (Carmona et al 2010) material 

fini he gi e different character to the paces they create. A surface finished with material 

that stone locally ourced helps enhance the placeness (genius Loci) of a space. Pavement I 

bard surfaces are elements of visual interest in the de ign. Different surface finish materials 

have different visual character iofonn of ize color, texture and pattern, these a pects of 
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hard urface fini h material can be exploited for a thetic in the pace they are u ed. 

urface finish can b an indicator of hierarchy of importanc ery expensive material but 

durable like marble for paces of prime ignificance while cheaper one like concrete are 

u ed in areas of general circulation. 

Con iderations for choice of material to u e in bard landscape in public paces should take 

into account the climate co t de ired level of durability and visual impact of the material. 

2.5.2.3 oft Landscaping 

oft land caping is in form of vegetation i.e. hrubs tree and lawn . The bigge t 

hortcomjng of soft landscaping as surface finish for public spaces is that it cannot withstand 

on taot, high traffic for it wears easily. And its strongest point lies in its versatility ability to 

enliven spaces, and a host of environmental and health benefits to users of these spaces. 

Vegetation plays a key role in space oftening in urban areas it's a key determinant of the 

bara ter of a pace, pace is primarily oft or bard before other detailed definitions and 

de criptions are bestowed upon it. In urban areas we find vegetation in various swatche of 

application from indigenous conservation belt and nature re erves to parsely planted plaza 

predominated by hard cape on one of thi pectrum are nature park and forest reserves and 

on the other extreme end concrete plazas with a ingle or two tands of individual tree . In 

addition to softerung spaces a function loaded with both aesthetical and psychological 

benefits, vegetation in urban spaces ha a number of functional u e such as providing hade 

controlling oil ero ion, utility among others. The role of vegetation in regulating 

microclimate i paramount to the way people interact with/in urban open spaces. 

ln a study of the relationship between vegetation and four major components of the climate 

i.e. oJar radiation air temperature humidity and airflow in Dhaka city Tuli and Nazmul 
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(20 1 4) came to a number of conclu ions that follow. They c ncluded that egetation affected 

olar radiation in a number of ways egetation allows 20% of olar radiation to b 

transmitted through 55% is absorbed and 25% reflected. The ab orbed radiation was re

traD mitted through tbe proce s of evapotranspiration, con equently reducing air temperature 

and increasing relati e humidity. ln another way vegetation reduces air temperature by 

hading surface from direct solar radiation. From the observations a conclusion was arrived 

at that vegetation co er ignificantly influences the air temperature in a particular locality. 

The last element of climate whose relation hip with vegetation they tudied was patterns of 

air movement. Their conclusion was that vegetation guides filters, obstructs and deflects air 

movement on Land. Scudo, 2002 also made a similar observation that characteri tic of 

egetation such a height, size of crown, permeability influenced and controlled air 

movement through an urban landscape. 

Vegetation pause a risk of increasing insecurity in urban open spaces, e pecially in cases 

when not applied with consciousne s to implications on security. Walker (1991 warns that 

use plants in urban space could pause security risks if not well thought out. Large hrub and 

plant mas e are not good for public pace as they interfere with igbtlines creating blind 

pots where crime can be perpetuated. Openness of space is crucial for collective public 

policing of public pace. 

Impact of vegetation on the climatic components of olar radiation air temperature airflow 

and relati e humidity are ummarized in table 2.1 below. 
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_ Air t.emperat • less than other situalioo 
_ Relative humidity is high. 
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5: lrq)act ofH.igb Density ground and Cteate datk bade. 

2.5.2.4 belter and protection 

There i need for shelter in public open space Shaftoe 2008 tates that orne part of eating 

require as at least partial helter from winds and bot sun. Shade and shelter create relief in a 

space per uad:ing people to stay in the pace longer than unprotected spaces. Another 

important a pect of shelter in space i that apart from sheltering people from the day to day 

elements of weather such as strong sun or chilly winds it should gjve people confidence 
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when u ing pace by knowing that they are not far from protection in case of bad climate or 

udden weather change ( eil 2002). 

helter in pace are not natural one only and neither are exclu ively artificial. A 

combination of both natural (vegetation) and artificial one ucb as canopies hade tructure 

or e en building is desirable because while the hade of vegetation offers a great way of 

protecting people from the un, its not an effective form of shelter from the rain. 

2.5.2.5 odes 

ub pace should be created especially in vast open paces in order to encourage people to 

utilize that pace and therefore adding to the effectiveness of the quare (Gehl 2011 ). Studies 

of public paces point up that people would rather use open spaces which gives a visual 

complication i.e. tho e that have spaces that how diver e character in planting, eating and 

other aspects. Subspaces create a feel of belonging for they create enclosure and give space 

per onality (Gehl, 2011· Zeka, 2011). Such paces should be clearly but a tittle divided from 

the major area o that au ers can have a sense of physically being away but yet again still 

linked to the entire space this feeling i different from being in an intimate pace or very vast 

pace which can feel ery isolated when devoid of people (Zeka, 2011 ). 

2.5.2.6 Public art 

Monuments, culptures ornamental fountain are the traditional forms of public art. Stiles 

2009 posits that they are the oldest way of imparting meaning and significance into public 

pace . Public art al o plays a role in creating a physical focal point in a space. ln the recent 

decades there has been a shift in public art mentality from olely using the historic 

monumental kind to incorporation of other forms of public art, populist often witty public art 

is becoming increa ingly common in public spaces (Sbaftoe 2008). Populist art which can 

be equated to what Stile's refers to as modernist abstract sculpture which is recently being 
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used to gi e meaning to pace. Though thi form of art works just as well in providing focal 

p int in spa e it i le ucce fu1 in gi ing meaning and ignificance to pace e pecially 

when its ignificance i not clear and traigbt forward to the ob erver thi is according to 

( tile 2009). haftoe (2008) ecboe the arne entimen that in dealing with public art, care 

hould be taken not to make art esoteric· this exclude others e pecially a large number of 

the general populace from enjoying the art. Nevertheles it doe not alway follow that it' 

art that gi e meaning to pace ometimes the reverse i true by placing some abstract art in 

a pace a certain value can be conferred upon it by the virtue of its pre ence in the space. 

Public art can be grouped into two broad categorie , the monumental and populi t art. 

Monumental art is oft of civic value and comes inform of sculpture obelisk, structure 

such as mausoleums. They hold a collective meaning to people of a city or nation· the scale 

of such art is always vast. Populi tart on the other band could b a subtle expression who e 

size would range from large to miniscule. These can be in form of murals graffiti, culpture 

and form work. Some forms of populist art are considered a nuisance and banned in orne 

cities depending on bow tringent their regulations are. A good example i graffiti not 

allowed in most citie e pecially when not commissioned by govemiog authorities though it 

has been ob erved to po itively enliven rundown area . 

2.5.3 Symbolism/ Landscape narrative as concepts in urban open space 
design 

A proper urban space should have meaning and reflect the values of the user and local 

people in addition to phy ical facilities that users need (Stiles 2009). The e meanings and 

value can be drawn from the history of the site or the people relate to memories of past 

events real or otherwise) or reflections of a people' culture. The e elements deeply 

engraved in a people s identity make it easy for them to relate to the places. They should be 

in e tigated taken into account and integrated into the design right from the on-set. 
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E pre ing meaning and ignificance in the actual de ign can be either inform of the way th 

landscape i tructured and organized, in integrating exi ting artifact and element choice 

and de ign of physical tructure and election of materials and the way they are detailed. 

Wbile in symboli m object carry meaning deeper than their phy ical attribute land cape 

a narrati e lightly differ becau e its primacy lie in is using land cape as a tool to rely 

torie histories, events or in other cases meanings. It i defined as a way of Literally or 

poetically expres ing local history in landscape form. Hamik., 2000 po it that preoccupied a 

were are with virtual realitie of in the world today, need for real place making ha become 

even more acute. He ob erves With advent of global culture, it takes determination to 

maintain the distinction that confer identity and preserve meaning . The international style 

synonymous with moderni m has been critiqued as giving ri e to bland space bereft of 

identity. Harnik (2000) observed that increasingly at design workshops, and open houses, 

residents have expres ed desire to embrace the ingular features or the particuJar lore that ets 

their city apart from the re t. If this approach i adopted design urban spaces, it will help 

eliminate placeless de igo promoting design that embraces genius loci. 

2.6 Provision of urban open spaces 

It i the mandate of urban planning to provide open spaces for recreation and other use in 

urban areas. Mainstream planning has since time immemorial relied on standards to generate 

recreational paces and open space . In Kenya pro i ion of recreational pace is pre cribed 

in the phy ical planning handbook as follows: 

"There should be a smaU area of recreational space within walking di tance of all 

areas with a re idential density above 50 persons per hectare. lt would probably be 1-

2 hectares per 10,000 populations in area above 50 persons per hectare. (Physical 

Planning handbook, 2002). 
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This appr ach is termed as 'acr per thou and' method of providing public pace. The 

meth i heavily criticized as rigid and incomprehensive by many notably by Hamik 

2010) Jacob (1961 Byrne & ipe 2010) who in agreement contend that open pace 

hould not be pre cribed in policy d curoents but rather b generated through a proce that 

takes into account each city or pecific localitie ' trengtb weaknes es, problem and needs 

in order to arrive an appropriate open space to population ratios for specific 

neighborhoods/cities. As Hamik (2010) posits "Figuring out the proper balance between 

parkland, tructure and treet on the urban can as i an art more than a cience. ln as 

much as the standards factor in differences of localitie ucb as topography population 

densities income levels there are nuances especially those that attributed to human a pect 

such a culture, history of a people personal preference that affect if and how people will 

u e a space such aspects are so varied and intricate that it may not be possible to capture 

them in a mere statement of the standard. Of a similar school of thought is Robert Moses· of 

the American park projects Mo e asserts that "There is no ucb thing as a fixed percentage 

of park area to population .... Sensible practical people know that [it] depend upon the 

actual problem of the city in que tion.' Quote (Hamik, 2010). 

The critic of the acres per thousand system have proposed an alternative model of arriving at 

the amount of park/open public pace for a given city/ locality. They advocate for setting a 

tandard of bow to devise a process of arri ing at uitable amounts of space . There is 

concem with regards to areas uch as picnic site , benches, jogging trails that do not have a 

proper court dimensions uch activities rely heavily on personal preferences, etiquette and 

culture of a people hence need for detailed understanding of certain attributes of user 

population when providing them with urban open space. Provision of parks and pace alone 

i not enough~ interplay between catering for people' needs safety and cleanliness are 

primary in attracting people and retaining them in the public paces (Sbaftoe 2008). Failure 
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to d thi can result in a ituation wh re pen pace are provided in the proper ratio to the 

populati n according t tandard but space b reft of people. 

Incentive bonus space award i a mean of generating urban open space not a conventional 

as u e of planning tandards but nonetbele exte i ely used in prominent cities of the 

world. ew york city has applied the incentive bonus space method since 1961. According to 

whyte (1987) for each quare foot of plaza space builder provided in New York city, they 

were allowed 10 quare feet of commercial floor pace over the amount permitted by zoning, 

by 1972 new york had 20 acre of the world mo t expensive open pace. As noted howe er, 

there i difference between provi ion of urban open pace for p ople to u e and getting 

people to actually move in and u e the pace. Whyte note that mo t of the plazas though 

magnificently designed remained deserted and devoid of people at almost all time 

eventually the provision was made to include minimum design tandards of these pace in 

the term of awarding the incentive bon use in a bid to ensure spaces were not only provided 

they were actually used. In Kenya, pro ision of space for public use is through planning 

resulting in almost no privately owned pace open to public use exc pt in ca es where 

private entities have donated spaces to be u ed for public recreation, like the ca e of 

Jee anjee gardens. In ab ence of incentives profit oriented developers have no motivation to 

pare orne of their very expen ive pace for the public use. 

Harnik 2000, highlights ways of providing open space e pecially in already compactly built 

up cirie . The e are buying the space, utilizing urban redevelopment, community garden old 

land fills, wetlands and storm water storage ponds rail trail , rooftop , sharing school yards 

ri er and stream corridors cemeteries boulevard and parkways, decking highway clo ing 

treet and roads removing parking pace and adding hours rather than acre . All the 

methods highlighted with the exception of the last aims at crubbing and putting together 
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om . dding hours rather than acre n the other band i a concept of in ten ifying u e of the 

isting pace rather than increasing their number. 

b erved in the recent tim that generally urban policies are focu ing more on is ue of 

ustainability ocial exclusion economic competitivene , place image culture, gender and 

thnicity Carmona et al 2008). This is a bow that there i an increase in the 

multidimen ional nature i ue facing cities. On global cale there ha been improved 

understanding of the role of the public spaces a phenomenon that is attributed to increa ed 

urban policies that have made quality of urban spaces their primary agenda, increasingly 

public space are becoming urban policy tools. 

2. 7 Urban Open Space Management 

The four dimensions of public space management are: coordination of interventions· 

regulation of uses and conflicts between use ; definition and deployment of maintenance 

routine · inve tment in public paces and their services. They are based on roles played by 

managing entities charged with there pon ibility of being custodian of public pace. These 

may be state organs; private agents or community organizations. annona et al 2008) argue 

that public paces no matter bow inclusive and democratic require some level of management 

if they are to deliver their roles. 

Regulation in ol e either formal regulation through by-law and other prescriptive 

instrument such as rules, or informally through social attitudes and practices (Madanipour, 

2003). Through regulation permissible ways of using public spaces are set out conflic 

ol ing between u es procedures tipulated, rules of access laid out and acceptable and un 

acceptable behavior established. The maintenance a pect of management is to ensure that the 

physical components of public space are in working order. Failure of maintenance beget 

problems of clutter and dirt, insecurity due to broken lighting and overgrown vegetation· 
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ultimately it can render th pace unusable e peciaUy in in tance where furn.itur and 

facititie ucb a washrooms are broken down. The le el of ucce of maintenance routine 

and the other management practice i.e. co-ordination of intervention and regulation olely 

rely on funds andre ource at the dispo al of the management to inve tin the public pace, 

therefore one can conclude that the le el of success of public pace management is directly 

tied to the funds and re ource available. Coordination ties up the various aspect of 

management which if left to function alone would not yield as much as when properly linked. 

Often the activities of park management that is maintenance regulation and inve tment 

involve a number of people, entities or organizations the work of management who al o acts 

in the capacity of the coordinating mechani m is to ensure that all the partie involved works 

towards achieving the same goals. 

Pubrc space polic·es and aspi at·ons 

Regula on 

Coordination 

Ma gement of p b ·c space 

P bfc space qua · 

figure 2.1. ununary or manag~ment r 
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2.8 Contemporary urban space design issues 

number of ro -cutting · ue manifest in the contemporary urban open paces the e are 

issue of dem racy in urban open pace acce and use privatization of such pace and its 

impact on urban open pace dynamic issues of ecurity and conflict either between u e or 

u e in urban open space . The e is ue are discu ed in length in the ection below. 

2.8.1 Democracy 

For a public place to be termed truly democratic univer al access bould be accorded to all 

young and old rich and poor physically challenged and well~ with equal measure. 

At the be.ight of Greek civilization only one seventh of the population had acces to public 

pace women foreigners and lave could not be citizen and the Law excluded non-citizens 

from public paces (Carmona 2008). Initially the focal point of the Greek cities wa the 

acropolis which was exclu ive pace for citizen but it evolved into a public space for 

religious ecular and commerce as ernblies. Eventually there was a hift from the acropoli 

toward the agora as the civilization developed though the agora erved a multiplicity of 

functions, it evolved into a principally a marketplace that served a number of civic and 

religious purpo e . Important to note i that agora was open to access to all, citizens and non

citizens alike. 

2. 7.2 Control of urban space 

Control of the urban realm is a notion that is being proliferated in the contemporary urban 

communities all over the world, in u e of both building and paces. lt is executed through 

direct measures such as physical barriers through which only a elect population is let 

through and indirectly through increased number of gated communities physical and 

electronic urveillance of space, among others. Often the need to control the public space 

happens in a bid to make public pace more secure. Managers of space choose means of 
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ontrol ranging from phy ical control into a space that keep the undesirables' out, 

deploying patrols inform guard and p lice men, using technology such as CTV camera 

to legislation prohibiting certain behavior or activity in public space. The unde irable in 

mo t ca e are vagrants bums, and street urchins, hawker who the average proprietor 

con ider a n11i ance. The flipside of controlling access of public space as Whyte 1987 warn 

i that in the process of keeping out the "undesirable' population, the desired' population is 

likely to be kept out too. 

Too much control al o inhibits human behavior; this cowd create a ense of 110easiness 

consequently keeping people away. Human beings may not express them elves fully when 

aware of being under surveillance as they wowd in the absence of surveillance. Shaftoe 

2008 refers to research by Caroline Holland and her fellow re earchers on social interactions 

in public spaces in Ayle bury, England who came to a conclusion that vitality in urban open 

paces requires some degree of billOan unpredictability. Much potential of urban open space 

i pegged on possibility of chaos, chance or coincidence. Sanitizing every inch of public 

pace is not neces arily a good move for public space, according to WorpoJe and Knox, lack 

place where minor infringement of public dec ncy and local by-law can take place are 

nece sary for vitality of public spaces. In uch places regulation is enforced with a light touch 

allowing for activitie uch as hanging out and drinking betting games nose picking can be 

carried out, of cour e with elf regulation. 

2.7.3 Privatization 

Privatization in a broad sense according to Kohn 2004 i more indirect than sell of state 

owned assets to individuals or corporations, the process is more indirect happening when 

malls and theme parks take the place of town squares and pubic spaces. Privatization happen 

in a number of ways commodification is one of them, a situation that come when space is 
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turned into objects that can be bought or old, a good example commodification i een in 

theme parks that charge entry fee and hopping maiJ . Commodification also occur when 

public paces are hired out for concerts and other commercial events. Ad erti ment 

e p iaUy rigorous one is a form of commercializing public pace big corporations pay 

million in money to advertise on billboards and banners and other manner in a pace but in 

the event taking over the space. Apart from profit there are other motives for privatization of 

pace uch a impro ing the security of a space by removing people such as vagrants who 

might be security threats or sometimes, the moti es are to remove a certain population from 

are viewed as nui ance to facilitate enjoyment of the other (Ibid). 

2.7.4 Security 

ecurity is a key determinant of people' willingnes to use public open spaces. Hamik 

20 J 0) refers to ecurity and cleanliness as the two critical requirements for a park to be well 

u ed upon satisfactory ecurity and cleanline people are attracted to inspiring horticulture 

and impr sive hard capes. Sbaftoe 2008 concur that people will u e or avoid urban public 

pace depending on the degree to which they feel afe in the space. 

Perpetuation of crime always take place in deserted areas which are out of the public' view 

Jacob 1961). ln her famou di course published in 1961, Jacobs makes a case for use of 

public surveillance and community policing to promote more ecure environments especially 

in the urban et up . In a concept what he term as eye on the treet she argue building 

built facing the treet a opposed to having their backs on the street promote security in the 

treet through the re idents and the tenants who a view of what is happening in the street. 

U ing illustrations from her street, he upport this argument with a claim that people will 

intervene if they witne sed an on going or alert authorities in fact the possibility of being 

watched by the tenants of surrounding building deters criminals from being involved in the 
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ftr t place. Though the writer uses the treet to illustrate her point it can be aid that the 

concept can be adapted to u e in open paces too. 

An emergent debate whether built environments should be exclu ive or inclusive to promote 

urban security. The motion are for de igoing out crime aimed at producing exclu i e 

clo ed and controlled paces where only where only orne elect people are allowed. The 

other side of the motion are proponent of ·crowding out crime championing for mixed u e 

and maximizing u e of public paces this draw people to space 24brs. 

2.7.5 Conflicts 

A common occurrence in Kisumu city i the running battle between council policemen and 

the hawkers in the city's CBD. A conflict arising directly from informal u e of city space by 

the hawkers. The hawkers have appropriated parts of city open spaces, often side walk parts 

of treets undeveloped Lots for their use. They move into the city in the evenings after mo t 

of the bu inesse close and di play their good on the shop fronts taking advantage to 

capture crowds of potential buyers leaving work around tbi hour. The practice i obviou ly 

not welcome from the County Government of Ki umu. ln K.isumu hawkers turned Jubilee 

garden next to Jomo Kenyatta Grounds into a market, until police et in and forcefully 

e icted the hawkers. The hawkers were not willing to leave and fought back but eventually 

the police pu bed them oul The park area now is fenced off trees have been planted and 

anned policemen keep sentry. This one form of conflict experienced in public open spaces 

especially urban pace . 

2.8 Theoretical framework 

The theory primarily applied in thi study is the theory of the postcolonial city with regard 

to planning of the city ofKi urnu, its establishment and urban de ign the garden city theory is 

emerge as a rider theory. A Look at the historical background political, social cultural and 
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conomi aspec of Ki umu city hi tory in vtew of bow they haped the built 

nvironment particularly the open pace of the city reveal an ine capable tie to 

coloniali m. The city s establi hment at the onset of the 20th centaury ba colonial root it 

was establi bed around the year 1901 as a railway terminu by the coloniali t . Until 

independence, the city was a colonial headquarters of the region. Kisumu city' inception 

coincided with the era of propagation of garden city ideology in Europe; uch town were 

developed ba ed on the concepts, standards and methods of their imperiaJ powers. At the end 

of coloniali m ownership of colonial town and citie reverted to the native government but 

the citie till exhibited a strong colonial influence in physical and spatial configuration and 

administration structures hence the po t-coloniaJ stature. 

Postcolonial cities can be defmed as cities in what were previously colonial societies King 

(2009). From 1950 studie of aspects of urbanization in Asia Africa and the Middle East 

re ealed orne distinctive ocial, patial and cultural characteristics of cities in recently 

independent countries from colonial rule where European settlers and coloniaJ officials bad 

once Lived. Up to independence the urban development of uch citie were largely controlled 

by the European elements. Emerging was the revelation that the former colonial citie were 

depicting ocially spatially, ethnically and economicaJiy segregated character basically the 

cities were segregated into the native' and European ettlements. The native blocks had 

dense population, lacked in adequate ervices and infrastructural provisions they had 

temporal housing that mostly employed traditional methods and materials of construction, on 

the otber band the modem blocks were affluent, pacious, low density, well supplied with 

ervice and infrastructure and maintained through town planning. Buffers of green area or 

parks, railways and transportation infrastructure or land use zoning often separated the e 

areas distinctively different in character. One could view this as a morphological 

manife tation of the oppres ion, injustice and imbalance experienced by the subjects of the 
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·olonized ociety. 

King (2009) bowever warn that po tcolonial may al o imply a particular critique, which 

o er emphasiz the distinctive impact of coloniali m on the ocio-economic cultural patial 

form and architecture of a city. ritic: of postcolonial city theory view this as impo ing a 

\ e t rn interpretation of a city at the expen e of the more traditional one . He aJ o argue 

that a po tcolonial label promotes the a repre utation of a city s colonial past instead of the 

city pre ent and future, in a way, the term is laden with negative connotations of failure of 

·decolonization . 

De pite political independent, it is becoming apparently clear that colonial structure relating 

to policies and urban de elopment planning still persist. The social and spatial rifts between 

the European and native block were/still are till gro ly unequal in most citie despite the 

physical departure of Europeans decade ago. During the colonial era the inequality felt was 

not only due to the tandards that were aimed at egregation, ometimes the same standards 

ere further abused to satisfy the need of elite Life tyle and demands at the expen e of 

tho e of the native population needs, this resulted in increa ing land pressure and 

deteriorating conditions the native ettlements. 

At independence, cities were faced with other problem of a more ubtle yet intricate nature 

in addition to the inequality and imbalance in resource distribution and management One of 

the problems was the symbolic contradiction in tbe city. The citie themselves places and 

treet in this citie had been planned, de igned managed based on foreign policie and even 

named after foreigners wbo e names in mo t cases did not hold mucb meaning to the locals 

who ftnaUy ' inherited' the city /town. The planning urban de ign architecture and 

monument of the colonial times bad been orcbe trated to convey cultural as well as political 

authority of the colonizing powers. The new political elites were faced with the task of 
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endo ing the citie with new national identity, on drawing from local vernacular culture 

and ignificance (King 2009 , but tbi was to take much longer becau e of i sue of regional 

ethnic and Lingui tic i ue that cau ed ten ion in the newly e tabli bed tates i ue ucb a 

political stability, economic development that were of primary urgency compared to national 

identity, making tran fonnation of the city image condary. 

Way of transforming the po colonial city to attain a sen e of national identity ha e differed 

va tly from the simple ones such as toponymical re-in cription of treets and places or 

replacing monuments to drastic ones like building new parliament and administrative 

buildings, to everely drastic one like of shilling the location of the entire capital to a new 

geographical location u uaUy complemented with vernacular architecture. It is important to 

note that while in some case the colonial building may still hold some symbolic ignificance 

causing any intention to preserve them to be out rightly rejected by the people in others they 

ha e lost their political ignificance to become apolitical part of nation heritage that can 

u ed to promote tourism. (King, 2009). 

King, 1976 cited in Anyumba 1995 po its that there are three variables that are es entia! in 

the explanation of the Spatial (morphology) and ocial structure of a colonial city, these are: 

culture· technology and power relationships. Basically, in colonization two (or more or more 

cultures came into contact in form of colonizers-colonized relation hip, the former b ing the 

dominant and the latter the dominated. The uropean were the dominating power for the 

case of Ki umu and the native Luo dominated. Cultural exchange always worked in favour 

of the dominating power, in the case of Kisumu the Europeans exerted the Industrial 

capitalist culture on agrarian manpower local culture, tbjs created a way in the production 

techno Iogie of the day towards the indu trial methods. 

Impact of colonial technology on K.i urnu manife ted in different ways first settlement in 
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Ki umu exhibited the stru ture of an indu trial city both ially and patially. eparation of 

re idence from work and indu tri Anyumba, 1995). ln tenus of power relation hip the 

power of the colonizer was ultimate ially economically and politically it is in thi 

cultural, technological and political etting that any relationship took place in Ki umu during 

the olonial era. It is thi power relation hip that allowed the dominating part to keep the 

nati e and the colonial populations apart in different region of the city in the interest of the 

dominating colonial power. 

The five key characteri tic named outlined of a colonial city outlined by King are: Colonial 

cities were a product of contact between indu trial European power and an agrarian or cra·ft 

ba ed economy; there are cro cutting characteristic in relations of different cuJtur 

ettlements cities of the colonial past , post colonially such citie were characterized with 

cultural plurali m; Such cities manifest problems of hou ing shortage of economic resource 

under developed economic resource . Anyumba 1995 posits that Kisumu exhibited aU the 

above listed characteristic typical of a po t-colonial city. 

The garden city theory is somehow linked to the theory of a po tcolonial city for the case of 

Ki umu. The coloniali ts et up the city of Port Florence as a port city on the bore of lake 

ictoria at a time when the garden city concept was reaching the peak in urope a the latest 

town planning principle of the time. The towns et up in the European colonie , were 

replicas of e tabli bed citie in motherland, the motive was to create an en ironment as clo e 

a p ible to their homeland cities while tamping authority with their architecture . 

Garden city was a theory postulated by Ebenezer Howard in his boo Garden Cities of 

Tomorrow 1902 in reaction to a century of industrial revolution in Britain that bad 

culminated in rapid urbanization. poor and unhealthy housing conditions and the myriad of 

other social and environmental problems. 
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In the first edition of his renowned b ok. Tomorrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform 19 9 

Howard envi ioned garden cities a new ettlements urrounded by green bel or buffer 

zone the garden cities would bring together the best features of town and country while 

a aiding di advantages both. The characteri tic of the garden city would be: organized 

di persal of indu trie and people to towns of sufficient size who e population limit would be 

around 30 000 people once the population limit was reached new towns would be built. The 

gist of this was to plan for people to live near work, shop and other e ential facilitie 

(Go op 2006). Spaciou layouts providing hou es with private gardens and parks, a clo e 

country / town relationship but with the buffer of agricultural area around the city to provide 

food for the city neighbourhoods created as development but also ocial entities, unified land 

ownership and pre-planning of the whole town up to zoning, control of building while 

allowing for individual variety and landscape design and planting. 

Appreciation of garden planning principle' influence on the city of Kisumu requires one to 

think of the city in term of ectors then does garden city planning principles emerge in orne 

ectors. Milimani was the uropean sector of the city, as established earlier the city was 

divided along ethnic lines into European ector Asian sectors and native African ector. 

Milimani area was the residential area for the European the Goao residential area acted a a 

buffer presumably from the African zone. Anyumba 1995, de cribes the colonial Milimani 

a an area laid out generou ly with bungalows, on 1.5 acre compounds that wa the standard 

ize for the area a European hospital, churches and a club centered around weiJ designed 

formal garden and sports fields nearby (Anyumba 1995 . Little to no public paces and 

gardens were provided in the A ian and African blocks of the city, resulting in a dire 

imbalance in distribution of uch a ba ic resource. 

Looking at the present day structure of Kisumu city one cannot fail to notice persistence of 
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thi layout Milimani i till an affluent part of town with gener u ly ized comp und . Mo t 

of the public open pace of the city are fi und in clo e pro imity to this part of the city that 

\ a the former uropean block. wbil toward the outer periphery of the city. re idential 

areas u h a Kond le Kibo and yalenda ha e Little ha e no r c rd of e i ting public open 

pace that can be utilized for recreation or reLaxation de: pite having higher population 

den ity than the Milimani area. 

URBAN OPEN SPACES 

Habitation trends/ characteristics 

Figure 2.2. onceptu I fram~ork. oorce: Author 
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2.9 Conclusion 

Dire imbalance in the planning and allocation of public open paces e pecially in former 

colonial c itie call for more thought to go into re-planning and re-de ign of such pace 

henever opportunity arise . There is need to accommodate all urban dweller particularly 

tho e from the lower economic echelon who cannot afford the opportunity to travel to far off 

de tinations for recreation. Public open spaces should be democratic, en uring that acce is 

quaJiy accorded to aU. The danger of excluding part of the population which might be 

con idered unde irable by management, is that the controls might end up deterring even the 

de ired population. 

ecurity is a critical aspect of public open space . When dealing with ecurity in public open 

paces one ought to consider the perceived as much as the actual security because perceived 

ecurity is determining factor to people feeling comfortable enough to go into space or to 

bun it for fear of their safety. People feel more secure in well lit public spaces, that are 

vi ually open and which have other people present as opposed to dark place , hidden from 

view and devoid of people. lf a place feel unsafe even if it actually not people tend to avoid 

it. 

U er comfort and availability of ariety of activities for people to engage in draws people 

in to pace . User comfort is determined by conducive outdoor climate availability of 

faci lities such as comfortable eating, adequate walk way , shelter public washroom , 

drinking fountain among others. Shelter also holds sway on habitation of outdoor paces, in 

that u er need better from elements of weather uch as sun, wind and rain, provided either 

by vegetation or artificial shade structure and buildings. There i need for activitie to 

occupy and entertain the u ers while they are in the space, uch add to make the public space 

a lively lace to be in. 
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Managem nt of public open space al o bas effi ct on the habitation of the e space 0 ecurity 

and leanline are primary aspects that encourage or di courage u e of pace dep nding on 

th ir level the e aspects en ured by management. While management plays the role keeping 

the pace hence attracting enhanced and effective utilization orne of management practice 

can discourage people from using public spaces through too much control and re triction 0 

When there i too much monitoring and surveillance in a public pace weather electronic or 

by human beings people feel restricted from expressing them elve as they would oiherwi e 

out of the 'authority' eye' 0 
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3 RESEARCH METHODS 
The aim of thi tudy was to gain under tanding of habitation of pub I ic open pace in the city of 

Ki umu city with the purpo e of applying the knowledge in de ign of space that addre u er 

need . This chapter discus e the methods and procedure employed in und rtaking the tudy. 

Case tudy method was applied in the study· Jomo Kenyatta ports Ground Kisumu was taken as 

the case study of public open paces in the city of Ki umu. Primary econdary methods of data 

coUection were employed in gathering information from the field The methods and procedure 

u ed to are outlined below. 

3.1 Research Design 

The tudy was de igned a social survey where information was obtained from respondents in 

Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground using structured interview schedules. This method of data 

collection was collaborated with information obtained by there earcber via field observation. 

3.2 Sampling design 

A sample is a divi ion of the total population that represents the entire population (Mugenda & 

Mugenda 1999). lt is necessary to divide the population into ample because mo t of the time it 

is not po sible to acce the entire population. Since it was neither practicaJ nor economical to 

interview a11 the u ers of Jomo Kenyatta Ground in Ki umu, the population was sampled using 

t11e procedures de cribed b low. 

3.2.1 Sample Size 

A number of ways for determining sample ize have been devised· Griffin and Hauser (2010) 

tate that 20-30 in-depth iuterview are necessary to uncover 90-95% of all core issues in 

qualitative studies. This number is collaborated by Mugenda & Mugenda (1999) who state that 
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fl r de riptive tudie a ample ize 30 re pondent · repre entati e enough. Bearing thi tn 

mind a ample ize of 100 r pondents was ettled on for tbi study. 

3.1.2 ampling method 

The aim behind choice of a particular method of sampling is to attain a population that i a 

repre entati e as po ible of the entire population with regard to the phenomena under study. 

3.1.2.1 Random ampling 

Employing random ampling i a good way to attain a representative sample. lt wa noted that 

the Jomo Kenyatta ports Ground had smaller space within the whole park who e character 

hence habitation differed . U ers were randomly interviewed users from each and every part of 

the park. 

3.2 Case study method 

Yin (2003) define a case tudy as 'an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary 

phenomenon in depth within its real-life context, especially when the boundarie between the 

phenomenon and context are not clearly evident. According to Yin, the motive of u ing a case 

study can vary from presentation of indi idual cases to desire to draw generalizations ba ed on 

the case tudy evidence, without pre enting any of the individual case studies". 

A ingle case or multiple ca e can be used in a tudy multiple case are more uited to re earch 

that aims to de cribe phenomena develop and test theories, the cro s-case analy i a nece ary 

prerequi ite for widespread generalization of theories. Where single cases are used they are 

as umed to be repre entative. Jomo Kenyatta Sports ground used as a ca e tudy of the public 

open paces in the city of Ki umu this park studied because it is used in the widest range of 

t ay compared to the other public open space in the city hence pre ented the be t opportunity 
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to stud different way in which there ideo oftbe city u e public open pace . 

3.3 ources of data 

ata was obtained from primary econdary and tertiary urce . 

3.3.2 Primary sources 

This category is made up of data obtained from indi iduals who directly observed or took part 

the occurrence in question (Mugenda & Mugenda 1999). Information obtained through direct 

ob ervatioo by the researcher is also included in this category. Primary sources include: 

Interview and ob ervation by the researcher. This information was obtained during visits to the 

field. 

3.3.3 Secondary sources 

The e are ource of data which are published by authors who are not direct ob erver or 

participants of an event (Mugenda & Mugenda, 1999). Such information is ob tained from 

books journals and magazines. Libraries and the Internet were major sources of thi data. 

3.3.4 Tertiary sources 

Thi literature was obtained from unpublished literature and tho e with no authority in the 

ubject. Discus ion with re ource persons, unpublished the is reports, and internet were the 

main ource of thi type of literature. 

3.4 Data collection methods 

3.4.2 Interviews 

rructured interviews were administered to the general population in Jomo Kenyatta Sports 

round, open ended interviews were u ed to collect data from officials and resource person . 
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.4.3 Field observation 

b ervation method was u ed to collect data by lh re earcher in the field. lt is a p pular method 

in behavioral tudie where the re archer ob erve condition directly in the fi ld without 

a king respondents about th is ues (Kothari 2004). The ob ervation technique: employed were: 

photographs note taking and use of sketches. 

3.4.3.1 Photograph 

Photographs were taken to document the phy ical conditions of the public open spac . They 

al o captured the activities that take place in public open space . 

3.4.3.2 ote taking 

ote were taken to record and comment on observed events. During interviews notes were al o 

taken in addition to information recorded in the interview schedules. 

3.4.3.3 ketches 

Coupled with note sketche provide a comprehensive way of recording data obtained in the 

field. Sketching ubstituted where photograph could not capture the required information for 

e ample sketching the layout of the public open pace . 

3.5 Data validity and reliability 

Validity refers to the degree to which re ults obtained from an analysis of data actually describe 

the phenomena under study (i.e the extent to which instrument measures what it was intend to 

measure). Mugenda & Mugenda 1999. Validity was ensured by u e of appropriate data 

collection methods for each phenomenon under tudy. For obtaining information from the 

general park user tructured questionnaire the questions were kept to tho e that were related 

directly to park use or experience to avoid scenarios where the respondents would give 
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peculati e resp nse. Information that required cr dibility wa collected from ource that had 

authority in the ubject e.g. policie and op o space trategi from the planning divi ion 

management practices of urban op n pace from the County Government of Ki umu. In a bid to 

en ure validity data collected by the re earcher through use of photograph and ob ervation wa 

at o compared with that obtained from the respondents in es ence cr -checking data from 

different source and data obtained using different method . A lot of thought went into making 

the questions clear and focu ing question . 

Reliability relates to the consistency of the data collected (Herman &Winters, 1992) i.e. the 

chance of obtaining imilar re: ults if the arne tudy was conducted u ing the same research 

de ign and tools i.e. a questionnaire with the arne questions should yield the same an wers if it 

were to be re-administered again in the same study. The same authors ad ise that reliability when 

u ing interview as a method of data collection does not apply aero questions only but aero s 

interviewers too. Structured interviews were employed in conducting this tudy the re earch 

a i tants who aided the re earcher in collecting data from the field under went training on how 

interview the respondents the main aim of this exercise was not only to polish up their 

interviewing kills, but to establi h a way of posing questions to the respondents that was 

uniform aero the b ard in turn enhancing reliability. Reliability was also improved through 

po ing a nllmber of different qllestions about the same phenomenon for the purpo e of counter 

checking the answers. The interview schedule were also prete ted to improve reliability. 

3.5.2 Pre - testing the interview scheduJes 

The interview cbedwe to be used in the field were pre-te ted on a number of respondents five 

of whom were not familiar with the area of study hence re ponded peculatively. The other five 
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r pondents were interviewed in the actual field during a reconnai ance vi it to the field. Their 

r pons were u ed to refme the interview hedule. 

3.6 Programme of data collection 

Data collection from the field was under taken in two vi its each one a half weeks. The fir t vi it 

as a field reconnai ance vi it during which the researcher vi ited the area of study made 

contact wi th resource person who became handy in facilitating acquiring of orne information. 

arious institutions and entitie from which specific information was ought such as the County 

go ernment of Kisurnu, the planning department, the Jomo Kenyatta Sports Grounds 

management were vi ited and requests for information made and in ome case notifications of 

the impending collection from the field. Familiarization with the area of tudy was accomplished 

during this reconnaissance vi il 

Data was collected from the field for one week on each day of the week for both Jomo Kenyatta 

Ground . Data was collected on all days of the week to account for clifferences in u e of the 

pace that could be attributed to activity change as ociated with different days of the week. The 

juterviewing and ob ervation activitie were al o pread out through out the day to capture use at 

different hour of the day. 

he resource persons mo tly profes ionals from the department of planning, the County 

Go ernment of Ki umu Urban Project were interviewed accorcling to pre- cheduled 

appointments. 

3. 7 Data analysis 

There two type of research method are qualitative and quantitati e methods. Kothari 2004 

define quantitative research as that which based on measurement phenomena that can be 
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d ribed in teon of quantities while qualitati e research on the other hand relate to quality or 

kind. It deal with discovering reasons behind human beha ior. 

Both qualitative and quantitati e method were applied in thi tudy. Many re earche argue for 

combining both qualitative and quantitati e r earch. Madey 19 2 tate that combining 

quantitari e and qualitative re earch help to de elop a framework to alidate quantitative 

finding by referring to information extracted from the qualitati e pha e of the study, and vice 

ersa. Employing both methods is a mode triangulation used to validate the finding obtained 

u ing one methodology by the other. 

The raw data obtained from the field was be analyzed both qualitatively and quantitari ely. 

Micro oft Excel was used to analyze quantifiable data such as the number of respondents falling 

under various categories of employment, age group and gender. The analyzed data was then 

presented using pie-chart and photographs. Qualitative analy is of data was also carried out 

u ing in depth de cription of data obtained form the field via field ob ervation methods of 

photographs notes and sketcbe . The qualitativ,e data repre ented inform of graph and pie

charts was also ubjected to a second tier of qualitative analy is when emergent trend were 

de cribed and inferences drawn from the graphs 

3.8 Research ethics 

Research ethics is a term that refers to the appropriateness of the re earchers' behavior in relation 

to the rights of tho e who become subjects of the research work or affected by it. (Fundamental 

f re arch 2009). Ethics in the cour e of thi research mainly concerned the privacy 

confidentiality and free will of the informants to participate. To uphold ethics, a Letter of 

introduction was ought from the department of architecture, at the university, this letter 
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along ide the chool identification cards were u ed to as ure informants that the re earcber wa 

indeed a student eeking information for academi purpo es only. In the field ethics were 

upheld by: 

• 

• 

Re pondents were approached in public place out ide their home to avoid intruding on 

their privacy. 

Proper introduction and ccking con ent b fore interview were carried out. 

• lnfonning re pondent of will to re pond to que tions or di continue the interview 

wherever they deemed fit 

• A suring re pondent of confidentiality and anonymity the infonnant were not 

required to give their names and the information obtained from the field wa not shared 

with any other party. 

3.9 Study Area 

Tbe following section entails a di cus ion of the historical climatological geographical a pect 

and physical development of the study area which in thi case is the city ofKisumu. 

3.9.2 Introduction 

The city of Ki umu lies to the east of the shores the lake Victoria on the Winaro gulf. It fall 

under the lake Victoria region, which is one of the 5 major geographical divisions of Kenya. The 

ity that was the capital of former yanza province is currently the capital of the newly formed 

Ki umu County. According to the 2009 census result, J(jsumu city was home to 390 164 

people, of whom 51 .1% were women and 49.9% men (KN BS 2009 . Notable in the population 

characteristic of K.i umu is that 64% of the population was under the age of 25 years. The 

proportion of the population is in labour force wa 58%. 
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Fi~ure 3.1. Ki umu county. ource. Ki umu I UD- Plan, 2013 
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Figure 3.2. E. tent of Ki umu city. ource. Ki umu I UD- P1811!, 2013 
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. fter d volution of the Kenyan Government, the County of Ki umu wa fonned. The newly 

formed county Go emment took over the municipal that fi rmerly go erned th city. The 

municipal boundarie were different from tho e of the county the municipality lie within the 

county, wbi b is a much broader region. Whereas the municipality covered an area of ab ut 417 

q. Kilometre 35% of which i under water the county however o e an ar a of 2,0 5.9 q 

Kilometre . Kisumu ounty total population wa 968 909 according to the 2009 cen u KNBS 

2 12. 

Link of Kisumu to there t of Kenya and the world is via road, railway port and airport. Major 

eh.icuJar route from Ki umu are to airobi and Mombasa through Nakuru to Kitale and Sudan 

through Kakamega and the route to the west of Kisumu to Uganda through Busia. The rail 

connects Ki umu to Nairobi and Mombasa to the East, and Butere and Uganda to the west The 

port link is to other Kenyan ports and Uganda and Tanzanian ports. The Kisumu airport connects 

th city to Nairobi and other east African towns. 

3.9.3 IDstorical background of Kis11mu city 

The growth ofKisumu a a town that would later gain city statu can be traced back to arrival of 

the railway line in the area in the 1901 marking the beginning of an era of European settlement 

and town planning and development for Kisumu. Pre-railway Kisumu was characterized with 

periodic markets and caravan ettlements (Anyumba 1 995). This author posits that prior to 

colonial rule in Keny~ interior Kenya did not ho t indigenous town , the only urban center 

ere the Arab and uropean settlements recorded along the Kenyan coast. The arrival of the 

railway in Kisumu did not mark an era of European settlement and rule only, but also the 

beginning of European influence on the architecture built environment, development and 

technology (www.kisumo.co.uk). At arrival of the railway the city was named Port Florence 
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after th wife of a railway engineer, but its name was n to revert to Ki umu an ngli h 

corruption f the word Kisumo which i the Luo word for trading centre Kisuma' mean to 

trade. The name gi e a hint of the hi torical ocio-economic character of the area that wa later 

to become ite of development of the city ofKi umu. 

fter the arrival of the railway the European influence on Kisumu was the greatest force in 

haping de elopment of the city. This does not mean that the end of the pre-railway period and 

ad ent Europeans in Ki umu was a finite act, according to Anyumba (1995) aspects of the 

traditional human technology and environment continued along the new powerful Briti h 

colonial urban culture and medical cience. The result of this intercourse wa an urban setting 

that exhibited both European and native influence and even the influence of Asian ettlers but 

due to the coloniali ts attitude of egregation these influence did not interplay to form a 

culturally homogenous urban area instead the influences took place in di tincti e belts of 

European, Asian and native ettlement zone . The Europeans were re ponsible for the planning 

of the physical tructure of the city, but their physical pre ence was mostly felt in the areas that 

form Milimani and the southern parts of the CBD. The Asian settlement was to the north of the 

~ uropeans but in between the Colonialists and the native blocks in a way they were a buffer 

between the two zones of re idence (Anyumba, 1995). The native ettlements formed at the outer 

periphery of the city in the areas of Kibo Kondele and NyaJenda. This three zones i.e. the 

uropean Asian and native ettlements can be looked at as the affluent, middle class and lower 

lass zones respectively. They exhibited, and even up to date still exhibit different characteristics 

in zoning regulations of permissible land uses and development den ities, supply of 

infra tructure and ervices architecture and even economic power. 
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3.9.4 Pby ical Context 

Thi e tion deal with the phy ical a pects of the site uch as the configuration oflandform the 

Limatic conditions experienced in the area and the way manmade inter ention have haped out 

the site i.e. morphology. 

3.9.4.1 Physiography 

Physiography deals with the phy ical attributes of the landforms of a place. The phy iograpbic 

a pects of Kisumu explored in tbi chapter will be tho e of topography altitude, geology and 

drainage. The city of Kisumu can be divided into two topographic region according to Morgan 

1973 : the hilly north peaking at over 6000ft above sea level and the Southern plains. The 

bedrock found in the municipality is of the Nyanzian sy tern; :uch is geologically table for 

hea y developments. As for the soils tho e found within Kisumu municipality boundaries are 

mainly red loams, black cotton laterite and decomposed rock (KSP 1989). Most of the areas in 

K.isumu are well drained by tbe rivers Kibos, Nyamasaria, Luado, Lielango and Manyana. 

However most parts that are close to the lake are poorly drained as evidenced by presence of 

swamp and bog , except for the Uyoma area (Anyumba, 1995). 

Anyurnba (985) Posits that phy iography to a great extent determined the choice of localities 

during the planning of the city by the British. The porphyritic granite intrusions of bedrock 

geology clas ified as belonging to the Nyanzian y tern found in the old town offered of firm 

ground for building and other infrastructure. He further postulate that poor drainage on both the 

eastern edge as the well as the lakeshore where swamp and bog were predominant di couraged 

pby ical development in the areas. 
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3.9.4.2 Climate 

The climate of Ki umu di play a comparati ely mall ariation m temperature 

humidity, wind peed and direction· rainfall i well di tributed thr ughout the year with double 

iroa. The long rain are experienced from March to May while the econd maxima fall 

b tween eptember and D cember a hown in the figure 3.3. According to KSP more than 

400/o of the rain fall during the period of the Long rains the annual rainfall varies from 876mm 

to l306mm. Lake victoria exerts a lot of influence on the rainfall characteri tic in Ki wnu a a 

re ult rain fall in the late afternoons in heavy downpours. Though the rain i distributed 

throughout the year variation in di tribution of rainfall over the year has major impact on water 

hortage experienced in the region during orne easons of the year. 

Average Rainfall (mm Graph for Kisumu) 
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The city experiences high temperature throughout the year with February and July recording 

the highest and lowest mean daily temperature respectively (figure 3.4). The hot eason i 

e perienced from October to March while the cooler runs from May to September. The lake ha 

big influence big influence on the temperatures experienced in the city (KSP, 1989). The 

aft moon lake-breeze help lower the temperatur'e in the almost alway hot city environs. This 

breeze plays a big role in regulating the bio-climate of the city· and its it often is the line between 

a comfortable walk in the streets of Kisumu and a bot almost unbearable one. The breeze are 

tronger closer to the lake, further off, large buHdings and topographical features often deflect 

and de iate the direction of wind flow reducing its effect on temperatures. The winds exhibit a 

diurnal pattern of calmer northwesterly Jake breeze dominating between midnight and midday 

and tronger outbwe terly breezes in the afternoon . Con idering that daily temperatures peak in 

the afternoons, the afternoon breeze create a cooling effect hence plays a role in creating 

conducive bio-clirnate for city inhabitants. 
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M an monthly relative humidity in Kisumu at 6.00 am and 12.00 noon range from 60% to 77% 

and 36% to 55% respecti ely. 

The afore outlined factors i.e. rainfall, temperature air flow and relative humidity ha e big 

inOuence on the way open spaces are de igned, the human experience of space greatly depend 

n the e elemen because they are the main determinants of the bio-climate of a place. 

3.9.5 U rbao Morphology 

Ki umu s urban tructure ha developed in the last century from a trading po t of few di persed 

village to the present day city of almo t half a million inhabitants (KNBS, 2009 cen u ). 

Ki umu wa a e tablished as a port city in the year 1901, efficiency of the rail and port 

infra tructure were the principal function guiding planning and development of Kisumu at the 

time (Kisumu !SUD-Plan 20 l 3) this requirement influenced the di tribution and Location of land 

u es roads and other infrastructure. Colonialism was another principal factor that influenced the 

planning of the city; it was the cause for egregation of zones of re idence on the basis of one 

race and status. Segregation resulted in morphological structure divided into zon s exhibiting 

differences spatially, economically and in supply of basic infra tructure and ervice and 

re ources. 

Thi structure is still ery much evident in the settlement and development of the city in pite of 

the city having grown in both population and pby ical size after independence from 19 q. K.m 

190 to 471 q. KM, 1971 boundarie (Ki umu ISUD-Pian 2013). It is reported that the road 

grid ba neither been adopted nor expanded· the egregation exercised during colonization still 

per i t . Though port and railway activitie declined land uses were not reviewed to upport the 

new busine trends for the city. The railway port, and airport tiU borde large re erves of land 

in prime spots of the city that were et aside during colonial times even after it bas become 
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mcrea ingJy clear that the ervice e tor markets touri m and interaction with the rural areas 

are compon nts driving urban economie . The per i ting slum belts can be taken to be indicat rs 

of manife tation of the ocial imbalance of the ye ter-years' city in the pre ent day city. The 

informal underserviced areas at the periphery of the city are regi tering continuou rapid growth 

be cause of rigid zoning and planning regulation that have not made room for growth and 

densification within the exi ting city (Ki umu lSUD-Pian, 2013). 

1- . 
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-

Figure 3.5. Map of development area in Kisumu city. ource: Kisumu ISUD-Plan, 2013 
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II the e element are in play in shaping the morphology of Ki umu city. The railway land that 

right in the center of the city is so par ely ettled having undergone minimal re-development 

as other parts of the city densified to accommodate the growing population. Milimani the former 

zone of European residence i parsely ettled and better served with infrastructure and service 
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compared to the re t of the city. A concentration of public open paces i ob erved to exi t 

within the vicinity of tbe former European zone; in fact there is no record of pubic open spaces 

istence outside the e zone. Though there exi ts large unde eloped paces along tbe bore of 

the lake none of them are a ailable for general public u e as a recreational pace. Mo t of the 

pace along the hore of the lake fall under Impala Park the Railway and Nyanza golf club. 

These tracts of land are not public pace in a true ense of the word. 

it i today, Jomo Kenyatta i the ports ground is the most critical pace in the city providing 

a etting for both recreational and socio-political functions. According to Anyumba (1995) The 

.. blue prints' for this triangular area were undertaken by the Municipal and Town Planning 

Engineer and four options were considered around the year 1908. The first option considered 

di i ion of the sjte into plots the second use of sixty percent of the ite for building plots and 

lea ing the rest as open space, the third was similar to the second one except for crucifonii 

shaped the roads with sanitary lanes completing the circuit and lastly the 

fourth option, was for a sports and recreational park. This Last option provided for European 

p rts namely: cricket football and netball, there was provision of the pavilion and latrine it 

wa the option that was implemented. 

There were efforts to correct tbe disparities by non European members Town Planning 

C mmittee members at variou instance in the early times of the city but the European 

members did not ee the need hence disparity in allocation of recreation paces between different 

part of the city per i ts to present day (Anyumba 1995 . 
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3.9.6 anagement of Kisumu city's public open spaces 

~ anagement of public open pac just like any other management pr ce focuse on 

addre ing the need of the people. Needs of local communitie hould be identified frr t, then 

the local authoritie and policy makers hould endea or to find way on how they can 

u ce sfully exploit public spaces to atisfy to satisfy these needs ( ook), 2000. 

The ix main public open pace in the city according to the Dire tor of Environment, Ki umu 

are Jomo Keoyatta ports Ground Jubilee (Oile/Market park) Taifa park, Jamburi park Uburu 

park and central park. There u ed to be Maendeleo park next to Ki umu ocial ball, but it wa de

gazetted it land use was then changed for construction of a market. 

Park management and recreational urban open space related activities in the city of Kisumu fall 

in the department Environment under the Urban Aesthetic Division. This entity is charged with 

there pon ibilitie of city beautification, landscaping maintenance and co-ordination open space 

activitie . The details of the department' activities include regulating use of the park, in tenns of 

time of u e and permis ible and non-permis ible acti itie and behavior, day to day maintenance 

acti ·ties such a sweeping and picking I itter coordinating park de ign, restoration planting 

trees, watering and maintaining facilitie in the park. 

Since tbe ushering in of the county governments and the local authorities being rendered defunct, 

the tructure of management of the city's public spaces has been thrown into a disarray of ort . 

Whereas previously the power to govern the city lay with the municipal council formation of the 

county o errode the powers of the already well-e tabtished council. The new department of 

en ironment in the county government while the department of environment stilJ exists under 

city management. The e two are housed differently though they are parallel departments of sort . 

One of tbe key functions of the managing entity i to co-ordinate development acti ities a 

relate to public spaces this often range in nature from green field developments to restoration 
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and ren vation work , and in cale from small one ucb as tho e of land caping a round-about 

to reating a full blown park the ize of Jomo Kenyatta ports ground. uch acti ities require 

fund to ac ompli b. In Ki urnu uch projects have been achieved u ing the go emment 

budgetary allocations donor grants and fund Like the ca e of renovation of Jomo Kenyatta 

pons Ground an endeavor mainly funded by the Swedi b International Development Agency 

( ID A . Public paces have al o benefited from corporate social re ponsibility, where orne 

corporations ucb as banks and other institutions develop some public space in partnership with 

the city management· notable ca es are KCB, CBA banks the DAL In titution. In such instance 

the city enters a MOUs with the private entities, who then develop these spaces and can be 

allowed orne level of advertisement for marketing and to boo t their status in the eye of the 

community. 

A evidenced from the tate of urban open spaces, the city management experiences a number of 

challenges in managing the public open spaces. The core challenge facing management is Lack of 

funding to implement publjc open pace related projects and maintain them. Corporate ocial 

re pon ibilities and donor funding has in the past played a major role in financing these projects 

but there is till a large deficit in the funding to execute public pace improvement, re toration 

and in orne case in tall long o er due basic facilitie such as wa broom and drinking water 

fountains. 

Encroachment of thee paces by un wtable land uses orne case of grabbing public open 

spaces land by private developers have al o been known too cur. For a long time up to late 2014 

hawkers took up the former Jubilee Park and converted into an open-air market The traders who 

refu ed acate the park were only forcefully remo ed by bulldozers and armed policemen. Taifa 

suffered a related but slightly different fate when a private developer acquired the park as private 
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and reno ati n works, and in cale from small one uch as tho e of land caping a round-about 

1 creating a fulJ blown park the ize of Jomo Kenyatta sport ground. Su h acti itie require 

fund to accompli h. ]n Kisumu such projects have been achie ed u ing the government 

budgetary allocations, donor grant and funds, like the case of renovation of Jomo Kenyatta 

ports Ground an endeavor mainly funded by the Swedish International Development Agency 

( IDA). Public pace have al o benefited from corporate ocial responsibility where some 

· rporation uch as banks and other institutions de eJop some public spaces in partner hip with 

the city management· notable ca e are KCB CBA banks the DAL Institution. In such in tance 

the city enters a MOU with the private entities who then develop these spaces and can be 

allowed ome level of advertisement for marketing and to boo t their status in the eye of the 

community. 

e idenced from the tate of urban open pace the city management experience a number of 

challenges in managing the public open space . The core challenge facing management is lack of 

funding to implement public open space related projects and maintain them. Corporate social 

re pon ibilities and donor funding ba in the past played a major role in financing the e projects, 

but there i till a large deficit in the funding to execute public pace impro ement, re toration 

and in orne ca e install long over due basic facilitie such as washroom and drinking water 

ft untain. 

ncroachment of these paces by unsuitable land u es some ca es of grabbing public open 

paces land by private developer ba e also been known to occur. For a long time up to late 2014 

hawker took up tbe former Jubilee Park and converted into an open-air market. The traders who 

refu ed acate the park were only forcefulJy removed by bulldozers and armed policemen. Taifa 

uffered a related but slightly different fate when a private developer acquired the park as private 
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pr perty fenced off the site cleared the tree and was determined to tart con truction until 

public uproar and demonstrations brought this to a top and land was reverted back to council. ln 

the case of Jamhuri park the football pitch that originally was part of the park is now fenced off 

a part of Victoria primary School the pitch that wa initially part of the park wa given to the 

primary chool by a politician who bad grabbed it, its uspected that there were sini ter 

int ntion that were topped by public uproar. The director of environment's ob ervation wa 

that rhough the hawkers had been kept out of Jubilee park and the site i presently in the proce s 

of restoration there i always a of danger of the traders moving, back. Surveillance is kept at aU 

times a time consuming and co tly exercise becau e per onnel have to be deployed at the site at 

all times. 

ecurity is challenge in management of urban open space. Security can be looked at in terms of 

the afety of users of the paces and afety of public facilities. Vandalism of park property i 

rampant in the public paces in the city the worst hit park being Jamhuri Park where vandals 

have made away with the water tank that was the water re ervoir for the ablution block and the 

gate leaving gaping openings into the park where the gate used to be. According to source at 

the park thieves also target the posts of the perimeter fence, hence the orry tate of the fence. 

Both management and park users concur that they are not afe especially after dark: none of the 

public open paces had functional nighttime lighting at the time of re earch. Incidents of rape 

and other heinou crime have been reported to happen in the e pace after dark, e peciaiJy in 

Jamhuri and Taifa which are far remo ed from the CBD which has higher level of human 

pr ence even after dark. 

The level of enforcement of tandard and rule in public open spaces is also a problem in the 

city of K.isumu. Because of poor level of enforcement of control acti ities that should not take 
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place in public uch as illicit dumping of waste, loitering by agrants and treet children 

hav king and, cro ing thr ugh of motorcycle go on public open pace in broad daylight. Such 

a tivities discourage law abiding citizen from visiting public pace as they view them to laden 

with disturban e and nuisance. With proper levels of enforcement, uch activitie ought to be 

kept out public space. Lapse comes in the number of people employed as enforcers a factor that 

could in tum be attributed to inadequate funds to employ enough p rsonnel to man and enforce 

control in public open spaces. 

3.9.6.1 Policy legal and institutional frameworks 

arious policies and legal frameworks form the basis of developing and managing urban open 

space . They are general law and guidelines that govern public open space aero the nation 

there also are tho e specific to the city of K.i umu, a good example i the Publjc Open pace by

law of Kisumu, 2008. The law and policie applied in management of urban open spaces in the 

city ofKi wnu: 

1. The constitution of Kenya 

n. The physical planning act 

iii. The Local government act 

iv. EMCA 

v. The physical planning guidelin.es by department of phy ical planning, mini try of 

planning 

v t. Local authorities service delivery tool (Development control manual) 

vii. The Municipal Council ofKiswnu Public Parks and Open Space by-laws - 2008 
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3.10 The Future of Open Spaces in the City of Kisumu 

The b t insight into the future of planning for the city of Kisumu can be obtained from the 

Jnt grated Strategic rban De elopment lSUD)-Pian for Ki umu. The ISUD-Pian that was 

de eloped by the odali Con eil 2012-2013 is a compreben ive, forward looking planning tool 

that addr e the future patial organization of the city and re iva] of Ki umu s economy. The 

do ument who e emphasis i on infrastructure and patial organization as the dri er of 

economic growth projec development for the next 20 years for the city of Kisurnu. According 

to odali Con eil 20 J 5) the objectives of the IS D-Plan proposals are to: 

• Guide urban growth so as to contain the urban footprint exten ion achieve an efficient 

density and an adequate repartition of ervice and amenities 

• Reconnect the city and the lake to make Ki wnu a true lake ide city 

• Provide better mobility and acces ibi1ity to and within the city 

• Re-integrate andre tructure the slum belt 

• Prevent prawl and lum formation through adapted housing upply and zoning 

• Provide land for und r upplied land use in adapted ize and location 

• Protect and valorize Kisumu natural environment 

• Protect and valorize Kisumu' heritage 

• Impro e public realm 

A number of planning tools will be u ed in delivery of the 1 UD-Pian odalis-Coo eil 2015) 

thee are: 

• Management of the natural environment in order to protect it valorize it and protect 

people from natural hazard through zoning regulations 
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• Creati n f 5 pe ial Planning Areas id ntified ac ording to their high trategic alue 

Lake front, hi toric core entral Bu ine Di trict yalenda and Manyatta informal 

ttlement coastal area) 

• Identification of 10 Den ification rea allowing infill de elopment and retrofitting of 

under - u ed piece of publicly owned land 

• Market strategy with refurbi hment of elected market creation of a whole ale market 

creation of ouks and of a network of kiosk 

• Provi ion of pace for land u e currently under- upplied through zoning and planning 

guidance e pecially economic acti itie and hou ing 

• Pro i ion of pace within de ignated areas to accommodate predictable patial need 

based on d mographic projection 

• reatioo of new ub center de tined to attract and anchor urban exten ion. 
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Fi ure 3. 7 abo e ummane the trategie that will be employed to achieve the I UD-plan 2013-

_o o. 

lmproviog the public realm public and the quality of lives of the city inhabitants are principal 

objective of the !SUD-Plan for Ki umu. After a thorough analy i and inventory of the existing 

ituation and cenarios in the city, the report came to conclusion there was under pro ision of 

public open pace in the city of Kisu:mu. It i this discovery that prompted tbe propo al of two 

new parks in the city in addition to revamping the existing ones. The two new parks namely 

Lake front park and Auji Creek Park are hown in Figure 3.8. 
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Figur 3.8. rropo ed public open pace for i umu 2013-2030 ourcc: Klsumu I D-Plan, 20L3 
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Th propo ed lake front park andwicbed in between the Lake h re and the city wilJ extend 

fr m th ortbem end of Impala park to the tip of tb gulf it i intended to be the main green 

and recreational pace in the city Kisumu 1 UD-Plan, 2014). eared toward lei ure culture and 

port it will offer acces to the bore lake related activitie , a lake ide promenade and eaterie . 

It will be linked to the city by an a enue joining it with Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground and a 

n w street extending from Lolwe drive to Obote Rd there will in addition be pede trian treet 

extending form the CBD to the lakeside promenade (Ibid) as shown in figure 3.9, page 76. 

Auji Creek Park will erve as a buffer between the Populous Nyalenda area and the protected 

marshlands it will connect Nairobi road with Impala park (lSUD-Plan 20 14). Creating the park 

wi II entail rehabilitating the banks setting up path and walkways, planting trees. The park in 

addition to creating a better living environment for city residents is intended to play part in in the 

re tructuring ofNyalenda and other parts of the "slum belt'. 

The new proposed !SUD-Plan wilJ add a vital ingredient to the urban open paces of the city of 

Ki umu, it will bring people to the lake bore for recreation a resource that i pre ently under 

utilized in the city. 

The new proposed parks will create recreational opportunitie for the residents of Kisumu. The 

lake ide city is in short supply of well-de igned public open pac e pecialJy along the shore of 

the lake. The new parks will pre ent resident with opportunities for water based recreational 

acti itie . The proposed lake front park will present residents with an opportunity to utilize the 

lake a a recreational resource. 
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Though the I UD - Plan present a proposal to create two new public open pa e in the city, it 

fail addre the evere imbalance in di tribution of the public open pace . The r idential 

ettlement in Ki umu e p ially tho e that fall out ide areas of former uropean zone like 

Kondele Kibuye, yalenda lack public open paces in their clo e proximity. The new propo ed 

plan fail to addres this imbalance by proposing new public space close to the areas that ba e 

high concentration of urban open pace compared to the rest of the city. 

The critique ofpostmodem cities ad ancing colonial attitude was found to hold true for the case 

of Ki umu, half a century after the demise of colonization the city still exhibited the qualitie of a 

di tinct residential zone . Segregation in residential settlement along economic status line with 

the affluent settling in Milimani i.e. the former European quarter and those of lower economic 

tatu residing in settlements toward the outer periphery of the city like Nyalenda. The proposed 

Auji creek Lies between Milimani and Nyalenda estate, two re idential enclaves with a hi tory of 

egregation, tbe Auji park will create a barrier causing further rift between the e two areas. 

Tbe ite of the proposed development of the lake front park is to take place on pri ate property. 

The private developments already established there will ha e to be relocated to create room for 

the park. Such a proce has far reaching ocial-economic impacts though compensation may be 

granted to the evicted parties. It can result in destabilization of already established enterprises 

such a the hotels ituated in there relocation al o ha the impact of breaking established ocial 

nen orks and relationship . 
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4 RE EARCH FINDINGS 

Jn this chapter the data i analyzed then pre ented inform of pie charts imple and clu tered 

bar graph and tables. Micro oft excel was used to analyze the data and generate graphs pie 

harts and table . Finding deri ed from data obtained from Jomo Kenyatta ports ground 

ia ociaJ urvey and field ob ervation is presented under various sub-headings. 

4.1 Urban open spaces in the city of Kisumu 

The public open space within the city of Ki umu are Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground. Jubilee 

park that i popularly known as Market/ Oile park Taifa park, Jamhuri park, Taifa park and 

entral park (Director of Environment -Kisumu city, 2015). Important to note is tbat mo t of 

these parks went by different name in the colonial era, they acquired their current name 

after independence. They were renamed with the aim of giving the e places name that had 

meaning to the local populace maybe even to blot out the conspicuously colonial feel the 

name exerted o er spaces. Figure 4.1 shows the public open space found in the city of 

K.i urnu. These parks are 1-Jamhuri Park, 2- Uburu Park 3- Market/ Oile Park, 4- Taifa Park 

-Central Park, 6- Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground 7- de-gazetted Maendeleo park. 
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4.1.1 Jamhuri park 

Located in Milimani area· Jamhuri is the furthest public open space to the south of the CBD. 

It i enclo ed by Ridoch and Adala Otuko road to the west and outh respectively and 

bordered to the north by Kisumu county offices. The park is roughly rectangular in shape 

measuring roughly 176m x 1 J 2m excluding the football pitch. 

Plate 4.1. Panoramic view of the shade structure in the park. Source: Author 
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Overview 

The park i popularly known by the residents of Kisumu a a Victoria Park presumably due to its 

location next to Victoria primary school. Jamhuri Park is one of the earlie t public open spaces in 

K.isumu that have existed ince the city's planning in early 1900s. It was designed as an imperial 

garden for the lei ure of European settlers during the colonial era. Like the rest of public open pace 

in IGsumu, the park's own rship reverted to the new local authority at the demi e of colonialism. For 

years, maintenance of the park in the bands of the new management did no live up to the tandards of 

the former colonial custodian a a result the pack was run down and deteriorated. In the year 200 

following proposals by some local community groups, funds were allocated for restoration of the park. 

followed by activities that saw the park's restructuring and improvement The gate were redone, 

bencbe installed around the park. circulation defined though not given a hard surface finish night 

time lighting put up and public washroom constructed. Presently most of these intervention have 

fallen apart due to Lapse in maintenance or vandalism. 

A broken down barbed wire fence separate the park with a play field on Victoria primary school's 

ide. The patrons here recount stories that this field used to be part of the park until it was grabbed by 

a politician with intentions of making it peTSonal property, but due to public uproar thi politician 

donated the sports field to Victoria primary school. 

(Source: field interviews, 20 15) 

Te t bo 4.1. Historical overview of Jamburi Park 

4.1.1.1 Physical structure and design elements in Jamburi park 

The main tructure in the park is the hade that serves a a pavilion, located at the central 

position along the western edge of the park donated by Lions club Kisumu. Though there are 

public washrooms, lack of proper management and maintenance renders them unusable; one 

is meet by heaps of human wa te when they attempt to go in. The fence around the park is 

broken down at several positions allowing access of entry and exit through several places 

along the fence. The gate have been uprooted from their hinges leaving gates post and 

gaping openings where the three gates ought to be. The footpaths are weJJ marked out with 

hite washed stone and short golden duranta hedges with short barbed wire reinforcement 



howe er they have not been gi en any hard surface finish resulting in pooling of rainwater 

along the footpaths in the rainy season and too much dust in the dry ea on. 

U i not bleak for Jamb uri Park though; it has a luxuriant growth of a variety of large tree 

which provide the much-required hade in the hot typical afternoon experienced in the 

region. A number of metal benches have also been provided in the park. Table 4. J shows a 

ummary of physical elements in the park. 

Table 4.1. Design elements in Jamhuri park. Sourct:: Author 

Design element Characteristics 

Pavilion 

• Located centrally along the 

western edge of the park 

• It is used mainly for meeting 

by different groups who visit 

the park 

• It s the only roofed helter 

where u ers can shelter from 

the rain 

Public washrooms 

This facility was not 

operational at the time of 

study. 

Lacks water, orne of the 

basic facilities such as 

cistern have been vandalized 

The water reservoir tank 

erving tbe block was tolen. 

Remarks 

• 

One shade is not 

enough 

Lack of these basic 

facility cause 

people using the 

park inconvenience 
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Benches 

• A ingle design of metal 

bench IS provided at 

vanous points throughout 

the. 

• The bench 

model 

Circulation aths 

3 eater 

• Wider at orne point and 

• They are randomly 

di tributed through 

out the park with 

no clear principle 

gujding their 

placement 

• Only of one type 

seats, lack of 

variety 

narrower at others • Footpath are 

(1500mm- 21 OOmm wide) 

• The footpath have not 

been paved 

sufficiently wide 

in most of the 

places 

• They are marked by short • Lack of surface 

duranta spp. hedge and finisbe cause 

stones discomfort and 

inconvenience for 

• Vegetation found in thi 

park i ru h and green 

• The vegetation type noted 

are tall trees hedges and 

grass Lawns 

• Some vegetation ha 

withered and show signs 

they became dusty 

in the dry ea on 

and muddy in the 

carny season 

• Iniligenous 

vegetation 

flourishes 

• Vegetation that is 

not adapted to the 

climate of tbi area 

withers or dries off 
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4.5.1.3 Activjties/ use 

of drying up during the 

during the dry peU 

Fence 

• Broken down by andals at 

several places 

• Movement in the park not 

restricted m any way, 

people come in and go out 

through broken parts of the 

fence. 

• 

during the dry 

sea on 

Poor fencing 

make control 

management and 

ecurity in the 

park hard to 

achieve 

Meeting , relaxation, passing time, hawking, passing through are orne of the activitie 

ob erved to be taking place in the park. Most of the meetings take place in the shade though 

when its occupied, other groups opt to meet in the shade tree in the park. People are 

observed sitting on the benches in groups or individuaUy, others sit or nap on the lawns 

others on the park. Others chat with friends or mates while others enjoy meals and snacks 

carried from off- park eateries or supermarkets. The pre ence of hawkers is a common sight 

in the par~ they range from those peddling water and soft drinks snacks such as groundnuts 

b. cuits and potato crisp to other wares like clothes and foot wear. For other people they 

park is just a way through, they walk across the park without topping anywhere in the park, 

motorcycles and bicycle also ride aero the park. 

4.1.2 Uhuru Park 

Uburu Park is located next to the Ki umu county city hall and Kisumu town hall law courts. 

The di trict commissioner' s office is to the immediate south of the park. The park measure 

approximately 150m x 60m. 



Plate 4.2. Panoramic view of the independence monument and lawns in Uhuru park Source: Author 

4.1.2.1 Pbysical structure and design elements in Uhuru Park 

The main elements of de ign found in Uhuru park are: Paths and walkways seats rock 

gardens waste receptacles vegetation a monument and gates fences. 

Table 4.2. Design elements in Uhuru park. Source. Author 

Design elements Characteristics Remarks 

Circulation 

• Foot paths 
• Paths too narrow to 

1200mm 

wide throughout the 

park 

• Partially paved with 

600mm wide paving 

lab 

Benches 

• There are metallic 

b ncbes ( hown in the 

pictures) and concrete in 

the park 

• All seats in the park are 

3 eater benches 

There is a total of 15 

benches in the park 

accommodate more 

than two u ers at a 

time 

• Lack of bard surface 

finisbe cause a 

problem of du t 

• Lacks in variety, only 

one model i 

provided throughout 

the park 

Insufficient benche 

many of the u ers 

overspill to the lawns 
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Waste bins 

• Two types of waste bin 

are provided in the park, 

are three-in-one and the 

single waste bins 

• There are four number 

in total two of each type 

• They are i olated 

from other facilitie 

uch as walk ways 

and seating areas 

• There are four rock 

gardens in the park 

• These rock gardens are 

composed of rock 

arrangements 

ground covers 

and trees 

, 

planted 

hrubs 

• me of the plant 

choice for the rock 

gardens are 

inappropriate for they 

have withered and 

dried off 

• The rock gardens in the • Maintenance of the 

park are o ergrown and 

most of the ground 

covers and shrubs are 

wilting off or dried aU 

together. 

Vegetation 

rock garden i poor 

• Vegetation in the park • Plants species such 

compri ed of mature duranta pp. have 

trees, a few shrubs and withered or dried up 

gra lawns for they are not 

• The main vegetation appropriate to the 

species in the park are: climatic region. 

Jacaranda mimosifolia, 

Chorisia speciosa, Ficus 

benjamina, 
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• 

Bougainvillea 

Duranta 

pp. 

orne plant pecie tn 

this park exhibited igns 

of e ere strain in the 

drought pecially 

duranta pecies. (Shown 

in the photo) 

Gates and Fence 

• 

• 

• 

Park's de ignated acce 

is through 4 points, on 

each side of the park. 

The fence is broken 

down at everal points 

allowing uncontrolled 

entry into the park 

Th fence is made of 

wooden po ts and chain 

link wire. 

• Poor tate of gate and 

fence compromi e 

ecurity and control of 

park use 

Monument 

• Centrally located in the • The feature bas 

park is a monument potential to attract 

commemorating Kenya s user if well 

independence. maintained. 

• It mainly made of • The untended 

concrete and con ists of a 

concrete trough that 

culminate in a Low wall 

above the ground, a 

concrete plinth upports a 

concrete impre sion of 

monument give the 

space around it an air 

of dereliction 
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the Kenyan flag 

• The fountain that 1 

meant to be part of the 

monument IS broken 

down 

4.1 .2.2 Activities 

This park is used a place for relaxing given that no facilities are provided for other fom1 of 

recreation apart from metallic and concrete benches. Activity ob erved in the park i that of 

people sitting individually or in group on the benches or on the grass lawns, some utilize 

rock arrangements in the shadiest part of the park for sitting. People also nap on the lawns in 

the park. Some people just pass through the park, utilizing the footpaths that cut diagonally 

aero s the park. Hawker vending drinks, nack and bananas are also found in the park 

4.1.3 Jubilee garden (Oile/ Market 

Lo ated right in the center of the city, next to Jomo Kenyatta sports ground, the park i 

wedge haped mea uring approximately 165m x 125m x I OOm. 

Plate 4.3. A view into Oile market park under restoration. Sourre: Author 
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Overview 

The park that i said to be one of the public open space in Kisumu set aside at the tablishment 

of lhe town for recreation. Oile park acquired the name from its predecessor Oile market that was 

nam d after a one time K.iswnu mayor Lawrence Oile, who it is said gave out the public space to 

trade in the city to use as a market Lawrence Oile was a mayor of Kisumu from the year 1993 to 

1997. it i roughly around this time that a market was established in place of the park. Up to 2014, 

effort to evict the traders had proved futile. Use of anned policemen and bulldozers. 

indi "riminate demolition of structures in the market is what finally removed the traders from the 

site. Presently the site is in the process of restoration back into a park., it as fenced off from public 

acce with barbed wire and has guards keeping sentry. Grass and trees have been planted and 

restoration work still continues in the site. 

Source: Field interviews, 2015 

Text bos 4.2. Historical overview of Jubilee (One market park). 

4.1.3.1 Physical structure and design elements 

There is no physicaJ tructure in the park pre ently. The boundarie are demarcated by barbed 

wire fence. Golden duranta shrubs along the edges mark the footpath . 

Plate 4.4. Paths in Oile Market park. Source: Author Plate 4.5. The boundary of the park. Source: Author 
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Plate 4.6. The neighboring road and buildings. 
Source; Author 

Plate 4. '7. The park in the proce.ss of restoration. 
Source: Author 

few large mature tree and young newly planted one make up the vegetation in the park. 

The ite is under restoration. The general public is not allowed it the park yet. 

4.1.4 Taifa Park 

Taifa park i bordered by Ogada and Nyerere roads to the We t and the East respecti ely 

catholic university borders the park to the south. The park is rectangular in hape mea uring 

approximately lOOm x 65m. In the immediate neighbourh ods of the park is the cotti h 

Royal Hotel a pub, a motorcycle repair and spare parts hops and a number of smaller hops 

that ell hou ehold item . 

Plate 4.8. A panoramic view ofTaifa park. Source: Author 
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Oven•iew 

One does not fail to notice that except for a few Jacaranda trees along the western perimeter of the 

park all the other trees in the park are ju enile, leaving one to wonder why a park as old as the city 

itself would have only juvenile trees. According to some of the residents from whom the 

re earcher sought an account of the park' history Taifa park has exi ted as long as they can 

remember. but in the year 2009 a private developer fenced of the ite of the park cleared trees and 

was et to begin construction in the park having illegally obtained the title deed for the land. But 

members of the public were alerted of the plot. they carried out demonstration prole ts in the 

treets of Kisumu. forced the land to be given back to city. Collaborating tbi account of Taifa 

Park' past. the Director of Environment, Kisumu said there is always fear of a similar incident 

occurring again. for this reason the youth group nmning the public washrooms in the park are also 

charged with the responsibility of keeping an eye on the park. 

Source: Field interviews 

Tett box 4.3. Historical overvi w ofTalfa park 

4.1.4.1 Phy ical structure and design elements in the park 

The walkways in the park are marked out though not paved. The does nol have a fence of any 

ort; it is open on all the four side. The only physical structure in the park is a public 

wa hroom that is operated by a youth group. There are a few (4) concrete benches in thi 

park. 

Table 4.3. Design elements In Taifa park. Source: Author 

Design element Characteristics Remarks 

Circulation 

Circulation channels in the • The footpaths are 

park are 1800mm wide 

The footpath are not 

paved 

• Their edges are marked 

with bougainvillea 

hedges and a stone 

sufficiently wide, 

but their unpaved 

surfaces make their 

maintenance hard 
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block detail 

• There are four concrete 

benches in the park. 

• They are the only form of 

seating provided 

• Most of the p ople in the 

park sit on the grass lawns 

Vegetation 

• Most of the vegetation m 

the park is juvenile 

• A few mature jacaranda 

mimosifolia, delonix regia 

are found in the park 

Gates and Fence 

• The park is not fenced on 

any of the side neither are 

there gate into the park 

• The designated points of 

entry can however be 

deduced from the path 

that cut acros the park 

• The seat are 

insufficient 

• Their placement in 

the park looks 

haphazard with no 

clear principle 

guiding their 

placement 

• They lack in 

ariety only one 

type of bench i 

provided 

• Some oftbe 

vegetation specie 

show sign of 

strain under the 

evere climatic 

conditions 

• Lack offence and 

gate makes it hard 

to control and 

manage the park 
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.tJ.4.2 cti ities 

The main undertaking in thi park a was deduced from ob ervation is relaxation. Individual 

and gr up of people were ob erved sitting or taking a nap on the gras lawn . Most of the 

people in the park utilized the lawns for sitting because not much seats were provided, the 

four concrete benches were far le than adequate. The park is also a through way for orne 

people uch individuals could be ob erved traver ing the park without making any stop for 

any other engagement. Motorcycle and bicycle also rode across the park. 

Plate 4.9.11lidt burning of solid waste In the park Plate 4.10: The southern boundary of the park. 

Source: Author Source: Author 

n hot sunny day · which most in Kisumu are, bodaboda operator ought shade under the 

tree in the park. Also noted is that some illicit activities eemed to be carried out in the park 

without much intervention a good example i olid waste dumping and burning in Taifa 

park. Thi activity clearly falls outside the category of activities that management consider 

permis ible in the park. No lighting i provided for nighttime making thi place unsafe place 

after nightfall in fact information obtained from talking to ome of the people in the park 

indicated that the place was un afe at night; robbery and rape case have been reported in this 

area 
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~.1.5 entral park 

L ated along Oginga Odinga rd . the park i located in between Barclays bank and Kimwa 

anne the building that hou e Kenya women Finance Trust (KWFT) aero from the 

Barclays bank. Central park i a mall pocket pace mea uring approximately 23m by 3 m. 

Plate 4.11. A panoramic view into Central park 

4.1.5.1 Physical tructure and design elements in the park 

A hort hedge laced with barbed wire forms the perimeter of the park. The park has only one 

gateles entry and exit point that face the parking along Oginga Odinga rd. There are a few 

benches ( l concrete, 6 metallic in the park. A combined three in one dustbin i provided next 

to the park entrance. 

Table 4.4. Design elements in central park. Source: Author 

De ign element Characteristics Remarks 

• Two types of benche are • Lacks in Variety of 

design and 
provided in the park 6no. 

metallic benches shown in 

the photograph) and 

concrete bench. They are all 

3 eater benches 

arrangement 
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• A ingle three in on waste 

receptacle provided clo e to 

entrance 

Vegetation 

Tre , a hedge around the 

park and gras are the 

main vegetation m the 

park 

The main vegetation 

species in the park are 

delonix regia, chorisia 

specio a, araucaria 

araucana. bougainvillea 

Gates and fences 

• Entrance i into the park is 

via un gated opening to 

the front. 

• A bougainvillea hedge 

about 900mm high 

enclo e the park on aU 

the four ide 

• Locati n right in 

front of the entrance 

of the park make 

the open bin and 

expo ed wa te an 

eyesore. 

• Lacks variety of 

vegetation such as 

ornamental shrub 

and ground covers 

• The low hedge 

around the park 

sufficiently erve 

the purpo e of 

demarcating 

boundary 

controlling 

pede trian traffic 

but at the arne time 

allowing views into 

the park 
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4.1.5.2 cti ities 

The park is utilized as ocialization, relaxation and meeting pace. People come in either as 

group who it on benches and spend their time chatting or alone. Other individual it or nap 

n the lawns. 
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.2 Jomo Kenyatta sports Ground Kisumu 

~~;\ 
·r{ 0~ · ~i 

4.2.1 Historical Overview '"\)~\~bRS n \;\~~~ 
~\)v 

Jomo Kenyatta Grounds was establi hed at the on et of pl~g of Ki umu early in the 20th 

centaury it was one the planned spaces in the city provided as an imperial garden for vi iting 

dignitaries and re ident coloniali t' lei ure. Initially named coronation grounds the name 

changed to Jomo Kenyatta Ground after independence. The park wa de igned and modeled 

after the imperial parks in Europe. 

At independence owner hip of the park reverted to the Municipal Council of Ki umu. The 

ne' management failed to maintain the park to the tandards of the former colonial 

custodian · this marked the beginnjng of an era of deterioration and tribulations for the park. 

Deterioration continued through the years by the 90s' the park was known to a crime hotspot 

in the city. Over grown unlit filled with filth because of the dumping of waste that took 

place in the park, the park was hunned and avoided by city re idents even during the day for 

fear of crime it became a den for drug user and hideout for the criminal gangs of the city. 
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ln the year 2000 a lady volunteer et out in earch of ponsors and well wishers to h lp 

rehabilitate the park, thi endeavor culminated in the wedisb International Development 

Agency IDA) partnering with the Municipal Council of Ki umu to re tore the park. 

Agreement was reached that though SIDA was the main pon or, the city council would at o 

remit part of the expenses for they were the proper owners of the pace, agreement of joint 

ownership were drafted. Work on the park started in 2001, the park was inaugurated in the 

year 2002 as Jomo Kenyatta Sports Grounds Kisumu. 

The partnership between SlDA and the Municipal council of Kisumu was however hort 

lived becau e in the year 2005 SIDA pulled out after allegedly an audit revealed 

misappropriation of finances meant for running the park, up to tlris point SIDA and the 

Municipal Council of Kisumu had been jointly remitting funds for running and maintaining 

the park, SIDA giving the majority of the funds. The collapse of the partnership marked a 

beginning of a second era of deterioration because the council could not manage on it own 

howe er tbi time round, the slip back into destitute times and neglect was short Jived ln 

2009 a board of management was formed whose mandate was to oversee the running of the 

park. Since the main funding party withdrew support, they receive no funding from external 

-
bodie ; the park management is self-reliant and bas to re-invest whatever funds raised from 

park activitie into maintaining and running the park. The money generated from the 

activitie in the park is ploughed back into day-to-day running paying wages for the park 

worker and maintaining the grounds. Up to date, the bigge t challenge facing the park i the 

inadequacy of funds to run and maintain the park according to the park management. 
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4.2.2 Phy icaJ structure and design of Jomo Kenyatta ports Ground 

Figure 4.2 bow the tructure of the park as de igned and existing. The implemented tructure 

of the park conforms to a Large extent to the de ign except for a few place . The location of 

the hop which were located along Angawa avenue in the design are located next to the gat 

at the western end (figure 4.2). The space allocated for child play in the designed rna ter plan 

of the park currently ho ts Kura offices and an outdoor cafeteria, it however erve a a kate 

park for children over the weekends. Most of child play activitie have been mo ed to the 

lawn next to the pavilion (figure 4.2). The large central pace was furnished with tree and 

intended for use for court sports on temporary basis. 

The park can be divided into small r spaces that exhibit difference in character, the e space 

are: the front parts to the ea t of the east of the central pavilion and the back part to the we t 

of the pavilion. The front part is comprise of: four lawns toward the apex of the park, and 

the central open space. Behind the pavilion are: the sport pitches the children play area the 

fi h pond the shop and public washrooms and the fenced off part that has the outdoor eatery 

and Kura offices. The e paces differ in size and character hence are used differently by the 

people who vi it the park. 

A number of phy ical facilitie are provided in Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground, which the 

us rs who vi it the park utilize, either for recreation entertainment, comfort or con enience. 

Among the facilities provided in Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground are: eats, waste 

receptacle signage which direct and in tructs users, lighting and vegetation Figure 4.2- 4.4 

and plate 4. 14 -4.23 . 

lnformation on the main egetation pecie found in Jomo Kenyatta ports and how they are 

u dis bown in table 4.3 below. 
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Table4.3. The maln vegetation pccl found in Jomo Kenyatta port. Ground 

Scientific Plant Name Common name Remarks 
1. Tipuana tipu Tipu tree • Used a hade a hade 

tree 
2. Jacaranda mimosifolia Jacaranda • Shade tree 
3. Terminalia spino a Umbrella tree • Shade tree 

4. Bauhinia variegata Came] • foot • Shade tree 
5. Chorisia pecio a Bombax • Shade tree 

6. Croton megalocarpus Croton • Shade tree 
7. Ficus benjamina Weeping fig • Shade tree 
8. Schinu moile Pepper tree • Shade tree 

9. Schinus terebinthifolius Chistmas berry tree • Used as shade tree 

10. Filicium decipiens Thikapalm • Shade tree 
1 I. Markhamia lutea Markbamia • Shade tree 

12. Delonix regia Flamboyant • Shade tree 

13. Spathodea nilotica Nandi flame • Shade tree 

14. Bougainvillea Bougainvillea • U ed a hedge al o 
along the fence of the 
property 

15. Duranta duranta Golden duranta • U ed a hedge in orne 
areas 

• Require heavy 
watering during the 
dry eason 

16. Setcresea pallida Purple heart • Ground cover 

] 7. Common grass • The main ground 
cover in the park 

18. Cupressu sempervirens Cypress 

19. Phoenix canarien i Canary island date palm • Used as accent plant at 
trategic points in the 

park 

20. Royslonea regia Cuban royal palm • Used along walkways 

directs views. A venue 
tree. 
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4 RESEARCH FINDI GS 
ln this chapter the data is analyzed then presented inform of pie charts, simple and clustered 

bar graphs and tables. Microsoft excel was u ed to analyze the data and generate graphs pie 

charts and tables. Finding derived from data obtained from Jomo Kenyatta sport ground 

ia social urvey and field observation is presented under various ub-headings. 

4.1 Urban open spaces in the city of Kisumu 

The public open spaces within the city of Kisumu are Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground Jubilee 

park that is popularly known as Market/ Oile park, Taifa park, Jamhuri park Taifa park and 

Central park (Director of Environment -Kisumu city 2015). Important to note is that most of 

the e parks went by different name in the colonial era, they acquired their current names 

aft r independence. They were renamed with the aim of giving these places names that had 

meaning to the local populace, maybe even to blot out the conspicuously colonial feel the 

name exerted o er space . Figure 4.1 shows the public open spaces found in the city of 

Ki umu. The e parks are 1-Jamhuri Park, 2- Uhuru Park, 3- Market/ Oile Park, 4- Taifa Park 

5- Central Park, 6- Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground, 7- de-gazetted Maendeleo park. 
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4.1.1 Jamhuri park 

Located in Milimani area· Jamhuri i the furthest public open space to the south of the CBD. 

lt i enclosed by Ridoch and Adala Otuko roads to the west and south re pectively and 

bordered to the north by Kisumu county offices. The park i roughly rectangular in bape 

measuring roughly 176m x 112m excluding the football pitch. 

Plate 4.1. Panoramic view of the shade structure in the park. Source: Author 
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Overview 

The park i popularly known by the resident of Kisumu as a Victoria Park pre umabJy due to its 

location next to Victoria primary schooL Jamburi Park i one of the earliest public open pace in 

Kisumu that have existed since the city's planning in early 1 900s. It was de igned a an imperial 

garden for the leisure of European ettJers during the colonial era. Like the rest of public open pace 

in Kisumu, the park' owner hlp re erted to the new local authority at the demi e of coJoruali m. For 

years maintenance of the park in the hand of the new management did no Live up to the tandards of 

the former colonial custodians a a result the pack was run down and deteriorated. In the year 2008, 

following proposals by some local community groups. funds were allocated for restoration of the park, 

followed by activities that saw the park's restructuring and improvement. The gates were redone, 

benches installed around the park, circulation defined though not given a hard surface finish, night 

time lighting put up and public washrooms con tructed. Presently mo t of these interventions have 

fal len apart due to lap e in maintenance or vandalism. 

A broken down barbed wire fence eparates the park with a play field on Victoria primary choor 

ide. The patrons here recount stories that this field used to be part of the park. until it was grabbed by 

a politician with intentions of making it personal property, but due to public uproar this politician 

donated the ports field to Victoria primary school. 

(Source: field intervi~, 2015) 

c t bo 4.1. Ristorical overview of Jamburi Park 

4.1.1.1 Physical structure and design elements in Jamb uri park 

The main structure in the park is the shade that erves as a pavilion located at the central 

po ition along the western edge of the park donated by Lions club Kisumu. Though there are 

public washrooms, lack of proper management and maintenance renders them unusable· one 

i meet by heaps of human waste when they attempt to go in. The fence around the park i 

broken down at everal positions allowing access of entry and exit through several places 

along the fence. The gates have been uprooted from their binge leaving gate po t and 

gaping openings where the three gates ought to be. The footpaths are well marked out with 

white washed stones and hort golden duranta hedges with short barbed wire reinforcement 
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however they have not been given any hard surface finish re ulting in pooling of rainwater 

along the footpaths in th rainy sea on and too much dust in the dry season. 

All is not bleak for Jamburi Park though· it bas a luxuriant growth of a variety of large tr e 

hich provide the much-required shade in the hot typical afternoons experienced in the 

region. A number of metal benches have also been provided in the park. Table 4.1 shows a 

ummary of physical elements in the park. 

Table 4.1. Design elements in Jamhuri park. Source; Author 

Design element Characteristics 

Pavilion 

• Located centrally along the 

we tern edge of the park 

• 1t is u ed mainly for meetings 

by different groups who isit 

the park 

• It the only roofed shelter 

where users can belter from 

the rain 

Public washrooms 

This facility was not 

operationaJ at the time of 

tudy. 

Lack water, some of the 

basic facilities such a 

ci terns have been vandalized 

The water re ervoir tank 

erving the block was to len. 

Remarks 

• 

One shade is not 

enough 

Lack of the basic 

facility cau e 

people u ing the 

park inconvenience 
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• A ingle design of metal 

bench ts provided at 

various points throughout 

the. 

bench 1s 3 seater 

model 

• Wider at some point and 

• They are randomly 

di tributed through 

out the park with 

no clear principle 

guiding their 

placement 

• Only of one type 

seats, Jack of 

variety 

narrower at others • Footpaths are 

(1500mm- 2100rnm wide) sufficiently wide 

• The footpaths have not in mo t of the 

been paved places 

• They are marked by hort • Lack of urface 

duranla spp. hedge and fini be causes 

stone discomfort and 

inconvenience for 

• Vegetation found in this 

park i rush and green 

• The vegetation types noted 

are tall tree • hedge and 

gra lawns 

• Some vegetation 

withered and bows sign 

they became du ty 

in the dry season 

and muddy in the 

rainy ea on 

• Indigenous 

vegetation 

flouri bes 

• Vegetation that i 

not adapted to the 

climate of thj area 

wither or drie off 
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4.5.1.3 Activities/ use 

of drying up during the 

during the dry pell 

Fence 

• Broken down by vandal at 

several place 

• Movement in the park n 

re tricted in any way, 

people come in and go out 

through broken parts of the 

fence. 

• 

during the dry 

eason 

Poor fencing 

makes control 

management and 

ecurity in the 

park hard to 

achieve 

Meeting relaxation, passing time, hawking pa sing through are some of the activitie 

ob erved to be taking place in the park. Most of the meetings take place in the shade though 

when its occupied other group opt to meet in the shade trees in the park. People are 

ob erved sitting on the benches in groups or individually, others it or nap on the lawns 

others on the park. Others chat with friends or mates, while others enjoy meals and snacks 

carried from off- park eaterie or supermarkets. The presence of hawkers is a common ight 

in the park, they range from tho e peddling water and oft drinks, snacks such as groundnuts, 

bi cuits and potato crisps, to other wares like clothe and foot wear. For other people, they 

park i just a way through, they walk acros the park without stopping anywhere in the park, 

motorcycles and bicycles also ride aero s the park. 

4.1.2 Uhuru Park 

Uburu Park is Located next to the Kisumu county city hall and Kisumu town ball law courts. 

The district conunis ioner's office is to the immediate outh of the park. The park measure 

approximately 150m x 60m. 
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Plate 4.2. Panoramic view of the independence monument and lawns in Uhuru park. Source: Author 

4.1.2.1 Physical structure and design elements in Uburu Park 

The main elements of de ign found in Uhuru park are: Path and walkway eats ro k 

gardens waste receptacles vegetation a monument and gates fences. 

Table 4.2. Design elements in Uhuru pork. Source. Author 

Design elements Characteristics Remarks 

Circulation 

• Foot paths 
• Paths too narrow to 

1200mm 

wide throughout the 

park 

• Partially paved with 

600mm wide paving 

Jab 

Benches 

• There are metallic 

benches (shown in the 

picture ) and concrete in 

the park 

• All seat in the park are 

3 seater benches 

There is a total of 15 

benche in the park 

accommodate more 

than two users at a 

time 

• Lack of hard surface 

finishes cau es a 

problem of dust 

• Lacks in variety only 

one model i 

provided throughout 

the park 

Insufficient benche 

many of the users 

overspill to the lawns 
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Waste bins 

• Two types of wa te bin • They are i olated 

are provided in the park from other facilitie 

are three-in-one and the uch as walk way 

single waste bins and seating areas 

• There are four number 

in tota~ two of each type 

• There are four rock 

gardens in the park 

• These rock garden are 

compo ed of rock 

arrangements, planted 

ground covers hrubs 

and tree 

• Some ofthe plant 

choice for the rock 

gardens are 

mappropriate for they 

have withered and 

dried off 

• The rock gardens in the • Maintenance of the 

park are overgrown and 

mo t of the ground 

covers and shrub are 

wilting off or dried all 

together. 

Vegetation 

rock garden i poor 

• Vegetation m the park • Plant specie such 

comprised of mature duraota pp. have 

tree a few shrubs and withered or dried up 

gra lawns for they are not 

• The main vegetation appropriate to the 

specie in the park are: climatic region. 

Jacaranda mimosifolia, 

Chari ia peciosa, Ficus 

benjamina, 
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Bougaimillea 

Durant a 

pp. 

• Some plant pecies m 

this park exhibited igns 

of severe train in the 

drought. Especially 

duranta specie . (Shown 

in the photo) 

Gates and Fence 

• Park's designated acce 

is through 4 points, on 

each side of the park. 

• Poor tate of gate and 

fence compromi e 

security and control of 

• The fence i broken park u e 

down at everal poin 

allowing uncontrolled 

entry into the park 

• The fence is made of 

wooden po ts and chain 

Link wire. 

Monument 

• Centrally located in the • The feature has 

park a monument potential to attract 

commemorating Kenya s 

independence. 

u er ifwell 

maintained. 

• Its mainly made of • The untended 

concrete and consists of a monument gives the 

concrete trough that space around it an air 

culminates in a Low waH of dereliction 

above the ground a 

concrete plinth upports a 

concrete impre ion of 



I 

4.1.2.2 Activities 

the Kenyan flag 

• The fountain that ts 

meant to be part of the 

monument is broken 

down 

This park is used a place for relaxing given that no facilities are provided for other form of 

recreation apart from metallic and concrete benches. Activity ob erved in the park i that of 

people itting individually or in group , on the benches or on the grass lawn , some utilize 

rock arrangements in the shadiest part of the park for sitting. People also nap on the lawns in 

the park. Some people just pass through the park, utilizing the footpaths that cut diagonally 

across the park. Hawkers vending drinks snacks and bananas are also found in the park 

4.1.3 Jubilee garden (Oile/ Market) 

Located right in the center of the city, next to Jomo Kenyatta sports ground the park i 

wedge shaped mea uring approximately 165m x 125m x lOOm. 

Plate 4.3. A view into Oile market pork under restoration, Source: Author 
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lh·ervirw 

The park that is said to be one of the public: open spaces in Kisumu set aside at the establishment 

f the town for recreation. Oile park acquired the name from its predecessor Oile market that was 

named after a one time Kisumu mayor Lawrence Oile, who it is said gav out the public: space to 

traders in the city to use as a market. Lawrence Oile was a mayor of Kisumu from the year 1993 to 

1997, it is roughly around this time that a market was established in place of the park. Up to 2014, 

efforts to evict the traders had proved futile. Use of armed policemen and bulldozers, 

indiscriminate demolition of structures in the market is what finally removed the traders from the 

ite. Presently the site is in the process of restoration back into a park, it is fenced off from public 

ace with barbed wire and has guards keeping sentry. Gras and trees have been planted and 

restoration work still continues in the site. 

Source: Field interviews, 2015 

Te t box 4.2. B1 torical overview of Jubilee (OIIe market park) .. 

4.1.3.1 Physical structure and design elements 

There is no phy ical structure in the park presently. The boundaries are demarcated by barbed 

wire fence. Golden duranta shrubs along the edges mark the footpath . 

Plate 4.4. Paths in Oile Market par/c. Source: Author Plate 4.5. The boundary of the pork. Source: Author 
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Platt4.6. The neighboring rood and buildings. 
~IV'! Author 

Plate 4. 7. The park in the process of restoration. 
Source: Author 

fe\\ large mature tree and young newly planted one make up the egetation in the park. 

The site i under restoration. The general public i not allowed it the park yet. 

4.1.4 Taifa Park 

Taifa park i bordered by Ogada and Nyerere roads to the We t and the East respectively 

catholic university borders the park to the south. The park is rectangular in hape measuring 

approximately I OOm x 65m. In the immediate neighbourhood of the park is the Scotti b 

Royal Hotel a pub, a motor ycle repair and spare parts bop and a number of mailer hop 

that sell hou ehold item . 

Plate 4.8. A panoramic view ofTaifo park. Source: Author 
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ne d not fail to notice that except for a few Jacaranda trees along the western perimeter of the 

p3tk all the other trees in the park arc juvenile. leaving one to wonder why a park as old a the city 

1 ·elf ould have only juvenile tree . According to orne of the residents from whom the 

earcher sought an account of the park' hi tory, Taifa park has exi ted as long as they can 

remember. but in the year 2009 a private developer fenced of the ite of the park. cleared trees and 

a set to begin construction in the park having illegally obtained the title deed for the land. But 

members of the public were alerted of the plot, they carried out demonstrations prote ts in the 

trcets f Kisumu., forced the land to be given back to city. Collaborating thi account of Taifa 

Park past, the Director of Environment, Ki umu said there is always fear of a similar incident 

curring again, for thi reason the youth group running the public washrooms in the park are al o 

charged with the responsibility of keeping an eye on the park. 

Source: Field interviews 

Tnt bo 4.3. Historical overri of Taifa park 

4.1.4.1 Physical structure and design elements in the park 

The walkways in the park are marked out though not paved. The doe not have a fence of any 

rt; it is open on all the four side. The only physical tructure in the park is a public 

washroom that is operated by a youth group. There are a few 4) concrete benches in thi 

park. 

Table 4.3. Design elements in Taifa park. Source: Author 

D ign element Characteri tics Remarks 

Circulation 

Circulation channels in the • The footpaths are 

park are 1800m.m wide ufficientJy wide 

The footpaths are not 

paved 

• Their edges are marked 

with bougainvillea 

bedge and a tone 

but their unpaved 

urface make their 

maintenance hard 
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block detail 

Benches 

• There are four concrete 

benche in the park. 

• They are the only form of 

seating provided 

• Most of the people in the 

park sit on the grass lawns 

Vegetation 

• Most of the vegetation in 

the park is juvenile 

• A few mature jacaranda 

mimo ifolia, deloni.x regia, 

are found in the park 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The at are 

insufficient 

Their placement in 

the park look 

haphazard with no 

clear principle 

guiding their 

placement 

They lack in 

variety, only one 

type of bench i 

provided 

Some of the 

vegetation species 

shows sign of 

train under the 

evere climatic 

conditions 

Gates and Fence • Lack of fence and 

• The park is not fenced on gates makes it hard 

any of the ides neither are to control and 

there gates into the park manage the park 

• The designated points of 

entry can however be 

deduced from the paths 

that cut aero s the park 

~ 

' ~ 
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4.1.4.2 Activities 

The main undertaking in this park as was deduced from ob ervation i relaxation. Lndividual 

and group of people were ob erved itting or taking a nap on the gras lawn . Mo t of the 

people in the park utilized the lawns for sitting because not much eats were provided the 

four concrete benche were far le than adequate. The park i also a through way for orne 

people uch individuals could be observed tra ersing the park without making any top for 

any other engagement. Motorcycle and bicycles also rode aero s the park. 

Piau 4.9. 11/ldt burning of solid waste in the park Plate 4.10: The southern boundary of the park. 

Source: Author Source: Author 

On hot unny days; which most in K.isumu are bodabodo operator sought shade under the 

tree in the park. Also noted i that some illicit activities seemed to be carried out in the park 

without much intervention, a good example i solid waste dumping and burning in Taifa 

park. Thi acti ity clearly fall outside tbe category of activitie that management con ider 

permissible io the park. No lighting is provided for nighttime making thi place unsafe place 

after nightfall in fact information obtained from talking to some of the people in the park 

indicated that the place was un afe at night; robbery and rape case have been reported in this 

area. 



4. J .5 entral park 

L ated along Oginga Odinga rd. the park is located in between Barclays bank and Kimwa 

annex, the building that houses Kenya women Finance Tru t (KWFT), aero s from the 

Barclays bank. Central park is a small pocket pace measuring approximately 23m by 3 m. 

Plate 4.11. A panoramic view into Central park 

4.1.5.1 Physical structure and design elements in the park 

A hort hedge laced with barbed wire forms the perimeter of the park. The park has only one 

gatele entry and exit point that face the parking along Oginga Odinga rd. There are a few 

benche ( 1 concrete, 6 metalljc) in the park. A combined three in one dustbin is provided next 

to the park en trance. 

Remarks 

• Two types of benches are • Lacks in Variety of 

provided in the park, 6no. 

metallic benche (shown in 

the photograph) and 1 

concrete bench. They are all 

3 seater benches 

design and 

arrangement 



• A ingle three in one waste 

receptacle provided clo e to 

entrance 

Vegetation 

Tree , a hedge around the 

park and grass are th 

main vegetation m the 

park 

The main vegetation 

specte m the park are 

delonix regia chorisia 

speciosa, araucaria 

araucana, bougainvillea 

Gates and fences 

• Locati n right in 

front of the entrance 

of the park make 

the open bin and 

expo ed waste an 

eye ore. 

• Lacks variety of 

vegetation uch a 

ornamental hrub 

and ground co ers 

• Entrance is into the park i • The low hedge 

• 

via un gated opening to 

the front. 

A bougainvillea 

about 900mm 

hedge 

high 

enclo e the park on all 

the four side 

around the park 

ufficiently erves 

the purpo e of 

demarcating 

boundary 

controlling 

pedestrian traffic 

but at the arne time 

allowing views into 

the park 
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4.1.5.2 Activities 

The park i utilized as ocialization, relaxation and meeting space. People orne in either a 

group who it on bencbe and spend their time chatting or alone. Other individual it or nap 

on the lawn. 
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4.2 J omo Kenyatta sports Ground Kisumu 

4.2.1 Historical Overview 

Jomo Kenyatta Grounds wa establi bed at the onset of planning of Kisumu early in the 201
h 

centaury it wa one the planned space in the city provided a an imperial garden for vi iting 

dignitarie and re ident colonialist s leisure. Initially named coronation grounds the name 

changed to Jomo Kenyatta Ground after independence. The park was designed and modeled 

after the imperial parks in Europe. 

At independence owner hip of the park reverted to the Municipal Council of Ki umu. The 

new management failed to maintain the park to the standards of the former colonial 

custodian · tbi marked the beginning of an era of deterioration and tribulations for the park. 

Deterioration continued through the years, by the 90s the park was known to a crime hotspot 

in the city. 0 er grown unlit, filled with filth because of the dumping of waste that took 

place in the park, the park was hunned and a oided by city re idents even during the day for 

fear of crime it became a den for drug users and hideout for the criminal gangs of the city. 
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In the year 2000. a lady olunteer set out in earch of pon ors and well wishe to help 

rehabilitate the park, thi endeavor culminated in the wedi h International Development 

Agency IDA partnering with the Municipal Council of Ki umu t re tore the park. 

Agreement wa reached that though SIDA wa the main ponsor the city council would al o 

remit part of the expen e for they were the proper owners of the space agreement of joint 

ownership were drafted. Work on the park started in 2001 the park was inaugurated in the 

year 2002 as Jomo Kenyatta ports Ground Ki umu. 

The partnership between SIDA and the Municipal council of Ki umu was however short 

li ed becau e in the year 2005 SIDA pulled out after allegedly an audit revealed 

mi appropriation of finances meant for running the park, up to thi point SIDA and the 

Municipal Council of Kisumu had been jointly remitting fund for running and maintaining 

the park SIDA giving the majority of the funds. The collap e of the partnership marked a 

beginning of a second era of deterioration because the council could not manage on its own 

bo, e er thi time round the lip back into de titute times and neglect was short lived. In 

2009 a board of management wa formed whose mandate wa to oversee the running of the 

park. Since the main funding party withdrew support, they receive no funding from external 

bodie · the park management is elf-reliant and ba to re-inve t wbate er funds rai ed from 

park activitie into maintaining and running the park. The money generated from the 

activitie in the park i ploughed back into day-to-day running paying wages for the park 

v orkers and maintaining the ground . Up to date the bigge t challenge facing the park i the 

inadequacy of funds to run and maintain the park according to the park management. 
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4.2.2 Ph sical structure and design of Jomo Kenyatta ports Ground 

Figure 4.2 bow the structure of the park as designed and exi ting. The implemented tructure 

of the park conforms to a large extent to the design except for a few place . The location of 

the bops which were located along Angawa avenue in the design are located next to the gate 

at the we tern end (figure 4.2). The space allocated for child play in the designed master plan 

of the park currently ho ts Kura offices and an outdoor cafeteria, it however erve as a kate 

park for children over the weekends. Most of child play activitie ha e been moved to the 

lawn next to the pavilion (figure 4.2). The large central space was furnished with tree and 

intended for use for court sport on temporary basis. 

Th park can be divided into smaller spaces that exhibit difference in character these paces 

are: the front parts to the east of the east of the central pavilion and the back part to the west 

of the pavilion. The front part is comprises of: four lawns toward the apex of the park, and 

the central open space. Behind the pavilion are: the sports pitches, the children play area, the 

fi h pond the shops and public washrooms and the fenced off part that has the outdoor eatery 

and Kura offices. These spaces differ in size and character hence are used differently by the 

people who visit the park. 

A number of physical facilitie are provided in Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground which the 

u er who visit the park utilize either for recreation entertainment, comfort or convenience. 

Among the facilitie provided in Jomo Kenyatta Sports Grounds are: seats , waste 

receptacle ignage which directs and in tructs users, lighting and vegetation Figure 4.2- 4.4 

and plate 4.14 -4.23 . 

Information on the main vegetation species found in Jomo Kenyatta Sports and how they are 

used i hown in table 4.3 below. 
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Tablr 4.3. Tb maio vegetation petie found in Jomo Keny tta ports Ground 

Scientific Plant Name Common name Remarks 

1. Tipuana tipu Tipu tree • Vedas bade a shade 

tree 

2. Jacaranda mimo ifolia Jacaranda • Shade tree 

3. Terminalia spino a Umbrella tree • Shade tree 

4. Bauhinia variegata Camel's foot • Shade tree 

5. Chorisia speciosa Bombax • Shade tree 
-

6. Croton megalocarpus Croton • Shade tree 

7. Ficu benjamina Weeping fig • Shade tree 

8. Schinus molle Pepper tree • Shade tree 

9. Schinus terebinthifolius Chistmas berry tree • U ed as hade tree 

10. Fi/i ium decipiens Thika palm • Shade tree 

11. Markhamia lutea Markhamia • Shade tree 

12. Delonix regia Flamboyant • Shade tree 

13. Spathodea nilotica Nandi flame • Shade tree 

14. Bougainvillea Bougainvillea • Used as hedge also 

along the fence of the 

property 

15. Duranta duranta Golden duranta • U ed as hedge in some 

areas 

• Requires heavy 
I 

watering during the 

dry season 

16. Setcresea pal/ida Purple heart • Ground cover 

17. Common gra s • The main ground 

cover in the park 

18. Cupressus semperviren Cypress 

19. Phoenix canarien is Canary i land date palm • U ed as accent plant at 

strategic point in the 

park 
20. Roystonea regia Cuban royal palm • Used along walkways 

directs view . Avenue 

tree. 
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Pictorial inventory of JKSG 
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Fi re 4.4. The physiCO/ facilities in Jomo Kenyotto sports ground. Source: Author. 



Plate 4.13. The lawn with the Owen obelisk. Source: 

Author 

Plate 4.l5. Lawn. Source: Author 

Plate 4.17. The football pitch. Source. Author 

Plate 4.14. Lawn in jomo Kenyatto sports ground. 

Source: Author 

Plate 4.16. A view of the pavilion. 

Plate 4.18. The children paly areCL Source: Author 
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Plate 4.21: The pitches. Source: Author 

Source: Author 

Plate 4.Z2: Access to the shops Plate 4.23. The shops. Source: Author 

4.2.3 Habitation of Jomo Kenyatta Sport Ground 

The activitie undertaken in the park can be grouped into three broad categories, namely: 

e ents recreation and relaxation. The events carried out in thi park vary greatly from 

p litical rallie ocial events such as cultural exhibition , wedding and requiem mas for 

prominent deceased figure . Mo t recently the requi m rna s for the former prime Mini ter 

Raila Odinga s on the late Fidel Odinga and the late Otieno Kajwang were conducted in the 

park. each attracting eoormou crowds (plate 4.24 below). Religiou and sports events al o 

take place in the park. The religious even ary in size from small gathering take place in the 

lawns to vast crowd! attending rallies and crusad . Sports matche attracted large crowd 

during tournament too (Plate 4.25). Active recreation in the park mainly take the fonn of 

port kating and merry go round for children. Relaxation is undertaken by group of u er 
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who utilize the eat in the park or it r nap of the lawn ha ing a quiet moment, watching 

people and activitie or chatting with friends. 

Plate4.24. Crowd attending a requim mass 

Source: www. Panoramio.com Source: Author 

A number of activitie also take in the paTk the e are commercial activitie ucb a 

photography food outlets and the shop . Hawker also represent a sizeable amount of 

commercial activitie in the park, though the undertaking is iJJicit. Offices for the touri rn 

department for the county of Kisumu and a county re ource center are too located at the Od 

Mikayi, this function is associated with promoting the hospitality industry in the county. 

4.2.3.1 ser characteristics 

The u er characteristic focused on in this study are those of age gender and occupation. Th 

u er population was divided along the e lines becau e it wa thought that each of the e 

a pects play a role in determining if and how people use wiiJ use urban open spaces. 

Occupation i a detennining factor in that unemployed people have all the time to hang out in 

the park whi le tbeir counterpart can only be in the park when they are not at their place of 

work, in fact often the unemployed population will spend time in the park becau e they need 

a place to be. Age come into play becau e different age cohorts have a particular tructure of 

time pending for example kid of school going age i.e. 5-17 years are not a common ite in 
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par on hool days which happen to be Monday to riday in the city of Kisumu wherea 

their presence i expected to be more profound during weekends and holiday . 

The population of Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground is compo ed of 36% female and 64% male 

according to the survey. In terms of age the greate t percentage of u er are youths of the age 

of 19-25years they make up 60% of the park users, this number i followed by an age group 

of 26-40 years they make 32.4% of park users age bracket of 41-60years follow at 6.7% 

' bile the percent of users below 18year and above 60 years is negligible. Figure 4.5 - 4. 7 

below how distribution of age, gender and employment status of the u ers of Jomo Kenyatta 

ports Ground- Ki umu. 

Gender distribution 

Figure 4.5. Gender distribution In the park. ourcc: 
e\utbor 

Employment 

0 0 30 
27% 

13% 

1 2 3 4 

Fi!!ure 4.7. Employment trend . urce: Author 

7% 
41-60 

Age distribution 
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4.2.3.2 Utilization trends 

Jomo Kenyatta ports Ground Kisumu was ob erved to be the kind of park where utilization 

trends aried and fluctuated through different day of the week and time of the day. The 

park is open for public use from around 7.00 am to 6.00 pm according to official but in the 

ituation experienced its nightfall that drive most of the park users out, in some cases the 

guards step in to clear out the remaining people after dark, e pecially in the sport pitche 

where players remain till ery late. The population of users of the park fluctuates in number 

throughout the day according to the part of the park under crutiny. The lawn area are 

mostly utilized from mid-morning to late afternoon~ user population dropping to almo t none 

by 6.00pm. On the other hand the population of users on the seat walls peaks in the afternoon 

hours from around l.OOpm to 4.00pm. The sports egment of the west of the Od Mikayi 

pavilion is mostly used from late afternoon of around 4.00pm to early evenings when the 

night falls, there are hardly any u ers in the morning in the ports ection, except for days of 

tournaments. Children play facilities are hardly ever utilized. Though the expectation wa 

that population of children utilizing the equipment (merry-go rounds) would see a significant 

increase during weekends when most of the children are out of school and parents would be 

off work to accompany them to the park, the number of children in the park and rate of u e 

remained insignificantly low, even over weekend . But informants in the park told that the 

children play facil ities are more utilized and numbers of children higher over the holidays. 

Thi remains to be seen as the survey wa conducted during chool tenn eason. 

Another aspect of park utilization tudied wa the frequency of visits by users, respondents 

were asked how often they visited the park, and a summary of their responses is bown in 

figure 4. . Mo t of the respondents vi ited the park on a weekly thi makes 49% of the park 

u er , the number of users was followed by monthly visits at 31% daily visits at 11% then 

yearly and flf t time visi at 5% and 4% re pectively. 
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1 2 3 4 5 
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Park u ers were interviewed on the purpose of their vi it to the park, their responses were a 

hown in figure 4. 8. The percentage of those of visited the park for relaxation was highe t at 

74.3 %. Another group of respondents who describe their purpo e of being in the park a 

passing time passing through and attending events followed closely at 36.9% 36% and 27% 

re pecti ely. Tho e who visited the park for the sports related activities i.e. spectating and 

playing the sport totaled to 43.1 %. 

Thi hows that relaxation and sports are the main activities engaged in by the u ers of Jomo 

Kenyatta ports Ground. 
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Figure 4.9. Purpo e of vi it to the pork. ource: Author, field 
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In ight into company to the park, or lack of company for that matter wa con idered a key 

aspect of bow people will use the park, therefore respondents were asked if they ever vi it the 

park accompanied, an if they did who accompanied them. Their response are represented in 

figures 4.10 & 4.11 below. The findings re eal that 55% of the park u ers vi ited the park 

accompanied, and in mot ca e they were accompanied by friend (67%) foUowed by tho e 

who vi ited tbe park with family members at 22% and work:mates 11%. 
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Company to JKSG 

or kmat l l 0/c ) 

Family (22%) 

(67%) 

0 10 20 30 

Figure 4.10. Company. ource: uthor Fi ure 4.11 . Relation hip or accompanying members. 
ource: Author 

Figure 4. 12 represents the lengths of tay by arious people in Jomo Kenyatta ports Ground. 

Length of stay 

4% 
Whole 

___. 
ourc : uthor 

ajority of the u ers stayed in the park for more than an hour but le than 3 hour . The least 

number was of tho e who stayed in the park the whole day. Thi wa mainly tho e who 

carried out maintenance in the park and trading. 

Ob rvation had earlier a certained that this park had different utilization trends on different 

da of the week. The re pondents were interviewed on if' and why' they preferred certain 

day of the week, and their r pon es are a hown infigure 4.13 & 4.14. 
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Sunday 
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uthor 
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15 
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or the 42% of the respondent who had a preferred day of the week to isit the park a large 

percentage preferred weekend day i.e. Saturday or Sunday. riday was the third mot 

popular day of vi its to the park, with a few of the respondents expre sing preference for 

Monday . o preference was bown for Tuesday, Wedne day and Thursday. 



aturday wa the most preferred day of visit, mo t respondents citing being out of work a 

r on for preference. Availability of many events e pecially ports related one wa at o 

gt n as reason for preferring the weekend, particularly aturday. Friday pe pte cited 

availability of many event (e pecially ports) a their attraction to the park on tbi day. 

Tho e who preferred Monday gave attending scheduled meeting as their rea on preferring 

th day. 

Another element of differential utilization of the park was time. Responden were que tioned 

on which and why was their preferred time of vising the park (see figure 4.15 and 4.16 

below). Afternoon turned out to be the mo t popular time of vi it to the park by users, they 

attributed this to the having free, students cited being free from cla e at this time of the day. 

More people and activity in the park in the afternoon was another reason why people 

preferred afternoons. The e ening wa the 2nd mo t popular time wa al o preferred for the 

arne reason of people being free from work or duties. Notably the evening was mo t 

preferred by people engaging in sports. Another reason that was gi en for evening preference 

was the fact that the weather of the area was more conducive for active sport at this time of 

the day. The respondents who preferred morning aid they had chedule meeting in the 

morning part of the day. 

The e findings of showing preference for isiting the park wen the there i increa ed activity 

hence more people to watch is consistent with haftoe 2008: Whyte 1980 on public open 

paces being an arena for watching other people pre ence of people in public space also 

attract more people into the pace and absence of people discourages use of a space. 
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Figure 4.15. Preferenc non-preference of a specific time. Figu re 4.1 6. Preferred time of the da . 
ourte: uthor ource: Author 

4.2.4 User perception 

Interrogating the link between design of urban open spaces in the city of Ki umu and bow 

they are utilized is one of the main objectives of this study. To a certain this, the survey 

included questions that interviewed respondents on their perception of variou a pects of the 

park and likeability of orne of the key elements of the park. The d ign was investigated on 

the basis of how adequate these elements were how comfortable they were and their beauty/ 

ae thetic . The que tions in this section ranged from general one on what elements the u er 

found most attractive in the park, favourite parts of the park and reasons, to more pecific 

one like how users rated various park elements such as seats wa te bins, vegetation 

pa emen on basi of adequacy comfort and beauty. 

R ponding to the question of what elements/ aspect attracted them to use the park; the 

re pondents ' feedback i ummarized in figure 4.17 below. The a pects of the park that 

people are mo t attracted to in order of ranking are vegetation 37% the Od Mikayi pavilion 

200/o sports 15%, and the restaurant 11%. Other elemen attract people to a le er extent. 
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Figure 4.15. Preference/ non-preference of a pecific time. Figure 4.16. Preferred tim of the day. 

urcc: utbor ource: uthor 

4.2.4 User perception 

Interrogating the link between design of urban open pace in the city of Kisumu and how 

the are utilized is one of the main objective of this tudy. To a certain this, the survey 

included questions that interviewed respondents on their perception of various aspects of the 

park and likeability of orne of the key elements of the park. The de ign was investigated on 

tb basis ofhow adequate these elements were how comfortable they were and their beauty/ 

ae thetics. The que tions in this section ranged from general ones on what elements the u er 

found mo t attractive in the park, favourite parts of the park and rea on , to more p cific 

one like bow u er rated ario park elements such as eats waste bin egetation 

pa emen on basi of adequacy comfort and beauty. 

Responding to the que tion of what elements/ a pect attracted them to u e the park; the 

re pondents feedback is summarized in figure 4.17 below. The a pects of the park that 

p ople are mo t attracted to in ord r of ranking are egetation 37% the Od Mikayi pa ilion 

2 % ports 15% and the re taurant 1 J %. ther elements attract peo le to a les er extent. 
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Plastic seats 1.3% 

Benches 3% 

Lawns 

Sports 15% 

Environment 7% 

Vegetation 37% 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

Related to what i the attraction factor to the park, respondents were asked what their most 

fa ourite element in the park was· their re pon es are hown in figure 4.1 . Vegetation wa 

the most liked element of the park at 32% followed by ports facilitie at 22% and 

pa ements and the restaurant at 10% each. % of the respondent liked the environment 

mo t. 6% the Od Mikayi pavilion, 3% eats 2% ecurity and cbjJdren paly facilities each. 

Another group of re pondents held no one particular element in the park in more e teem than 

others· this made 3% ofth re pondent . 
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Eavourite~lement 

None 3% 

Restaurant 10% 

Security 2% 

Pavements 10% 

Child play 2% 

Sports 22% 

Vegetation 32% 

Seats 3% 

Od Mikayi 6% 

Environment 
8% 

0 10 15 20 25 J 

Th e finding r eal that egetation and recreation play the bigge t role in attracting people 

into Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground. The fmdings are con i tent with Burges ( 198 ) who 

posits that research into public open space user preferences has shown that users place high 

alue on natural environments and recreational opportunitie . 

4.2.4.1 U er perception of elements and aspects of the park 

a) Furniture 

The main forms of furniture found in this park are seats, waste receptacle and lighting 

i) Seating 

It was ob erved that a number of sitting provi ions from which people could cboo e from 

were available in Jomo Keoyatta port Ground. The e are: the eat wall around the central 

pace facing the pavilion, they fonn the large t continuou itting pace in the park. There i 

Pro i ion for movable plastic chairs at the lawn next to gate 1, the e eats are available for 
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hire at a fee of Kshs 1 0/- users are free to u e the eats as long as they please nee the fee i 

met. The movable chairs are popular with group of people conducting meeting. in the park 

for th y offi r flexibility in sitting arrangements. With the e chair itting can be expanded to 

meet requirement as the group expand this i probably the selling point of movable eat in 

the park. Another form of seats in the park were the fixed bencbe found at orne locations in 

the park, all metallic. The lawns in the park are also utilized for eating other pe pie nap on 

the lawns. In some cases unconventional surfaces such as the low planters around trees were 

u ed for eating. 

Plate 4.26. Seat walls. Source: Autllor. Source: Author Plate 4.27. Seating on planter walls. Source: Author 

Plate 4.28. Benches. Source: Author Plate 4.29. Movable seats in the pork Source: Author 
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Plate 4.30: Seating on the lawns. 
Source: Author 
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Plate 4.31: Seating and napping on the lawns. 
Source: Author 

Seats 
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15% 
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--------------- -----------
Figure -4.19. Likcabillty of seats. ource: Author 

A urvey f likeability f eating in the park was taken; the r 

4. 19. The findings revealed that the largest number of respondents felt that adequacy of eats 

in the park is average and that the eats are averagely comfortable. 
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70% 

Legend 

53% 
l.Sports 
2. Sitting on benches 

42% 
3. Sitting on the lawn 
4. Nap on the lawn 
5. Meetings 
6. Political activities 

27% 7. Social activities 

17% 
8. Child play 

14% 9. Hawkers 
11% 9% 11% 10. Washrooms 

6% 5% 11. Movable plastic chairs 
1% 

12. Spectating 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Figure.$.20: Activities undertaken in the pnrk. ource: Author 

Ob ervation ollaborated with respon e from interviewing orne u ers re ealed that eating 

was most engaged in activity in the park. 70% of the interviewed patrons said they usually 

used the provided seating facilitie ( eat wall or bencbe ) when they vi ited the park, 42% 

profe ed to sitting on the grass lawn during their visits and 5% use of the movable plastic 

eat (. ee figure 4.20 . 

Finding on improvement that can be made in the park revealed that orne re pondents feel 

that eating needed improvement thi wa 23% of those interviewed. The improvements 

cited were increasing the number of seat their distribution in the park and making eating 

more comfortable. 

haftoe 2 0 : Whyte 19 0 argues for provision of a variety of sitting option in a space. The 

importance of movable seating bas al o been emphasized. By the author. The findings of the 

tudy were consistent with the authors proposition on eating they revealed that groups of 

people of conducting meeting preferred to u e the movable itting that offered fle ibility, 

and that availability of variety of sitting provisions from which to choose from was important 

for the park users. 
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u Lighting 

A ording to management, Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground is open to the publjc from around 

am to 6.30pm everyday.lt was ob erved that the crowd in the park tarted thinning a the 

e ening tarted etting in, by around 6.30 pm mo t of the people bad departed by their own 

accord, those who remained beyond this hour were booed out by guards. The group of 

pe pie who stayed up to ery late was mainly found at the sports ections of the park. port 

players were ob erved to have a tendency to stay on until it was too dark to play anymore or 

until they were asked to leave. Cessation of all activitie in the park by rugbtfall i thought to 

be due to the lack of rugbttime lighting in Jomo Keoyatta Sports Grounds. 

All the gates into the park are clo ed by around 6.30pm except the two leading directly to Od 

:\ifikayi pavilion· the e are probably left open for acce s by patron to the Hill Billy restaurant 

that is berund the Od Mikayi Pavilion. At the time of field study lighting in the park aft r 

dark was only from pill o er light from the restaurant behind the pavilion, the rest of the 

park as pitch black. Tb re i pro isioo for night lighting in the park as evidenced by 

pre ence of a number of lampposts, though they were not operational at the time. Lack of 

lighting in the park limited night time acti ity t the central ar a wh , th r taurant i 

ituated, the part that was lit. 

When re pond n w re int rrogated on night time lighting in the park a majority responded 

that they bad no idea how the lighting wa for they had never been in the park after dark, the 

few who had, felt that night lighting was poor and needed improvement. 
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ii.Jl \ a t bin 

Plote4.31. Waste bins. Source: Author 

The number and di tribution of the wa te receptacle in Jomo Kenyatta Sports ground wa 

found to be wanting during the field study, the waste bins were few and far spaced out in the 

park. The dustbin shown in plate 4.26 above was the only one found in the sports section of 

the park. People seated in this particular part of the park could not deposit their litter 

conveniently clo e to where they were seated· they had to walk looking for wa te bins to u e. 

The respondents' opinions on the adequacy convenience and aesthetic of waste bins were as 

hown in.figure 4.21. From there ponse , it i clear that most of the park u ers rate adequacy 

and convenience of waste bin lowly and ae thetics ofthe waste receptacles a averag . The 

low core for adequacy and convenience could be attributed to the fact that there are only a 

few waste receptacles which are often far apart; in fact orne parts of the park lack these 

es entia) furni hings atl together. The lawns behind the seat walls were ob erved to be 

without any waste recepta les, similarly no waste receptacles were found in the large central 

ace in front ofOd Mikayi. 
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Plate 4.32. Waste dumping. 
Source: Author 

2% 

45% 
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3% 

Plate 4.33. Sign age for waste recycling centre. 
Source: Author 

• th -i c~.: ion of 1 e a1k in th year _QQ2, a solid wa te r ycling and compo ting 

demonstrat ion center was et up. Tbi project wa no longer operational the demon trati n 

center look .. d like au unmanagc dum si . This s 

orne resp odents in fact a number picked thi spot when interrogated on their least favourite 

part of t e - k 15% f ili cc:. L nts fdt th. t the lc' cis of can lin ss in lhe park were 

dismal and should be improved. 
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. .\ aability of waste bin is linked to cleauline f pace. ln n eniently pl ed waste bins 

ge littering in Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground. These ftnding are collaborated by 

Yii el 2013 who po its that people don't change patterns of movement to ftnd wa te bins. 

Acce and circulation 

to the park is through six gates, there is link from the park to all the roads that border 

it n the three ides. The park link with the immediate neighborhood and the city i good. 

imilarly linkage within the park itself is adequate. Different parts of the park are linked via 

·oncrete block paving and the large central space in front of the Od Mik:ayi that has b n 

gi ·en a compacted murram finish · circulation across thi central space is not defined. Foot 

tion is th mode of m · rnent · park, motorized mean of 

transporta ·on and bicycles are prohibited from passing through or parking in the park, 

bo ever a few cars buses motorcy l s an bi y l s an b seen par · in t pat • from 

rime to time. 

Plau4.34. Park entrance. Source: Author Plate 4.35. Back gate. Source: Author 



Plau4.36. Spectators overspill into the footpaths. 
SolJI'(II: Author 

Plate4.38. The unpaved areas of drculation. 
Source: Author 

Plate 4.37. Tile paved areas of circulation. 
Source: Author 

Plate 4.39. Access to the lawns. 

Source: Author 

The users felt of circulation as greatl influ nc by the di t ib ti 

pavements they used in the park. Respondents were interviewed on adequacy comfort and 

b ty o[ this k y fc' t1rr of tb of l.b m nts on a equacy from 

fu respondents was 5-excellent, meaning the pavements were adequate according to the 

st1 ... t' s of th 

pavements. The lower scores awarded to comfort and aesthetic of the pavements could be 

o ~1 f; ct ~l at duri 1g th J.ry s~ns n tb ce, \\ hicb is finished with 

murram, becomes dusty and muddy during the rainy seasons. This could influence the users 

feel of comfort and aesthetics. 
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t} egetation 

Effi t of egetation on the way people use spaces in Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground wa 

nt from ob erving users go around their business as well as the views ofthe re pondents 

were interviewed in the park. It was observed that hade wa among the bigge t 

d rminant of where people chose to sit in the park, especially from around midday to early 

late afternoon when the sun was hottest, people almost always sat in the shade in Joroo 

K. yatta Sports Ground. The benches and eats that were in the un were avoided during the 

hot time of the day. Except for the structures at the center of the park, next pavilion and 

b ps at the we tern end of the par whi h account for a minimal part f had from lh sun 

available in the park, trees provide the much-needed hade. 

P1ate4.41. Bougainvillea hedges. Source: Author Plate 4.42. Duranta hedge. Source:Author 

Plants found in the this park were inform of clean stand of tree hedges that define space 

and grass on the ground pLane see figure 4.20) busby shrub were not ob erved in use 
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'here in the park. This way of planting has culminated in open"" paces ';Vith clear 

1gbdine and minimal hidden pot that are out of the publi ' view. However the hedge 

·nd the eat wall toward the north bas been grown tall , con iderably limiting view into the 

la 11 pace behind it. In as much as planting within in the space the hedge defmes i done in 

Jean tands of trees and grass lawn hence it is visually open. uch kind of a scenario can 

e ecurity risks. 

The vegetation planted in Jomo Kenyatta Sports ground seemed physiologically uitable to 

the climate of the area. The hot climate of the region that is marked with prolonged dry pelL 

an be daunting to vegetation that is not suited to such conditions. Plants which are not 

appropriate for such climatic conditions will wither and die off during the dry spell or exhibit 

phy·siological strain of wilting and drooping mo t of the time. Even when one is wllling to 

meet the cost of maintaining them it will be costly watering such plants throughout the year 

en after th y are well establi bed. Ob r ation of the plant in Jomo KJ nyalta Sports 

Ground was made at the peak of the dry season, the egetation, espec·a ly the trees and the 

c::m d to be hol ing ell und r tb treme h at and draught, however the gras 

Ia ~11s ad dried up in some areas. At the time of this observation, vegetation in some o1her 

parks of the city e pe ially shrub an gr d cov ucb as Gold ' dur · ~found Lo 

e bowing signs of e treme train li.k wilting, in some em es th y had dried up. Ther are 

otb r s bs g.;.ound overs hi h s .:mcd to b~ ·ving d spite th tr mely dry 

coruftio they in Jude uphorbia tirrucali, bougainvillea pecie and agave species. 

The main tre sp cies found in th par · ,. r " ~ Tipuw li 1, .\ll 1 kh mi lut , Sch ·n;,s n o/1 . 

Deloni regia, Jacaranda mimo lfolia, Chori ia pecio a and Bauhinia variegate and Schinu · 

tereb ·ml ifolius. u tominant " -u s cci s in the ark were Bouga'm illea spp, Duranla 

repens and Golden duranta, they were exclusively used as hedges for defining spac s. Gra s 

was the only ground cover u ed in the park. 



augm nt the ob ervations on vegetation, u ers' view were ought by t ing likeability f 

lants in the park on the a pects of adequacy comfort and aesthetics. The finding how 

t tho interviewed rated vegetation h.ighly as shown in figure 4.22. The survey al o 

ealed that vegetation was rated highest in attracting people to the park it was cited by 

ro of respondents as the attraction factor to the park. Another key revelation about 

v~etation i that 48% of respondents felt that their park experience could be improved by 

tation r l t d interventions, the e int r ention were either planting more tree , more 

grass or more flowers. 
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Figue 4.22: Likeability of vegetation. 
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egetation play a big role in ameliorating bio-climatic conditions of a city ikolopoulou, 

001 e: pecially of one where daytime temperature recorded are high throughout the year. ln 

Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground- Ki umu, people always at in that hade avoiding benches 

and eats that were in the sun wh n the sun was bot. These findings are consistent with 

ikolopoulou 2001 Tuli et a/ 2014's postulations on the role egetation in ameliorating 

limatic conditions. On vegetation and security in public open space the finding are 
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· tent with Jacobs 1961: Shaftoe 2008 who advance that bu by vegetation create dark 

- t of the ublic s sigh corner that are prone crime. 

tl) Water features and monuments 

pond located towards the western end of the park was identified by tho e interviewed a 

th prime water feature in the park. lntended for demonstration of fish farming the pond adds 

to ae tbetics in the park. However the fish project has ever since talled. Some of the 

pondents showed di dain for the pond explaining that it is because it does not serve any 

pra tical purpo e. 

Pfate4.43. Demonstration pond. 
Source: Author 

Plote4.4S. Signage at the water pond 
Source: Author 

Plate 4.44. Aeration fountain at the fish farming pond. 

Source: Author 

Plate 4.46. Safety barrier around the pond 
Source: Author 

The pond onsists of a l.arg at r mass n aeration fountain at one end of the pond and a 

metal grill securing the edges afety of people. Asked to rate the water features in the park, 

the respondcn ga e th ir i ~·s sho ':l infig re 4.23. The pond was gi · u a mod 1 COP 

of 1-poor on adequacy comfort and ae tbetics. Asked to give their reasons, the respondent 
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It t th fi ture wei~; redundant in th l t e id l ·e• e y parl I r fu ~.:tio did n t 

ha e th tic appeal that would draw p pie the view. 

Water features 
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e) Children play 

Child play b been pro ided .(; r in the de ign of the park a h wo in figure 4.2 In th initial 

d ign of the park the children play area was provided for at the pace next to the footbaU 

pitch, the utb we tern end of the park, though presently this location oftbe park has KURA 

oflice and a hade that erve as an outd or eatery during the day, child play activitie took 

place at thj point of the park during weekends and it wa mostly kating. Another play area 

fl r children i n the lawn b rdering the p rts pitche (; ee figure 4.2). ln thi pace, two 

lectri operated merry-go rounds are in tailed: a large and maUer one. The cost of taking a 

ride n any of the merry-g -round i K h . 501=. 

Child play activitie in Jomo Kenyatta port Gr und vary in inten ity periodically, their 

re ence in the park i more pr found during the weekend and chool holiday . A majority 

ufthe cbildf n · en th ages of 5-17 years are s hoot going tho e below thi age rely on 

aren o g them o the play ar as hen their pr sence in the park is largely dependent on 
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\Lng a guardian available to bring them to park. Children al o mo tly depend on the paren 

meet the co t of u ing the play facilities if a fee i required. From ob ervations made in 

Jomo Kenyatta ports Grounds during the period of field tudy there i minimal almo t n 

hild play activities during weekdays, over the weekends the children play activitie wer 

·n considerably low. However on talking to the operators of the merry-go-round , they 

!aimed that children play activiti in the park peak during ch ol holiday and public 

olidays. Tb p lls of minimal low child play activity were however marked with periodical 

influx of group of students on tour or attending an event in the park . 

Plate 4.47. Child play facilities. Source: Author Plate 4.48. Child play facilities. Author 

c of -.- o .nfoJ1 a.11d a.::si ctic ofthe 

~!::!._r n pla) r"::ili · ~!: lfe a - own in.ft !Ure .24. Tl _ thre ~s ccts: n equacy, comfort and 

ae th ti s w r gi · a mocLl s o.- of 3-

e cellent just a eraee. 
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./) Sport facilities 

I 7% of the respondents interviewed affirmed that they took part one form of sport or another 

in the park while 27% attested to spectating, collectively a total 44% of the re pondent 

engaged in either play or pectating sports in Jomo Kenyatta Sport Ground. Sport were also 

rated econd among rea on for visiting the park after vegetation people were drawn either to 

play or pectate sports in the park. 

Sports activitie in Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground were ob erved to take place mainly from 

late afternoon onwards. On most morning and early afternoon all the pitcbe were de erted 

by people, except for pre ence of individuals using the eats in thl section of the park or 

napping on the lawns. The exception for tills late in the day use of pitche was observed to be 

on days when organized porting events such a tournaments took place in the park· mo tl 

Friday and weekend . On uch day ports acti itie started a early a .OOam lasting aU 

day up to early evening. Prompted on reasons for this trend of u e ome players recounted 

that temp rature e pecially from rojdday to late afternoon were torturous y hot, discouraging 

any ports acti ities, they played during this part of the day if only they had to. Another 
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- n given for pr ference of late afternoon and evenings for sports acti ities i the fact that 

a number of the player were engaged in other bu ine during the day, it only in the 

.. ning when they were free from their duties that they could engage in port . According to 

management, competition for the port pitche was high during chool holiday . 

Plau4.49. Football pitch during a match. Source: 
Author 

Plate 4.50. Hockey pitch also used for volley ball. 
Source: Author 

ports e ents in JKSG, especially football matche attract large crowd of spectators. They 

o erspill to the pavements around the pitches. Though need for space i thought to occa ion 

thi overspills it is suspected that the pectators al o look for shaded pot from which they 

can watch matches. The hill Bill restaurant was a favourite spot for spectators watching 

matche on the football pitch undoubtedly due to vantage views of the field and hade at the 

re taurant. 

On a few occasions players were seen changing into the sports gear in the open with no 

pri acy at all. afety of their personal belongings was an issue too for they ba e nowh rc to 

keep them when they engaged in sports they have to rely on friends or other teammates to 

keep an eye on their stuff when played. 
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rtgare 4.l5: Likeability of ports facilitie . ource: Autbor, field 

Asked to rate likeability of sports in the park on a cale of 1-5 the re pondents rated sports in 

as hown in (figure 4.25), mo t of the respondents felt that ports facilities were 3-averagely 

adequate averagely confortable and average in terms of aesthetics. The problems they cited 

relating to sports were poor maintenance of the pitche making them too dusty in the dry 

eason; especially tne hockey pitch, few number of benches available for pectators and need 

of changing rooms for players. 

ports is the primary form of recreation provided for in Jomo Kenyatta sports ground. 

Findings on user perception on the sports recreation in the park are consistent with Burgess 

1998, th author o its that r reation i one of the key fac rs that draw in people to u e 

public open spaces. 

g) Shops 

Jn the design master plan of the park, hop were provided for along Angawa A venue, but in 

th par t day the shop ar built along the we t m end of the park between the 

demonstration pond and the waste demonstration area. These shops ell merchandise and 

e:rvice ranging from oft drink and water, nack , photocopy, cyber cafe, m- esa mobile 
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· g) tailoring and fa hion wear. The proprietors of the oft drink and nack bop 

itatize on the space outside the shops to provide an outdoor sitting area for their 

tomers. 

Pfate4.51. Shops selling drinks and snacks. Source: 
Author 

Plate 4.52. Fashion shops on site. 

Source: Author 

D pite pre ence shops in the park, there is a competing enterpri e from hawker in the park 

who offer a wide range of goods and services. Th ha\·:•·crs in Jor.. o K ny Sp Gro nd 

peddle items like cold soft drinks, ice-cream, sausages, boiled eggs, home made juice, 

po ridg its .;sp~daUy b .ana , fo t r, Kit 11ges nd l os, it m of cl thing musi 

and mo ie cds and jewelry. Manicure and pedicure services areal o offered by the hawkers. 

the e was obs rv d to b p l. ul ly po ul nf tbat 

he routinely cam to the park to get pedi ure, expla· ing that th 

pedi ure end r in the park ere ch ap r fa ter nd efficient mpared to go aloons. The 

going rate for a fi 11 re in be a k is h 100/- while half pedi ure could be 

procured at Ksh 50/-. All hawking activities are considered illicit by managemenl though 

numerous hawking ac · vities were carrie o ith li le · en fr m ge 

Other ommer ial acti "tie in the park are concentrated toward the eastern tip of the park 

dos to he s .op ent. I ere, ers have stand along the 

pavements. Some rigoro sl pursu pas b.,; f 

by thi eh vi r as the wa k p rt of 
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th park. Clo e by i a bu y chair lending enterpri e; they let chair ala fee ofK.shs 10/- each. 

P le can sit on these chairs within the spaces as long as they please once the fee i paid. 

This business like all other activity in the park is closed by dusk when the chair are moved 

10 the pa ilion for torage. In this portion of the park there is al o a drink and nacks tand. 
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A ked to the rate hops within the park on a likeability scale of ] -5 the re pondent gave 

\'iew as shown in figure 4.26, Majority of the respondents gave shops a core of either 1 or 2 

for adequacy, comfort and aesthetics, they felt that the shops were not adequate poor in 

tenns of con: enience and had poor appeal in terms of aesthetics. The e views could be 

attributed to the fact that hops were a little too far to one end of the park and most u er 

e peciaUy those found on the eat walls and the lawns around the Owen monument found the 

location inconvenient. Di content respondents also felt that the shop did not provide a wide 

enough range of goods and services. 

The findings are consistent with Yucel (20 13) on location of furniture and functions in public 

open pace. The author states that furniture and other function hould be grouped together 

for ynergy of convenience al o to encourage nhanced hence effecti e use of facilities. 



h) Washrooms 

Pu lie v ashrooms are provided at three points in the park, two in clo e proximity of each 

oth rand clo e the gate at the western end of Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground and another et 

of washrooms at the pavilion. All the e washrooms are available on pay to use term only, 

rhere are no fr e to use public ablution facilities in the park. 

Plate4.S4. Public washrooms. Source: Author 
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figure 4.27: Likeabitity of washroom . ource: Author. 
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R pondents were interviewed on adequacy comfort and ae thetics of the washrooms on a 

likeabiJity cale of 1-5 including a 6th category of response for tho e who had no idea how to 

rate th is facility becau e they had never used the it. Their responses were as shown infigure 

4.27 they rated adequacy comfort and aesthetics lowly a number of respondents gave the 

feedback of no idea because they had never used the washroom facilities in the park. 
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i) Aspects of the park 
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Literature on use of pubic open space has shade light on important issues and those that either 

persuade or dissuade use of public open pace . Different author have to differing extent 

dwelt on the is ues highlighted in the figure 4.28, these are: Jacobs (1961 on ecurity in 

urban areas· Whyte (1987) on democracy, comfort, entertainment and privacy in pubic open 

paces· Harnik (2010) on provision of urban open spaces and Sha:ftoe 2008) on aesthetic 

and other dimensions of public open spaces. These aspects tackled by various authors in 

literature were rated by respondents in Jomo Kenyatta ports Ground a bown in figure 4. . 

The findings reveal that a majority of those interviewed felt that freedom to access the park, 

fr om to use the park and environmental beauty were excellent in Jomo Kenyatta Sports 

Ground. 

4.2.4.2 Symbo · 

Part of evaluating the design of Jomo Kenyalta Sports Ground's de ign vas taking a survey 

rete nd i "ntifi l m nts endo d with symbolism in 

th park. The nvo e ements whose symbolic meaning the respond nts wer asked to identify 

were the Od Mikayi pavilion an the Ch\ en stone o elis . s shown in figure _29 & 4.30, 
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the park users strongly identified with Od Mikayi but bad a weak understanding and 

int rpretation of the Owen Monument. While 68% of the respondents as ociated the Od 

~ 'kayi with Lou culture and traditions only 20% profe sing to having no idea of the meaning 

of Od Mikayi, rts only 25% of respondent that associated the obelisk with burial of a 

prominent figure part of u ers interpretation of the obelisk wa off the mark, these include 

"%of users who thought the obelisk was a symbol of culture, 4% history, 4% tourism 3% 

& dom fighter, 3% gave vague interpretations, a whooping 56% of the respondents bad no 

idea what the obelisk tood for. In fact a good number of the 56% who had no idea of it 

me~ing actuaUy had no idea of the monuments existence within the park (see figure 4.30). 

This could be attributed to the fact that the obelisk is located in a location that removed from 

the direct line of vision of the pedestrians and separated by use of a hedge. 

ODMikayi 

tu.re 

20°/o ertainment 

H pitality 

er 

oldea 

olng patron as ociate with Od mik~yi. 

Plate 4.55. OD Mikoy; pavilion. Source: Author 



Plate4.56. Bishop Owen stone Obelisk. Source: Author 

Burial 

ther 

25,_ Tourism 

% 
% 

Culture 

History 
oidea 

a ociatc with. 

Obelisks fall under the category of public art. Stiles, 2009 state that public art hould have 

meaning that i explicit or el e it become esoteric· only understood by a few. Location of 

uch elements should be in space where they are focal points of pace. The finding on 

placement of public art in Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground were found to be consistent with 

Stile 2009). 

4.2.5 Problem 

A urvey of the problem experienced in the park was taken, it wa e tabli bed that 34% of 

the respondents felt their experience in the park was fine they didn't experience any 

problems. But for the who felt that there were orne problems in the park high! ighted them as 

follows: 24.3% of respondents felt that harassed by presence of treet kids in the park 

followed 13.5% who found presence of hawkers a nuisance. 13.5% cited lake of provi ion of 

ater especially drinking water was challenge so they opted to buy drinking water from the 

hawkers. Dust from the unpaved and ungrassed part of the park was a problem according to 
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. though at the time of the study the weather wa rainy and du t le el had gone down. 

In uatc bade and pre ence of pickpockets e pe ially during big e ents took 6.6% each 

- . 
0'o cited wa brooms as a problem. 5.4% of users equally felt that the eats in the park were 

inadequate. Wa broom problems were as ociated with inadequa y and cleanline ·a number 

of r pond nts did not also like the fact that to use the public washroom in th park one wa 

barged a fee. Lack of changing rooms in the park was a problem to 4% of re pondents 

pecially to tho e who partook sports acti ities and even in the park. It was ob er ed that 

the changed in the open where they no privacy at all. Low level of cleanline s were cited 

b) 4% of re pondents while harassment from the guards poor lighting and uncomfortable 

eats were each a problem to 1.4% of the respondents. 

None 34% 

Other 

Changing 
Lighting .4% 

Guards .% 
Dust 

Washrooms 
Water 3.5 

Inadequate benches 5.4% 

Seats 

Cleaniliness 
Inadequate Shades 

Street kids 24.3 

Hawkers 3.5 

Pick pockets 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

FiJtUre4.3J. Problems experienced in the park. Source: uthor, field. 
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i gJ · a t tal f 4 % r p ndents who f1 It that their experien e in th park an be 

tmpro ·ed thr ugh vegetation relat d activiti . 23% of the park u c felt that impr vemcnt 

need d to b made n at by in reasing th ir number and di tribution in the park. Th 

oth r tmpro emen propo ed by re ponden was pro iding clean drinking water I %, 

1mpro mg clean lines in the park 1 5% most re pondents associated this with inadequate 

numbers of waste bins a ailable in the park leading to littering by u ers. Increasing number 

of hade in the park wa propo d by 11% of re pondents, controlling treet kid I 0% and 

w hr m related impro ements and ccurity 8% ca h. 
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OFF D GS,CO CLU 10 SAND 
AT 0 S 

Thi ch pter pre en a ummary of flnding on the tale of public open pa e in the city of 

Kt umu and how the space are u ed by people who vi it them. A conclu i n will then be drawn 

fr m thee finding and recommendations propo ed ba ed on the arne finding . 

5.1 Summary of findings 

5.1.2 tate of public space in the city ofKisumu 

Th re are ix public open pace in the city of Ki umu today listed in order of ize the e spaces 

are: Jomo Kenya port Ground, Jamhuri park, Uhuru Park, Jubilee (Oile/ Market park , Taifa 

park and Central park. The flnding on the state of public open spaces in the city of Ki umu 

'ere: 

• All the Urban open pace tudied are planted wi.th vegetation mostly tre and gra . 

• one of the urban open pace wa observed to have functional Ughting at the time of 

thi study, all the parks were dark and unlit though provi ion for night time lighting bad 

been made in some parks uch as Jomo Kenyatta ports Ground and Jamhuri park. 

• All the pu blic parks lack washrooms except Jomo Kenyatta ports Ground and Taifa 

Park. Though a public wa hroom is pro ided in Jamhuri Park it i not in working 

condition. 

• Hawkers were found peddling their ware in all the public open pace , except for Jubilee 

(Oile park) that was undergoing restoration and as a result clo ed to the public. 

• Management all of the public open space in Ki umu fall under the Municipa l Council of 

Kisumu, except for Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground that is managed by a b ard oftru tees. 
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• Tabl 5.1 pr ummary f d umentati n f ariou facilitie fi un in Ki umu 

urban p n pace . 

e end 

./ Facility pre eot 

Facility ab ent 

Table 5.1. Summary of facilities in the urban open spaces in Klsumu city. Source: Author 

Jomo Jamb uri Uhuru Oile Taifa Central 
Kenyatta park 

1. Seats ./ ./ ../ ./ - -

2. Vegetation ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ 

3. Sports facilities ./ - - - - -

4. Children Play ./ - - - - -

5. Paved walkways ./ 
- - - - -

l6 Lighting - - - - - -

l 7. Wa te bins ./ ../ ./ - - -

8. Wa hrooms ./ ./ - - - -

9. Fence ./ ./ ../ ./ - -

lO. Gates ./ ./ ../ - - -
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:.1.3 abitatioo of Jomo ken atta port round 

e foil ummary f th finding n the attitude f th use t ward J m Kenyatta 

ports r und and the way thi public pen pace i utilized by the people bo i it th park: 

• fl i u d in three main way : a a venue [I r even , a a enue for a tive re reation 

mainly p rts and kating and a nue for pa ive recr ati n. 

• g tation and ports ar the igge t factors in flu en ing u e of the park, V getation 

pro ide u er om fort while p rt provide a rt of entertainment in the park 

• Periodical activitie in tb park have different factor influencing them. hildren play i 

d pendent on kid being fr e from chool· port activitie in the park depend on the 

eath r condition and players b ing free from daily dutie . 

orne people acknowledged having preference for a particular time of the day or day of 

the week to be in the park, tbi preference was mainly attributed to be free from work 

but a group of people who aid they were influenced by activity they cboo e a time of 

the day when there wa more people in the park, con equently more activities to watch. 

• De ign element ucb a eating vegetation port faciliti e and pa ernent are the 

primary drivers of bow people u e the park· they determine if people wi ll visit the park, 

and when in the park what they got involved. 

• A ence of night time lighting in the park di courage night e of the pace forcing 

people to leave by nightfall. 

• Placement of litter bin away from itting and high activity area promote littering 

• Though many of the u er feel the there is no problem in the park, tho e who feel that 

there are problems in the park cite the problems they experience in the park a being 

harassed by street kid water hortage hawkers inadequate shades inadequate eats 
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ara m nt fr m guard the pr bl m they experienc in the ark 

\Jtan ofth u e of J m Kcnyatta p rts r und I that the park an b impr ed 

through planting more Lre , gra and Oowe 

• ther impr ement that the u er feel can impr e their park experience i a ailing 

drinking founta · impro ing di tribution of number and comfort f eats in the park, 

pro iding more hade controlling treet kids improving clean line impr ving th 

pitcbe intr ducing more wa te bins cootroJJing street kid and improving ecurity. 

5.2 C nclusion 

.2.2 tate of public open paces in tbe city of Kisumu 

Of all the public open spaces Jomo Kenyatta port Ground is the mo t ignificant public open 

pace in that it is the large t, it hosts more activitie of a wider ariety than any of the others but 

abo e all it s the best equjpped with basic facilities and ervice that enhance and encourage u e 

of a public open space. The re t of the pace lack most of the facilitie necessary to encourage 

habitation (table 5.1). 

The resp n ibility of managem nt of public urban op n paces in the city of Ki umu fall under 

the department of n ironment at the county Government of Kisumu. Previously tru mandate 

fell under the department of Environment at the Municipal council. 

The orry tate of most of the public open space in the city of Ki umu can be attributed to lapse 

in management. The variou aspect of management ucb a maintenance, regulation, and 

in e trnent in the spaces are not weiJ enforced resulting in deterioration of the state of public 

paces uncontrolled use that permits illicit activities such dumping of wa te, drug peddling in 

th pace . There pon ible management departments attribute the problem experienced in the 
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t inad quat fund t carry ut maintenance, enfi rce regulati n r t 

in th pa e . 

rban pen pac planning and de ign in Ki urnu h a I t of p tential, with the n i ioned re

eling of the exi ting publi pen pace and the new prop ed parks by Ki umu I UD-Plan 

the fi re eeable future. 

5.2.3 Habitation of Jomo Kenyatta port ground Ki umu 

arious elements and facilitie pro ided in Jomo Kenyatta p rt Grounds enhance ho people 

the park. At a glance habitation of Jomo Kenyatta sports ground differs markedly from the 

ay other paces in the city are u ed a fact that i attributed to better provi ion of phy ical 

fa ilitie and ervices in Jomo Kenyatta ports Ground compared to the re t of the public open 

pa es in Kisumu. Jomo Kenyatta Sp rt Ground is well designed compared to the rest of the 

spaces in the city. Availability of eats vegetation that provide shelter pitches that are u ed 

recreation are the key factor that influence the way people u e Jomo Kenyatta Sports Ground, 

oth r upport facilitie uch a washroom , shop waste bin which play a part in influencing 

r comfort in the park. 

fanagement was found to influence habitation in Jomo Kenyatta Sports ground in that· it i 

pon ible for routine maintenance practices such as cleaning and maintenance that directly 

influence user comfort in the park. Management also stipulate what is penni ible and what i 

not within public open space this has direct effect on the way people use space . For example 

bicycles motorcycles and even vehicles are not allowed through the park. All park u ers are 

expected to leave by around 6.30pm. Romantic behavior that would pas off as public indecency 

is also banned in the park. These regulations control how people behave in the park. 
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findm n b w pe pie u e Jomo Kenyatta p rts Gr und an be u d a a learning p int 

){J) whi b 1 on on how b t to de ign public open spa e . The e Je on can then be applied 

propo ing a model of uitable urban open pace de ign intervention in Ki umu and other 

are in the region. 

R commendations 

numb r of recommendation were made after concluding the tudy. These recommendations 

are mad keeping in mind the aim of improving habitation of urban open space in the city of 

' umu for it is effecti e use that i considered the hallmark of ucce s of public open spaces. 

Table 5.2 give a ummary ofpropo als for design intervention in the city ofKisumu. 

etatiQn 

Ylore vegetation should be planted to provide shade in all areas Jomo Kenyat1a sports ground 

e. cept where it hinder practical use of pace. The problem of dust can be curtailed by planting 

vegetation e pecially gra s. Maintenance practice should also be improved so that gras does 

not dry off during the dry eason causing the problem of du t. 

me patrons expressed interest in improvement of the varietie of vegetation in the park they 

especially intere ted in introduction of flowers (ornamental plants) in the planting scheme of the 

park, but care sbouJd be taken to avoid hrubby vegetation that would create dark spot that 

could encourage crime. Hedges should be kept low and hrubs planted at the edge of space 

where they pause no ri k of compromi ing ecurity. 

There was lilnited use of ornamental plant varieties. Choice of ornamental plants to use in the 

public open spaces in the region bould take into consideration the climatic characteri tics of 

Kisumu which are hot, dry and humid through most parts of the year the chosen plants should 

thrive or at least withstand such climatic conditions. It is recommended that indigenous plants 
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d ght re i tant arietie that thrive in bot and dry clim te to be u ed. Table 5.2 below 

h t fthe propo ed ornamental plant uitable to the climatic regi n f Ki umu. 

T I 5.2: Prop · ed ornam ntal plant 

Plant name (Scientific) 

I. Adenium obe um 

2. ~gave americana 

3. Aloeferox 

4. Calliandra haematocephala 

5. Dracaena ellenbecldana 

Common Cbaracteri tic 

n a me 

De ert roe • 0 e well in dry bu h land 

• Pink ro e to white funnel 

shaped flowers 

• canty foliage 

Century plant • Available in everal arieties 

(Sisal plant) of different colours 

Bitter aloe 

Powder puff tree 

Kedong 

dracaena 

• Spikey word like leave 

• Good ornamental plant for the 

edge of space 

• Tubular bright orange to red 

flowers 

• Doe well in open area 

• A good accent plant becau e of 

its unique form 

• Flowers in brilliant red 

blo som 

• lt can be grown either as a 

large hrub or mall tree 

• Can survive in very dry 

climates 

• Has a unique silhouette 

16. Euphorbia heterochroma Not known • A thorny succulent bu b 

with little or no leave 

• Can grow to a small tree of 
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Euphorbia tirucalli 

8 Ficus rubrotinctum 

9 Lantana camara 

l 0. Lantana montevidenis 

II . Opuntia vulgari 

12. Plumeria rubra 

Finger 

euphorbia 

Jelly bean plant 

Curse of India 

Trailing lantana 

Prickly bear 

Frangipani 

a maximum f3m 

• an thri e tn ery dry 

• 

eli mat 

requently grown as 

hedge 

a 

• an be grown into a mall 

tree 

• It' a colorful leane 

ucculent foliage 

• Succulent ground cover 

• A vail able 10 a variety of 

colours 

• Pink or yellow or mauve 

flowers 

• Often u ed as a hedge 

• Its is a plant with colorful 

flower which come in pink 

yellow or orange colours 

• It can be grown as a creeper 

or ground cover 

• A ucculent shrub 

• Yell ow or orange with a 

tinge of red 

• It has a sculpted form 

which makes it very 

ornamental 

• An ornamental shrub or 

small tree 

• White or pink very 

ornamental shrubs 
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1 . Quiabentia chacoensis Thorn cactu 

I . Santo/ina chamaecypari u 

I 
I J -. Tecomaria copen i Tecomaria 

16. Thevetia peruviana Thevetia 

17 Yucca gloriosa Adam needle 

• eciduous but can till 

flower when it has hade 

lea e 

• A mall thorny hrubby that 

grow up to 3m tall 

• 

• 

Many leatles branche 

A good accent plant 

• Greyi h ground c r with 

needle like leave 

• Perform 

climates 

well in dry 

• Can be grown as a rna II 

hrub or climber 

• Has bright orange flowers 

• Glo sy deep green leave 

• Often grown as a hedge 

• Grown as a shrub r mall 

tree 

• Has bright orange or yellow 

flowers 

• A good shade tree 

• Poi onou leave 

• an thrive in arid coodjtions 

• A common rock garden 

plant 

• Has a pectacular silhouette 

• Very spectacular creamy 

white flowers 
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nual n pace b uld be planted with more egetation t encourage more u e and keep 

11 d ·t Tre in plante are prop cd for thi pace hown in figure 5.1. This 

mm ndati n i m line with the design master plan of the park in which a propo al for 

ring tte m the central pace wa propo ed. Where planting i to be done in a predominantly 

cape. planter could be utilized to achie e the aim of shading the paces while maintaining 

required hard urface. 

followng 

50 100m 

fi re 5.1. R ~omm ndcd tree planting around ~eotral pa~e. ourcc: uthor 

Furniture 

Elem nts of furniture in Jomo Kenyatta sports grounds can be improved in a number of ways. 

Their location and placement hould be in ucb way that tho e with complementary function are 

grouped close together seats waste bins, lighting, walkways and even shops should be placed in 

close proximity (See figure 5.2). 
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eating in the park can be improved by reconfiguring the low plant r wall around tree that 

orne people utilize for seating to make them more comfortable for eating purpo es thi can be 

achi ved by raising the height of the planters to a height of 450mm that i more comfortable for 

eating and making the top of the planter wall wider as h wn in figure 5.3 and 5.4. 

Coping to make seat1ng more 
comfortable 

Ra1sed planter wall also serves as a 
seatwal 
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Planter/ cat \~tall de il 

-,.., 
Fi ure .4. ear wall detail. urce: Author 

The number and di tribution of waste bins hould be improved their placement should be given 

priority close to areas of high pede trian activity area uch a next to pedestrian intersection 

point eating area and hops. 

ight time lighting hould be provided for to enable people use the park after night fall. 

Pro i ion of lighting will al o boo t people feeling of ecurity encouraging their presence in 

the park after dark. 

Ped tria11 walk ways 

The walkway that have not been given a hard surface pau e a problem of du t during the dry 

eason and being muddy during the rainy eason. lt is propo ed that the urface area of 

compacted murram be reduc~ by planting gra s on areas that fall out ide paths of mo t u e. See 

figure 5.5. 
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I I ..... 
Som 0 

RJ!ure -.-. Redudo the area or unpaved murram. urce: uthor 

Public art 

poont ot ot 

50 100m 

The stone obeli k in the park eem to have acquired orne level of anonymity. The monument 

which goe unnoticed by many of the park u ers hould be placed in an explicit location where it 

will be bard to e cape notice. Bringing people close to the monument and allowing them to 

interaction with the monument will go along way in improving identity of thi piece of public 

art the propo al i to bring pede trian traffic clo e enough to public art and creating eating and 

water feature around the monument will accord the feature better identity. Figure 5.6. i an 

illustration of the propo al. 
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Sp rl fa ilitie 

ports facilitie need ancillary facilitie such as washrooms and changing room for the u er 

comfort and convenience. pectators of matche should be taken care of by proving them with 

more hade and ea . 

The hockey pitch hould undergo routinely maintenance to keep down dust which a number 

use cite big problem and ource of di comfort in the park. 

Shop 

The bop are a little far removed to one end of the park; a central location preferably clo er to 

the h art of all acti itie i more uitable for the location of bop . 

Shelter 

eed for more helter wa expre sed by the park users. belter in the park is mainly inform of 

vegetation that protec user from the sun. hade structure that can provide better from rain 

hould be intr duced in the park b cau e as it i patr n ba e to seek shelter from the rain 
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wh re when it rain due to inad quate helter . M re egetati n h uld al be planted t 

ide helter fr m the un . 

.4.1 p ts of the park 

ecurity 

nforcement f curity in the park hould employ u e of lighting in addition to u e of ecurity 

guard . Lighting will enhance the feeling f ecurity for the u ers of Jomo Kenyatta ports 

Ground. 

ntertainment 

Emphasi should be put into the entertainment a peel of the park. ntertainment can be pro ided 

through routinely cultural exhibition and performance dance and concerts in the park. 

C/eanlines 

Maintenance of the park through routinely cleaning should be emphasized. Increase in numb r 

and di tribution of waste bin in the park i recommended as a mea ure of reducing littering in 

the pace 

Ac 

Uni ersal acce s should not only be into the park, the users hould be allowed to freely acce 

facilities within the park uch a the washro ms using the pool table without the implicit barriers 

of fee paid before use because tbi exclude those who are not able to meet the fee from u ing 

lh e facilities. 
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R ulaJionl ontrol 

e management h uld regulate hawking activitie and other acti itie uch a pre ence of 

t kids who the re: t of the u er fmd bother orne. Ho ever laxity on regulation of the hou 

f u e of the park hould be enforced by management, to aJiow the re ident more hours in the 

park especially during evenings. Management hould increa e partnership with private 

organizations and eek donor funding to get finance required for investment in phy ical 

facil itie in tb e pace . 

5.4.2 anagement 

Management should control begging by street children and unregulated hawking which many 

u ers find a nui ance. 

Partner hip with private Organizations and donor to help olve the problem of inadequate funds 

that undermines variou functions uch a maintenance and investment in physical facilities that 

are crucial in proper functioning of the parks. 

5.4.3 Proposed model for urban open space design in Kisumu 

Based on the tudy generaJ recommendations for urban open space design in Kisumu as shown 
in Table 5.3 below. 

Table 5.3. Proposals for urban open design in Kisumu. Source. Author 

• 0 Item Characteristics Proposal 

1. Furniture 

• Seats Limited number of eats cau e • Introduce more seats and 

people to over pill onto the lawns di tribute aero the park 

• Increase variety of seats 

There is need for variety Ln 

provision of eating 
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• igbtmg 

• Waste bins 

2. Cir ulation 

3. V egetati n 

Lack of night time lighting 

di courage night time activity in 

the park. 

Few and not well di tributed 

throughout the park. 

• Pr vide night lighting in 

the pace to prom te 

night time u e of the 

park. 

• Sufficient number of 

wa te bin hould be 

Far removed from eating areas pro ided o that there i 

and other activitie at least one in every part 

of the park 

Unpa ed urfaces become dusty 

in the dry season and muddy in 

rainy eason 

Climatically appropriate plants 

were observed to thrive in the 

park, un uitable plants wither or 

die off in drought 

Climatically unsuited plants are 

expen ive to maintain high cost 

of watering and irrigation. 

Hedge that are grown tall could 

pause ecurity risks. 

• Locate waste bin clo e 

to high acti ity areas 

such a pede trian 

inter ection points, 

eating areas and bop . 

• Water to keep down dust 

• All high traffic 

pedestrian circulation 

area should be paved 

• U e plants ujted to 

climate lndigenou 

plant are recommended. 

• Keep hedge low not 

more than 600mm high 

where they are used to 

eparate space high 

edges should be allowed 

at property boundary. 

5. Sports facilities Periodical use Mo tly used in the • Provide night time 
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6. Management 

7. Monument 

e enings. 

U ers of playing port ften 

tay-on till dark force them out. 

Lax enforcement levels of 

regulations allow illicit activitie 

in the park 

La k of funds 1 the greate t 

challenge that park management 

face cau iog maintenance to fall 

behind 

Location of monument and public 

art away from pede trian traffic 

and high activity areas cau es low 

level f recognjtion by. 

lighting m the park to 

increase the number 

hours the u ers ba e in 

the park 

• lmprove enforcement of 

regulation 

• eek for funding through 

partner hip with private 

entitie . 

• Make public art the 

centre of pace . 

• Bring people clo er to the 

monuments. 

• Location bou ld be m 

visually explicit points 
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pp od· 1: lntervi w chcdule 

he oi of airobi Department of Architecture and BuiJding ciencc 
Ma tcr of Architecture icld work 

Interview schedu_l 

Introduction: My name is Judith K Onyoni, A Master of Architecture tudent in The 

ni e ity of airobi conducting academic re earcb on rban open pace in tire city 

ofKisumu. 

Information given in this survey is strictly confidential and is to be used for academic purposes 

only 

P RT J: 

Part of the park: 

ime: 
Morning ( 
Da : 

P RT JJ A: Bio-data 

ender : 

Midday ( ) 

Female ) MaJe ( ) 
e : 

0- J ( ) 19 -25 ) 26-40 

Employment tatus: 

elf employed ) Unemployed ( 

Part B: 

I. How often do you isit the park 

Afternoon ( ) vening ) 

) 41-60 ( Above 60 ( ) 

Employed ( ) Student ( ) 

Daily Weekly ( ) Monthly ) Yearly First time ( ) 

- a) What i the purpo e( ) of your vi it to the park 

Relaxation ( Events ( ) Entertainment ( ) Buy/seJI ( ) Pa ing 

through ( Meeting ( ) Waiting ( Buying food Religious ( Other ( ) 

b) If other elaborate 

............... ......................... ......................................... ...................... ..... .. .. . 
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6 

• a) o y u e .. er i it the park ace mpanied? 

y ( ) 

b lfY ith ~o~.ho 

Family ) Friend( W rk mate() ) 

a) How I ng a eragely) do you u ually tay when you isit the park 

0-lhr lhr-3hrs ) 3hrs-6brs ) 6hr - Wh le day ( 

a i ls there a pecific day( of the week when you mo tly · it the park 
( 0 ( 

(If no proceed to Sb) 

ii. Which day ) 

ii, What are the reason( for preferring the e pecific day . 

b i there a time of the day when you mostly visit the park 

Ye o 

(If no proceed to 6) 

ii. What time 

Morning ) Midday ( ) Afternoon ( ) 
iii. What are the reason for preferring thi time of the day 

What activity/ activitie do you u ually undertake in the park? 
itting of benche ( ) 

itting on the gras ( ) 

Taking a nap on the lawn 

Meeting people ( ) 

Children play ( ) 

Buying from mobile hawkers ( ) 

itting on mo able plastic chairs ( ) 

venmg ) 
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. a) \ 'hat · y ur m t fa rite fa ility/fi lure in the park 

.. .... ................................................................................................................................ 

b ) Give reas n ( ) 

9. a What i your least favorite facility/feature in the park 
, . 

. ... . ···· ··· ........................................................................ '''l\\\f£' ~ ... -- · ·~·:~· ~ · ~-~~"" 

) G i e reason J\U v 

. a Do you feel re tricted in the way you u e the park? 

Ye ( ) o ( 

(if no proceed to Q.JJ) 

b) ln what way are you re tricted? 

1 1. How would you rate the following elements found in the park on a scale of 1 to 5 I being 

poor and 5 excellent 

Adequacy 

i) eating ........... (1) (2) 3) (4) (5) 

11 Pa ements ...... {1) (2) (3 (4) 5) 

iii ) Vegetation ...... ( L) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Monument ...... 1 (2) (3) (4) (5) 

) Cttild play ........ 1) 2) (3) (4 5 

vi) Water feature ... I) (2) (3) (4) 5) 

vii Waste bins ..... (1) (2) (3) (4) (5 

Comfort 

(I) (2) (3) 4) (5) 

1) 2) (3) 4) (5) 

1) (2) (3) 4 (5) 

1) 2 (3) (4) (5) 

(I (2) (3) (4) (5) 

(1) (2 (3 (4) 5) 

(I) (2) (3) (4) 5) 

(I 2) (3 4 (5) 

1) (2) (3) (4) 5) 

(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5 

(I (2) 3 (4 (5) 

I) (2) 3) (4) (5) 

I) (2) (3) 4) (5) 
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11. H "' w uJd you rate th of the park n a cale of I t 5, I being p r 

and client 

i) e urity ....................................... 2 3 4 5 
ii) re om ofacce ........................... (I) 2) (3 4) 5) 

iii) reedom ofu e ............................... I) 2) (3) 4) (5 
I ) omfort ........................................ (l) 2 (3) 4 5) 

leanline s .................................... I 2) (3 (4 (5 
Entertainment. ................................ 1 (2 (3) (4 (5 

VII Pri acy .•....................................... l) (2) (3) 4) (5) 

iii) Beauty/ aesthetic ............................ (1 (2 (3) 4) (5) 

12. Wbat tructures/facilitie feature attract you to u e the park? 

13. Do the following feature found in the park have any pecial meaning in your opinion 

a i, 00 Mikayi Ye ( ) No ( ) 

ii If yes what is the meaning 

b) i, The bi bop Owen stone obelisk Ye ( ) No ( ) 

ii, lfye what i the meaning 

14. a) i Which is your mo t favourite part of the park 

ii, Give reason ) 

b i, Which i your least favourite part of the park 

·············· ··········································································································· 
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Gt\C r n( ) 

.... •••••••• ..... ...... ... .. 0 .......... .. ..... 0 ....... 0 .. 0 •• 0 ................. .. 0 ........................... 0 0 •• 0 ••••• 0 0 ............... 0 0 0 0. 0 ......... 0 ..... .. 

14. hat problem do you experience when u ing the park . 

. In your opinion what impro ements can be made to make park more comfortable/ 
intere ting/ beautiful 
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pp ndi II: Ob ervation cb ckJi t I - Habitati o of Jomo n atta port 

round, umu 

Act Actor(s) Setting Remarks 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4 . 
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J 

pp ndi. III: Ob rvation heckli t II - Pb ical tat of Public open pac 

umu a 

Element Physical characteristics Remarks 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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